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A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PREDICT ROTOR ROTATIONAL NOISE OF A
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The George Washington University
Joint Institute for Acoustics and Flight Sciences
Donald Randall*
and Robert N. Hosier
Langley Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
SUMMARY
A digital computer program is presented. The program calculates the rotational
noise of stationary helicopter rotors based on multiple sets of measured or hypothetical
high-frequency blade-loading coefficient data. The programing language used is
FORTRAN IV. A description of all main and subprograms is provided so that any user
possessing a FORTRAN compiler and random access capability can adapt the program
to his facility.
In the proper format, empirical or hypothetical blade surface-pressure spectra are
used by the program to calculate: (1) blade station loading spectra, (2) chordwise and/or
spanwise integrated blade-loading spectra, and (3) far-field rotational noise spectra. Any
of five standard inline functions describing the chordwise distribution of the blade loading
can be chosen in order to study parametrically the acoustic predictions.
The program output consists of both printed and graphic descriptions of the blade-
loading coefficient spectra and far-field acoustic spectrum. The results may also be
written on binary file for future processing.
Examples of the application of the program along with a description of the rotational
noise prediction theory on which the program is based are also provided.
INTRODUCTION
The studies reported in references 1 and 2 demonstrated that the far-field rotational
noise generated by a stationary (no forward speed) rotor can be accurately predicted from
*Computer Sciences Corporation.
measurements of the fluctuating surface pressures on the rotor blade surface. In these
references, it was also shown that accurate predictions were achieved only when fluctu-
ating surface pressures up to frequencies of 500 Hz to 1 kHz were considered. This
report documents the computer program which was developed as a part of those studies.
The program uses the measured spectra of the fluctuating surface pressures in the theory
of references 3 and 4 in order to predict the far-field rotational noise spectra. The pro-
gram is called a Stationary Rotor Rotational Noise Prediction Program, hereafter abbre-
viated as SRRNPP.
SRRNPP is written in a version of FORTRAN IV currently in use on Control Data
Corporation (CDC) 6000 series machines at the Langley Research Center. It is written
for the user with a basic familiarity with references 1 and 2. In addition to the rotor
geometry and performance parameters, SRRNPP requires as input either measured or
hypothetical blade surface-pressure spectra (amplitude and phase). These inputs are
used to calculate: (1) blade station loading spectra, (2) chordwise and/or spanwise-
integrated blade-loading spectra, and (3) far-field rotational noise spectrum. The station-
loading spectra describe the frequency content of the fluctuating blade surface pressures
at the measurement points on the rotor blade. The integrated blade-loading spectra
describe the summed frequency content of a number of chordwise and/or spanwise mea-
surement stations or points. The far-field rotational spectrum describes the predicted
frequency content of the rotational noise at any far-field point. Any of the five inline
functions shown in table I may be chosen to study parametrically the acoustic predictions.
The SRRNPP output consists of both printed and Calcomp Graphic descriptions of
the station and integrated loading spectra and of the rotational noise spectrum. At the
user's option, these results may be written on binary file for future processing. The
SRRNPP is designed to run economically and efficiently through job-stepping and rigid
formatting.
The format for this paper is to present an overview of the main and subprograms
in the main body. The overview includes program application, subroutine usage, input and
output guides, program test cases, and concluding remarks. Appendices A to G present
details of the program. Such details include the theory and equations used, transducer
spectrum-data management, random access file usage, plotting guides, numerical sub-
routine usage, and program usage and listing.
SYMBOLS
The values are given both in the U.S. Customary Units and in the International
System of Units (SI). The measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary
Units.
RQ speed of sound, m/sec (ft/sec)
B . number of blades
c blade chord, m (ft)
D observer distance from source, m (ft)
DF total rotor drag force, LT sin j3, N (Ib)
F
 r force vector, N (Ib)
Jq/Z()) Bessel function of the first kind of order q and argument ZQ
j complex operator, v-1
NDF / 9Kn drag operating constant, - — ^ -, N/m^
^ K M
KT lift operating constant, ^£ sin CT', N/m2 (lb/ft2)
KaO
L load per blade per unit span, N/m (lb/ft)
total rotor lift force, Lrp cos |3, N (Ib)
total rotor aerodynamic load, N (Ib)
M-p tip Mach number, fi
Me effective Mach number,
mB acoustic harmonic number
N rotor shaft frequency, Hz
P general blade pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2)
Pq,Pg amplitude of the qth or sth fluctuating blade pressure harmonic, N/m2
(lb/ft2)
PO amplitude of the zeroth (uniform) blade pressure harmonic, N/m2 (Ib/ft2)
2 2p acoustic pressure, N/m (Ib/ft )
Q limit of blade-loading coefficient summation (defined in eq. (A13))
q mode number (q± = mB ± s)
R observer distance from rotor center, m (ft)
r source point distance from rotor center, m (ft)
re effective rotor radius, O.Srt, m (ft)
rt blade tip radius, m (ft)
SP sound pressure, N/m2 (Ib/ft2)
o oSP g amplitude of mBth sound pressure harmonic, N/m (Ib/ft )
Sq jump function, S = 0 for q<mB, S = 1 for mB gq
s blade-pressure harmonic number
t time variable, sec
Vrp blade tip speed
x observer coordinate vector, m (ft)
y source coordinate vector, m (ft)
ZQ Bessel function argument, mBMe cos cr'
Pqata qth blade-loading coefficient, «-H
 ^0
P.?Qfs sth blade-loading coefficient, ^F0
(3 effective blade force angle, radians
>q limit and directivity function, mBJq(z0)
TJ,£ arbitrary phase constants, radians
6 observer azimuthal angle, radians
cr1 observer elevation angle, radians
T time period, sec
$q»0s phase angles of the blade pressure or blade loading harmonics, radians
Y „ chordwise loading distribution spectrum function
t// rotor azimuthal angle, radians
O angular frequency, 2?rN
Subscripts:
m,mB sound pressure harmonic number
q,s blade-loading or blade-pressure harmonic number
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
A concise explanation and derivation of the theory used in this study are detailed in
appendix A. The computational procedure of the SRRNPP uses the final equation
(eq. (A12)) of appendix A. It is clear from equation (A12) that in addition to general rotor
parameters, the prediction process requires a set of blade-loading coefficients called
a's. These a's are the Fourier coefficients of the rotor blade surface pressures nor-
malized by the uniform or static surface pressures. SRRNPP manipulates the given or
computed a's to predict the rotational noise efficiently.
A general review of the contents of the program is undertaken here. The function
of its main and subprograms becomes apparent in the program application section. The
SRRNPP package consists of five major parts; two are computational, the rest are effi-
cient data (input/output) manipulators. Table II shows the program interrelation. A
detailed description of the program usage and the various efficient techniques is under-
taken separately in appendix F for the benefit of the user. A periodic reference is made
to this appendix at various stages of the text and hence the user is advised to familiarize
himself with appendix F.
Program RAMANI
This program combines the upper and lower blade surface-pressure coefficients
at each location along the chord (or span). RAMANI converts the gage-referenced sur-
face pressures into differential pressures. The conversion takes one of the following
three forms: pressure data from upper and lower surfaces can be added; the data can be
weighted if surface pressures from only one surface are available; and the datum from a
particular location can be skipped if it is in error.
Program SPECPLT
The program plots the differential pressure spectra (both amplitude and phase)
against frequency.
Program TRANS
TRANS is a preprocessing program. The program preprocesses the differential
spectra output from program RAMANI by reorganizing and storing the output on random
access file for efficient use in RNPPE4.
Program RNPPE4
This program calculates the rotor rotational noise using equation (A12). It predicts
the sound pressure levels at sound harmonic numbers mB. The sound pressure levels
are then modified by one of five chord spectrum functions chosen by the user. (See
appendix A.)
Program SPLPLT
This program is similar to program SPECPLT. SPLPLT plots the output from
program RNPPE4.
PROGRAM APPLICATIONS
There are three different ways in which the blade-loading data can be provided to
the SRRNPP. The program operation for each method is illustrated by the following ,
three examples.
Example 1
In this example, the blade-loading data are obtained from an experimental setup
where it is possible to obtain loading information at a representative span location on a
blade of a hovering helicopter.
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Manipulation of Loading Spectra
Figure l(a) shows the location of surface-pressure transducers mounted at a rep-
resentative span location on the blade used in references 1 and 2. These transducers
measure the surface pressures for various rotor operating conditions. After digitization,
these data are then Fourier analyzed using a program such as the one in reference 5.
After the Fourier analysis, each transducer location has an amplitude and phase spectrum
associated with it; the associated amplitude and phase spectrum has been stored on output
tape, in the format required by SRRNPP. (See section on "SRRNPP Input Guide.")
Thus, after Fourier analysis the user has a set of gage-referenced (amplitude and
phase) pressure spectra at each upper and lower surface location along the chord of the
blade. These spectra are stored on magnetic tapes in blocks of 1500 points for efficient
operation. (See appendix B.) In order to convert the gage pressures into differential
pressures, a call to program RAMANI is made.
The conversion is done through complex addition. Let r* be the amplitude and
0j be the phase of the blade pressure at a given frequency f. If the data from location
n (upper) is to be added to the one at location k (lower)', the sum is formed by a point-
by-point (i.e., at each frequency) complex addition
where
= rnf + rkf + 2rnrk cos (0nf ' 0kf)
= arc tan
rnf sin °nf + rkj sin
nf cos 0nf + rkf cos
If only one set of the spectrum data is to be used at a location, then the data are
scaled. For example, in figure l(a), the user desires to use the upper surface data only




where W is the amplitude weighting factor provided by the user. (Note that the phase
is left unaltered.)
The user may choose to skip a particular chord location entirely. For example,
if locations 3 and 4 (fig. l(a)) contain usable data, the user can omit the addition at loca-
tions 3 and 4. The user then would have differential pressure data at 3 chord stations
instead of at 4 chord stations.
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The user may input surface-pressure spectra in any sequence, keeping in mind,
however, that the spectra have both amplitude and phase. He must specify the combining
order using the two arrays ISTN and JSTN. (See section on "SRRNPP Input Guide.")
For the present example problem, the user leaves program RAMANI with 4 differ-
ential spectra. The spectra consist of both amplitude and phase.
The user then has the option to plot these combined data or to skip to the next sub-, .
program. If the user decides to plot the data, a call to program SPECPLT is made.
Program SPECPLT is usually job-stepped (see appendix F) with program RAMANI,
although it can be run separately if the data from program RAMANI are stored on mag-
netic tape. In these plots, the pressure data are normalized by PQ to provide loading
coefficients.
The user controls the plotting of the differential spectra through the array NNPLOT.
NNPLOT(I) = 0, 1, 2 for 1 = 1 , 2 , . . .., MTRACKS. For NNPLOT(I) = 0, no combined
spectrum plots are produced for combined position I. For NNPLOT (I) = 1, only a
blade-loading coefficient spectrum plot is produced for combined position I. For
NNPLOT (I) = 2, both a blade-loading coefficient spectrum plot and a phase spectrum plot
are produced for combined position I. The user can partially control the axis length and
can do some of his own scaling; however, he must conform to the restrictions of the
Langley Research Center Graphic Output System. (See ref. 6, and appendix D.)
At this stage, the user can immediately proceed to the next part of SRRNPP or can
store the data from program RAMANI on a magnetic tape. These choices enable the user
to check the output from program RAMANI before proceeding.
Data Preprocessing
The user enters the program TRANS either immediately following program SPECPLT
or with the information stored on magnetic tape. This program is an intermediate step.
TRANS reorganizes the combined spectrum for efficient use (see appendixes B and F) in
program RNPPE4 which immediately follows.
Calculation of Rotational Noise
Program RNPPE4 computes the sound pressure level at various mB harmonics
using equation (A12). RNPPE4 is run with program TRANS unless the loading spectra
are to be computed internally (as is shown in example 3). Equation (A12) only requires
one set of amplitude and phase spectra, which are assumed representative of the entire
blade, to predict the rotational noise. Hence, the user may choose one of three options
in RNPPE4 to manipulate the spectral data.
These options are best illustrated by the example that has been presented so far.
Using the eight sets of spectra (fig. l(a)), the user left program RAMANI with differential
spectra at 4 locations along the chord. He could then use each differential spectrum sep-
arately (that is, the amplitudes and phases from each station) in equation (A12), and come
out with 4 predicted sound-pressure-level spectra; or, he could use all the 4 sets of dif-
ferential spectrum data and come out with amplitude and phase spectra representing all
the blade loads. This representative spectrum is obtained by integrating the differential
spectra along all or part of the chord.
The procedure for integration follows. (See section on "SRRNPP Input Guide.") A
loading distribution at each loading frequency is defined by six points; four points are along
the chord and two zeros are at the leading and trailing edges. (See fig. l(b).) If the user
wishes to use the entire distribution, a call to subroutine SPLS is made for each loading
frequency. The 6 points defining the loading distribution at each frequency are fitted with
a cubic spline fit by SPLS. SPLS then evaluates the integral of this curve by using a mod-
ified Simpson's rule. This process continues until the amplitude arrays are exhausted for
all loading harmonics.
However, if for some reason the user wishes to use only a part of the loading dis- .
tribution (e.g., the front half in fig. l(b)), subroutine CSIUNI is called to determine a par-
tial loading distribution. After fitting the points with a cubic spline curve, subroutine
CSIUNI interpolates to the point (if the point is not at one of the measurement locations)
which defines the trailing limit of the partial distribution. SPLS is called to integrate this
curve at each loading harmonic.
Thus, the user obtains representative spectra of loading coefficients cv's and
phases. If the Fourier analyzed spectra (ref. 5) have different bandwidths, program
RNPPE4 automatically chooses the loading spectral points such that the spectra have a
bandwidth equal to the blade passage frequency.
Program RNPPE4 then uses this representative loading information in equation (A12)
to calculate sound pressure levels at frequencies mB. The user can modify these sound
pressures by any one of five chord spectrum functions (see section on "SRRNPP Input
Guide") with the input parameter ICHORD. The functions include: point loading, rectan-
gular, half-cosine, triangular, and saw tooth (refs. 1 and 2; table I). These functions affect
the sound pressures at each sound harmonic.
The integration procedure is used only for the amplitudes of the blade loads. The
phase arrays are averaged to produce a representative phase spectrum. The amplitudes
are normalized by the PQ value to .produce blade-loading coefficients (o's).
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RNPPE4 is designed to compute multiple sets of sound pressure level (SPL) values
for the same general rotor parameters; RNPPE4 can also accept more than one set of
rotor data. The general flow of this program is described in the flow chart in table HI.
If the user calls program SPLPLT for a graphic presentation of his results, SPLPLT
plots the SPL values for each set of loading data. SPLPLT also plots the loading data
(blade-loading coefficients and, optionally, phases) if computed through integration. Thus,
in the example if the SPL's are computed by using the 4 sets of data separately and once
by integrating these 4 sets, the user obtains 5 SPL plots, an integrated loading amplitude
plot, and, optionally, the corresponding phase plots from RNPPE4.
Program RNPPE4 stores the SPL and integrated blade-loading harmonic (BLH) data
temporarily on a disk file. Therefore, it is necessary that SPLPLT be job-stepped with
program RNPPE4. The plotting data are written on the disk in blocks as they are com-
puted in RNPPE4. This sequential storing of the SPL and integrated BLH data requires
that the order of the plots generated in SPLPLT corresponds to the order of computation
in RNPPE4: To do this, successive values of the input parameter NNPLOT in program
SPLPLT must correspond to the input parameter NTEGRAT in program RNPPE4.
As in the combined spectrum-plotting program SPECPLT, the scaling and range of
the points to be plotted can be partially controlled through user input. The SPL and inte-
grated BLH plotting must conform with the restrictions of the LRC Graphic Output System.
(See appendix D.)
The present example has exercised the entire SRRNPP by manipulating detailed
experimental data to predict the far-field rotational noise. The sequencing of the oper-
ations can be carried out by the user as follows:
1. RAMANI - SPECPLT - TRANS - RNPPE4 - SPLPLT, or
RAMANI - SPECPLT - tape - TRANS - RNPPE4 - SPLPLT
The efficient use of this sequencing is explained in more detail in appendix F.
Example 2
This example is typical of most experiments with limited facilities. Instead of
using an array of spanwise and chordwise blade surface-pressure measurements, the user
may only have surface-pressure data from one measurement location available to him.
In such a case, the user skips the programs RAMANI and SPECPLT. However, it should
be remembered here that, depending on the locations of the measurement stations, if the
user has more than one set of loading data, he cannot skip these two programs. After
arranging the spectrum data in the required manner (see section on "SRRNPP Input
Guide") on a magnetic tape (or. cards), the user enters program TRANS directly. Here
the data is reorganized and supplied as input to program RNPPE4 to calculate the SPL's.
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In this example, there is no need for integration. Thus, the sequence of operations (see
appendix F) has been TRANS - RNPPE4 - SPLPLT. Only an acoustic spectrum plot is
provided.
Example 3
Hypothetical blade-loading coefficient spectra are computed theoretically by the
user who has an a priori knowledge of the fall-off rate of the amplitudes of blade-loading
coefficient spectra. The user skips programs RAMANI, SPECPLT, and TRANS, and
supplies the loading data directly to program RNPPE4. In addition to the general rotor
operating parameters, the user assigns values to the three variables C, X, and NBLHPT.
(See section on "SRRNPP Input Guide.") The theoretical set of amplitude coefficients are
then:
BLH(i) = -C- (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .)
(i)X . . -
where BLH(i) are the amplitude coefficients o?'s. The corresponding phases are all set
to zero. For more details on the negligible effects of phases, see references 1 and 2.
These a's are used directly in equation (A12) with a chord spectrum function chosen by
the user to predict the SPL's. As in the previous example, the user obtains only one
graphic output if a call to program SPLPLT is made. For this example, the sequence of
operations has been RNPPE4 - SPLPLT.
A sample test run for example 1 was made using the entire SRRNPP package. This
test case is described in the section on "Program Applications."
• . ' • '
SUBROUTINE USAGE AND DESCRIPTION
This section provides a general description of the usage of all subroutines used in
the five subprograms of the SRRNPP. A detailed documentation of each routine is con-
tained in appendixes C, D, and E.
Random Access Subroutines
Programs RAMANI, SPECPLT, TRANS, and RNPPE4 use random access files to
improve program efficiency arid to reduce storage requirements. Manipulation of the
random access file in each program is accomplished through the three subroutines
OPENMS, READMS, and WRIT MS. The three FORTRAN callable routines are system
resident in the LRC computer complex.
A detailed description of each of these routines is contained in appendix C.
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OPENMS is the first routine called and is used initially to open the random access
file. The parameters of OPENMS define the type of record indexing and the size of the
index table. Numbered indexing is used in all programs and the size of the index table
is set to 987 to accommodate 30,000 spectrum data points from 24 separate transducers.
OPENMS is called once at the beginning of each program. OPENMS also designates the
random access file name.
WRIT MS is used to transfer a record from central memory to the random access
file. READMS is used to transfer a logical record from the random access file to central
memory. The parameters of both of these routines define the record number and the '
length of the record. . .
• . '
 ( " " • •• "\r :
Plotting Subroutines .
Programs SPECPLT and SPLPLT use many plotting subroutines of the LRC Graphic
Output System. The subroutines are PSEUDO, CALPLT, AXES, NUMBER, NOTATE,
and NFRAME. These FORTRAN callable subroutines are system resident.
PSEUDO is called once at the beginning of programs SPECPLT and SPLPLT.
PSEUDO initializes the LRC Graphic Output System and indicates the name of the plot
vector file.
AXES is called to draw and label the plot axes. One call is required for each axis
to fee drawn.
NOTATE and NUMBER are used for annotation of the individual plots. NOTATE is
used for drawing alphanumeric information. NUMBER converts floating-point numbers
to binary coded decimal (BCD) and draws the resulting alphanumeric information.
CALPLT is used to do the actual plotting of "the data points. It also terminates the
plotting for the plot vector file.
- 'NFRAME is used to indicate the completion'of the present plot (frame). It also sets
up for the next plot.
Although these subroutines are the actual routines called, many of the individual
routines are themselves routine dependent. Appendix D describes in detail each of the
required plotting routines.
Numerical Subroutines
Program RNPPE4 requires additional subroutines to compute the integrated BLH
data and to evaluate the SPL values using equation (A12). The subroutines SPLS, CSIUNI,
and BSSLS are required. SPLS and CSIUNI are two routines presently in the LRC Math
Library. BSSLS is a modified form of the math library subroutine BJIR. The three sub-
routines are documented in appendix D.
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If the blade-loading coefficients and phases are to be computed by integration of the
loading distribution over a fraction of the chord, the cubic spline interpolater subroutine
CSIUNI determines a modified partial loading distribution. The loading distribution (or
the interpolated partial steady loading distribution) is integrated by applying the cubic
spline integration subroutine SPLS.
CSIUNI and SPLS are used in a similar manner with like parameters. A cubic
spline is fit to a supplied set of data points; the spline is then interpolated at a specified
point (CSIUNI) or integrated over a specified range (SPLS).
The solution in equation (A12) calls for evaluating Bessel functions of the first kind
at various orders for numerous arguments. Subroutine BSSLS evaluates the Bessel
function using a backward recursion technique.
SRRNPP INPUT GUIDE
The input parameters necessary to operate the SRRNPP are described in this sec-
tion. Included is a description of the restrictions, mode, units, and default values for
the input parameter to each of the five subprograms in the SRRNPP.
Data may be input to the five subprograms by punched cards, magnetic tape, random
access file, and disk file. The input method chosen depends on the subprogram(s) being
considered, on the extent to which the program job-stepping is used, and on the values of
input control parameters supplied to each subprogram through NAMELIST. Sample inputs
for each program for an actual test case are given in the "Program Test Cases" section.
Program RAMANI Input
The input for program RAMANI consists of the transducer spectrum data, the spec-
trum data combining sequence, and the program control parameters. Magnetic tape is
used as the means of input for the transducer spectrum data. One or two tapes can be
used depending on the number of transducers. The transducer data input tape is generated
by a FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM program (ref. 5). The spectrum data consist of an
amplitude and a phase at each specified frequency. The specific spectrum data input
parameters are described in table IV, and the tape format is described in appendix B.
The spectrum-combining sequence and program control parameters are input by
NAMELIST. The NAMELIST is named INPUT, and its parameters with default conditions
and restrictions are contained in table V.
There are two techniques used to skip unneeded transducer data. NSKIP is used to
skip spectrum data records at the beginning of the input tape, or the combining sequence
arrays ISTN and JSTN are used to select specific transducers for skipping by .setting
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JSTN = 0. MTRACKS must be increased by,one for each transducer skipped through the
use of JSTN =0.
An example of the usage of the spectrum data combining sequence follows.
LetJISTN(I) = M and JSTN(I) = N, where I = 1, 2, 3, . . .;'24, 0 s M s 24, 0 £N g 24,
(24 being the maximum number of surface locations allowed). Then if: '
1. M * N, and N * 0, data from locations M and N are added.
2. M = N, and N, M * 0, the data from location M will be scaled by an amplitude '
weighting factor W.
3. M * N, and N = 0, data from location M will be skipped.
To conserve storage requirements two restrictions have been placed on the arrays
ISTN and JSTN: (1) the ISTN array must be strictly increasing; and (2) ISTN(I) £ JSTN(J)
for all I g J. The second restriction amounts to choosing the smallest remaining trans-
ducer number as the next element in ISTN array.
Program SPECPLT Input
The input for program SPECPLT consists of the combined transducer spectrum
data generated by program RAMANI and various plot control parameters.
The combined spectrum data are input to SPECPLT by random access file or by
magnetic tape. The temporary storage of the random access is utilized when the com-
bined spectrum plots accompany the combined spectra data. In this case, program
SPECPLT should be job-stepped with program RAMANI and the default IOPTN (default
is 1) should be used. If the combined spectrum data plots are requested separately, the
RAMANI output tape can be used as input and the parameter IOPTN should be set to zero.
The program deck setups for the different combinations are illustrated in appendix F.
The format of the combined spectrum data is detailed in appendix B, and the combined
spectrum data parameters are described in table IV.
The program control parameters are input by a NAMELIST named INPUT. The
NAMELIST parameters with specified default conditions and restrictions are described
in table VI. The array NNPLOT determines which, if any, of the combined spectrum data
plots are to be generated for each position. The. parameters XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX,
and YSCALE give the user flexibility in determining variable axis lengths and scale fac-
tors. These plot control parameters must correspond to the frame size specified on the
plot control card. (See appendix D.)
Program TRANS Input
The "input for program TRANS consists of two input control parameters and of the
combined transducer data generated by program RAMANI. As in program SPECPLT,
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the combined transducer data can be input by random access file, by magnetic tape, or
with an additional option for card input. The means of input are dependent upon the job-
stepping of programs RAM AM and TRANS; the input is again controlled by the parameter
IOPTN. The spectrum-data input parameters are listed in table IV. The data format for
tape and random access is listed in appendix B. The program TRANS input control
parameters are entered through the NAMELIST named INPUT. The parameters with
specified default conditions are described in table Vn. The optional card format is
described in table Vm.
Program RNPPE4 Input
The input for program RNPPE4 consists of the reorganized combined spectrum data
which are generated and passed by program TRANS. The input also contains certain job
control and rotor parameters controlling the computation of the BLH and SPL values.
Since the program TRANS is job-stepped with program RNPPE4, the combined
spectrum data are passed through the random access file. Random access record point-
ers and counters are passed along with the spectrum data. The combined spectrum-data
random access parameters are described in table DC, and the combined spectrum data
format is listed in appendix B. If only experimental data generated by the inline BLH
function are used, program TRANS can be bypassed along with the reorganized spectrum
data.
The job-control parameters and necessary rotor parameters are passed through
the NAMELISTS named ROTOR, INPUT, and INBLH. The ROTOR NAMELIST contains
numerous helicopter rotor parameters and the number of sets of BLH and SPL data to be,
determined for the specified rotor. The ROTOR NAMELIST is reinput if another rotor is
to be used with the combined spectrum data. For each set of BLH and SPL values, the
NAMELIST INPUT or INBLH must be supplied. INPUT is used when the BLH coefficients
and phases are to be computed using the combined spectrum data; INBLH is used when the
BLH coefficients and phases are to be computed internally. NAMELIST INPUT contains
parameters which determine whether or not integration is to be used to compute the BLH
data; these parameters also determine which spectrum chord function is to be used to
adjust SPL values. NAMELIST INBLH is used primarily to define the inline BLH func-
tion. The parameters of NAMELISTS ROTOR, INPUT, and INBLH, together with speci-
fied default conditions and restrictions, are contained in table X.
The parameter NTEGRAT of NAMELIST INPUT determines whether the BLH data
are computed through the integration of the surface-pressure data and whether this inte-
gration is over the entire chord or over a fraction of the chord. NTEGRAT set to zero
implies no integration. Full-chord integration is accomplished by setting NTEGRAT to
K where K is the number of combined transducers stations with the addition of two stations
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for the blade edges. Partial integration is accomplished by one or two means. If the
upper limit of integration coincides with the ith combined transducer position, it is more
efficient to use NTEGRAT = K. If the upper integration limit does not coincide with a
combined position, set NTEGRAT to -1 and input the desired value of PRTLINT.
Program SPLPLT Input
The input for program SPLPLT consists of the sets of computed sound pressure
levels, the sets of integrated blade-loading coefficients and phases, and various plot-"
control parameters. If SPL and integrated BLH plots are desired, programs RNPPE4
and SPLPLT are job-stepped. The temporary storage of the disk is used to transfer the
sets of integrated BLH data and SPL values to program SPLPLT. The BLH and SPL
parameters passed by disk to SPLPLT are described in table XI; the format of the data is
described in appendix B. . .
The SPL and BLH plot-control parameters are input through the NAMELISTS FIXED
and INPUT. NAMELIST FIXED inputs the number of SPL plots desired as well as various
plotting range and scaling parameters. As in program SPECPLT, the user has specific
.controls over his plotting. NAMELIST INPUT is input before each SPL plot is generated
and dictates whether integrated BLH plots are desired. All parameters of NAMELISTS
FIXED and INPUT, with restrictions and default conditions, are described in table xn.
The integrated BLH and SPL data are written to the disk as it is computed in pro-
gram RNPPE4. This sequential storage of the plotting data necessitates the generation .'
of the plots in the same order as RNPPE4 generates the data. This plotting is done by
making values of NTEGRAT in program RNPPE4 equivalent to corresponding values of
NNPLOT in program SPLPLT. If NTEGRAT is zero, the corresponding value of NNPLOT
must be zero. If NTEGRAT is nonzero and if integrated BLH plots are desired, NNPLOT
must be set to 1 or 2 depending on whether an integrated phase plot is desired. If
NTEGRAT is nonzero and if integrated BLH plots are not desired, NNPLOT must be set
to -1. , .
SRRNPP OUTPUT GUIDE
The output from the Stationary Rotor Rotational Noise Prediction Program is
described in this section. The output from each of the five programs making up the
SRRNPP is considered separately.
The programs generate printed, tape, and plotted output as well as temporary
random access and disk output. The type of program output depends on the individual
program, on the extent to which program job-stepping is being utilized, and the values of
various output control parameters supplied to each program through NAMELIST. The
section contains sample output for each program including plots for an actual case run.
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Program RAMANI Output
Program RAMANI generates printed output, a magnetic tape, and optional random-
access output. .
The printed output includes: (1) a list of all NAMELIST input parameters including
default conditions, and (2) a table of combined amplitudes and phases for user specified
NPRINT frequencies for each of the combined transducer spectrum data positions.
The magnetic tape generated consists of the complete combined transducer spectrum
data (amplitudes and phases at the various frequencies) tables for each of the .combined
positions. The format of the combined spectrum data tape is discussed in appendix B.
• If program SPECPLT or program TRANS (or both) are to'be job-stepped with
RAMANI, it is advantageous to generate and to use the optional random access output of:
the combined spectrum data. The format of the combined spectrum data stored on the
random access is discussed in appendix B.
Program SPECPLT Output > • - . . • •
The program SPECPLT generates both printed and plotted output. The printed
output consists solely of the NAMELIST input control parameters. The random access
output from the preprocessor program TRANS consists of the reorganized combined
transducer spectrum data. The random access storage format for the reorganized spec-
trum data is discussed in appendix B. It is reemphasized that the temporary random
access storage is utilized only when programs TRANS and RNPPE4 are job-stepped.
Program RNPPE4 Output „
Program RNPPE4 generates printed ouput and temporary disk output. The printed
output consists of a listing of all NAMELIST input with default conditions, a table of the
BLH data for each case, and a table of sound pressure levels for each set of BLH data
computed. Initially, a list of all the ROTOR NAMELIST parameters is output. At this
point, the following three-step output sequence is repeated until all cases have been run "
with the given set of ROTOR data. First, a list of the INPUT or INBLH NAMELIST
parameters is output. Second, a BLH table is generated consisting of a BLH coefficient,
a BLH coefficient divided by the uniform loading coefficient, and the phases (radians) com-
puted at the various harmonics. The size of the BLH table is dependent on the value of .
the input parameter INCOF. Third, a SPL table is generated. This table consists of the
sound pressure levels (decibels) computed at the harmonic frequencies mBN. After all
sets of BLH and SPL data have been output for the given set of ROTOR data, the output
\''
process terminates if another set of ROTOR data is not supplied. The process will repeat
if another set of ROTOR data is supplied.
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The temporary disk output consists of the SPL data, the integrated blade-loading
coefficients, and integrated phases along with associated plot-control and plot-heading
parameters. The SPL and integrated BLH data are output to the disk as they are
computed.
Program SPLPLT Output
Program SPLPLT generates printed and plotted output. The printed output consists
solely of a listing of all NAMELIST input parameters including specified default conditions.
The plotted output consists of the sound pressure level plots and the optional inte-
grated blade-loading coefficient and phase plots. One plot of SPL (decibels) plotted against
frequency (hertz) is generated for each set of sound pressure levels computed in program
RNPPE4. The optional integrated BLH plotting is controlled by the input parameter
NNPLOT. One plot of integrated blade-loading coefficients (or averaged phases) plotted
against frequency is optionally generated if the BLH data are computed through integration
in program RNPPE4. The actual plots are obtained through the use of job control cards
activating the LRC Graphics Output System, (See appendix D.)
PROGRAM TEST CASES
Specific case by case execution of the entire SRRNPP is illustrated in this section.
Appendix G contains a listing of the programs. The test run used for the illustrations
consisted of surface-pressure spectral data obtained from the time series analysis pro-
gram (ref. 5). Seven sets of amplitude and phase data (2 at 15-percent, 1 at 30-percent,
2 at 50-percent, and 2 at 75-percent chord stations (see fig. 3)) were obtained from
7 transducers placed at an 80-percent span on a stationary rotating rotor blade. These
pressure data were then used to obtain far-field rotational noise by exercising the SRRNPP.
Program RAMANI
RAMANI adds the upper and lower surface data. Since there was only one set of
data available at the 30-percent station, the data were carried over with no weighting.
Figures 2(a) and (b) contain a sample input and a printed output, respectively, for program
RAMANI.
Program SPECPLT
SPECPLT plots the information from program RAMANI. Since NNPLOT is 2, the
user obtains both amplitude and phase plots. There are 4 sets of plots after addition. A




RAMANI provides 4 sets of data after addition; each set represents the 4 positions
along the chord. TRANS reorganizes the data to be used by RNPPE4.
Program RNPPE4
The data from TRANS can be used in different ways to produce SPL's at various
harmonic numbers (frequencies). A sample input consisting of the general rotor param-
eters is presented in figure 4. The flexibility of this program is evident from the following
options.
Case A.- A single set of data from the 15-percent chord station (ITRACK = 1) is
used in equation (A12) with a rectangular chord spectrum function (ICHORD = 1, also see
table I). Figure 5 contains a sample input and the printed output.
Case B.- A sample input and printed output are given in figure 6. In this case
four (in addition to one leading and one trailing edge) sets of data are integrated
(NTEGRAT = 6) and used with saw-tooth spectrum function (ICHORD = 4, also see table I).
Case C.- This example uses integration up to 40 percent of the chord from the lead-
ing edge (NTEGRAT = 1). The integrated data are then input to the equations that are
coupled with triangular chord spectrum function (ICHORD = 3, also see table I). A sam-
ple input and printed output are presented in figure 7.
Program SPLPLT
SPLPLT plots the results obtained from RNPPE4. Figure 8 shows a general para-
metric input sample. Figure 9 contains sample input and output plots corresponding to
Case A, alone. Figure 10 and figure ll are similar to figure 9, but correspond to Cases B
and C, respectively. Since NNPLOT = 2 for Cases B and C, figures 10 and 11 contain
integrated amplitude and phase spectra plots in addition to the SPL plots.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A digital computer program which predicts stationary rotor rotational noise from
measured or hypothetical fluctuating blade surface-pressure data has been developed.
The program uses the theory which was initially developed by Wright and was later refined
by Ramakrishnan and by Hosier and Ramakrishnan.
A complete program documentation including program listings, examples, and
test cases has been presented so that the user can exercise the many program options
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judiciously. This documentation should allow the program to be adapted to any system
with FORTRAN IV compiler and random access file capability.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, Va. 23665




Rotational noise is defined as the noise a rotor would generate in an inviscid fluid.
The origin of this noise is in the periodic forces experienced by the blade as it rotates.
Rotational noise has a characteristic frequency spectrum consisting of discrete com-
ponents which axe multiples of a fundamental frequency BN.
The governing unconvected wave equation for a nondissipating medium is given by
(Al)
where p is the sound pressure, F is the fluctuating force, aQ is the sound speed,
and Einstein's tensor convention is used. In solving this wave equation, the following
assumptions are made regarding the rotor model: (1) the rotor system as a whole is
assumed to be stationary, and (2) nonuniform inflow conditions are assumed. This inflow
gives rise to periodic loading on the rotor disk.
The force and rotor coordinate systems are shown in figure 12. The solution for
a point force f acting at y is, then (see also refs. 1 and 2)
(A2)_
aQ at D
where | 1 implies retarded time t - D/aQ and D «* jx - y|. Then
f(y(t),t) =






Then the radiation from the entire disk is
frt R / ,r\ s- p«(r) pin 0 cos CT sinJo /i^r*" •/ . L
+ COS (A4)
At this stage the following approximations are made: '(1) the observer remains in the
far field; (2) Q' is assumed to be zero for computational simplicity; and (3) the loading is-
assumed to be concentrated over Ar at an effective radius r0. With the use of seriesC ' ' • -
identities for integration over i^, equation (A4) reduces to
Ar | cos ft sin CT'
(A5)
where J>( ) is the Bessel function of order £ and Me is the effective rotational Mach
number. This solution is the resulting sound field from a general pressure pattern
P^re) expjj(T)fl!t - 41£ - $)j. Once the fluctuating pressures on the rotor disk are deter-
mined, the far-field radiated discrete noise is then determined.
A general blade pressure pattern and time history of the loading is shown in fig-
ure 13. This unsteady periodic loading can be divided into two groups: uniform and
nonuniform. The uniform pressures can be modeled as
f(t) = Ck exp j(kBnt - (A6)
k=-»
where Ck = -^^Xi. and Xk is tne chord spectrum function which accounts for the
distribution of the pressures over the chord.
For real cases xk wiU not be a simple function. Table I lists simple distributions
and their respective chord functions x- The uniform pressures have a one-one corre-
spondence with discrete noise, that is, the kth pressure harmonic influences only the kth







where Pmg = ^r~XmB and Pmg is independent of
nonuniform pressures are included, then
(A7)
for uniform pressures. If the
mB = PmB,s
S= -oo
Combining equations (A7) and (A8), assuming <b0 = -d> _ and P—R c = Pmr> 0, andP - . . & -S> —UlJ3,-& — Ill£>,&
Sletting ag = —= Loading harmonic coefficient, the pressure.mode for. mB sound •••• -•f t \
V
harmonic and s loading harmonic is obtained
a.
pmB = pmB ^' - q (A9)
where
q± = mB ± s
Comparing equation (A9) with the general pressure pattern ?„, we find
LBff0
r, = mB, , and
Therefore
(cos j3 sin cr' 9=— sin j31mBJn /mBMp cos v'\\ mBMe / 4-\ c /
fcos )3 sin a1 ^±— sin j3)mBJn (mBMp cos crf)




and LT cos /3
force. Hence,








KL = ~ LF sin a'KaO
„ _ N DF . „_ n •K.TI = -- , IM = —D
 RaoMe' 2vr
The values y = mBJa(mBMe cos or') and ag = ^- loading harmonic coefficients.q, H\ / ±»Q
Equation (All) is the sound radiation from a particular loading harmonic s. It does not
include any phase terms. Now if all the phase terms are included, sum over s and then
convert it into a sum over q. Finally, the sound radiation at mB sound harmonic is
obtained as
SPmB - e x p i m B t - x - KDymB expjmB« - -m+
Q— 1
where
Sq = 0 q< mB
and
Sq = I" q £mB
References 1 and 2 showed that it is not necessary to sum infinite values of q. Based
on equation (A12) with the Bessel function values, the upper bound for q is'found, to be
Q= 110+ ^mBMe cos a' (A13)[_ 4 - J
where implies the integer part of 10 + j mBMe cos a'.
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APPENDIX B
MANAGEMENT OF THE TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DATA
The Stationary Rotor Rotational Noise Prediction Package is designed to accept up
to 30,000 spectrum data (amplitude and phase) from up to 24 transducers. In order to
conserve computer storage needs, only small blocks of spectrum data at any given time
need to be considered. The purpose of appendix B is to acquaint the user with spectrum-
data management techniques used in each of the five programs comprising the package.
The spectrum data are input to program RAMANI from magnetic tape, in transducer.-.T;
blocks of 1500. The RAMANI input tape format is illustrated in table XHI for 3400
spectrum-data points per transducer and with 7 transducers. . - . , .- . •
The input spectrum data are initially stored on a random access file to facilitate ease
of handling, thus conserving central processing unit (CPU) time. The random access for-
mat of the spectrum data is similar to the tape (or disk) format of table xm, except for
the following: (1) a parameter denoting the number of blocks of spectrum data per trans-
ducer is added to the transducer identification record, and (2) a tape spectrum-data
record containing both amplitude and phase becomes two random access records (one
containing the amplitudes and the other containing the phases).
Therefore, the 28 records of the input tape illustrated in table XIII become 49 ran-
dom access records.
The transducer spectra are ready to be combined by addition or by scaling. If
addition is to occur, a corresponding amplitude (phase) block is selected from each of the
two transducers. If scaling is to occur, only one amplitude (phase) block is selected. The
combined spectrum data are now output to disk (tape) and, optionally, to the random access.
To conserve random access storage the combined spectrum data are written over the
original input spectra. (This overwriting produces the restrictions placed on the RAMANI
input arrays ISTN and JSTN.) Table XIV describes the random access format if 4 com-
bined spectrum-data positions are produced from the spectrum data of the previous '
example. The RAMANI output tape has a format similar to the random access-format
with the following exceptions: (1) two random access records containing corresponding
amplitude and phase blocks are reformed into one tape record; and (2) the steady loading
and amplitude average for each position form a record after the last spectrum-data block
from that position, instead of in arrays as in the random access format. Therefore, the
30 random access records of table XIV become 20 tape (disk) records.
The combined spectrum data are now fed to the plotting program SPECPLT or to the
spectrum-data reorganization program TRANS. If the program RAMANI is job-stepped
with SPECPLT or TRANS, the random access records can be used. If the programs are
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not run simultaneously, the tape must serve as the medium of spectrum-data, input
because the random access is only temporary storage. If the magnetic tape is used" to
input the combined spectrum data to either SPECPLT or TRANS, the data are first stored
on random access as in table XIV.
In program SPECPLT consider the use of the combined spectrum data in generating
the amplitude and phase spectrum plots. The total number of random access records
used in storing the combined spectrum data (NRCSUM) is internally computed. The X
(frequency) values and Y (amplitude or phase) values are stored in blocks on random
access immediately following the combined spectrum data. The plotting data for suc-
ceeding plots are restored over these same random access records. If TRANS is to run
in the job-step mode with program SPECPLT, the combined spectrum data are already
prestored on random access.
Assume'that in program TRANS the combined spectrum data have been input or
stored on random access file in the format of table XV. TRANS reorganizes the spectrum
data and restores the data so that up to 250 amplitude (or phase) points from each com-
bined position comprise a typical random access record. The reorganized spectrum data
are positioned on the random access file after the combined spectrum data. Table XV
illustrates the reorganization of the spectrum data.
Since program RNPPE4 is run behind TRANS in a job-step mode, the reorganized
spectrum is passed from TRANS to RNPPE4 through random access. (Necessary counters
and points are passed to RNPPE4 through two random access records, NREC = 1 and
NREC = 2.) If the BLH data (coefficients and phases) are determined through integration,
the random access is again utilized for temporary storage. The BLH data are stored over
the unorganized spectrum data (in records indexed from 3 to NRCSUM) or following the
reorganized spectrum data (in records indexed from record NRCSUM + 2*NREAD + 1).
The storage location depends on the number of combined positions and the number of
points per position. BLH data from successive iterations overstorethe original set of
integrated BLH data.
The SPL and BLH data are written to a disk by case as the data are computed. The
format of the SPL and BLH is illustrated in table XV for the preceding example.
Since program SPLPLT is run behind RNPPE4 in a job-step mode, the SPL and BLH
plotting data are passed to SPLPLT by disk. The data to be plotted are read from the
disk sequentially unless an integrated phase plot is requested. In this case, the disk is
repositioned by the FORTRAN BACKSPACE i statement.
Summary of the management of transducer spectrum data follows:
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1. The storage of the spectrum data and the corresponding SPL and BLH values
involves the utilization of magnetic tape, serial disk, and random access for the purpose
of reducing storage requirements and reducing CPU time.
2. Magnetic tape is used when permanent storage of the spectrum data is desired..
3. Serial disk is used when temporary storage of the spectrum data with corre-
sponding BLH and SPL data is desired, and when these data can be processed sequentially.
4. Random access is used as a temporary storage medium when the data are to be,,
processed in a variable user specified order.
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RANDOM ACCESS FILE USAGE
The transducer spectrum data used by the programs in the SRRNPP are often used
nonsequentially. As described in appendix B, the programs in the SRRNPP utilize' a ran-
dom access file to manipulate and to access the spectrum data. This appendix is designed
to explain the motivation behind using a random access file and to document the three sys-
tem resident FORTRAN callable random access subroutines OPENMS, WRITMS, and
READMS. ' '
In all four programs (RAMANI, SPECPLT, TRANS, RNPPE4) numbered indexing
is used and the size of the index is 987. Therefore, a maximum of 986 logical records
is permitted on the random access file and each record is assigned a number between 1
and 986.
The subroutines in this appendix are taken from Volume EL of reference 6.
INTRODUCTION
It is often advantageous to use a random access file whenever it is necessary to
access records within a file in a nonsequential manner. Since a data cell file or a mag- .-
netic tape file can only be accessed sequentially, these files cannot be used as random
access files. Therefore, only disk files can be used as random access files.
An index of disk addresses is used in accessing a random access file. The disk
addresses are pointers to operating system tables. In processing a random access file,
the operating system returns a disk address in the index when a logical record is written.
The operating system accepts a disk address from the user whenever a logical record is
read.
Using a random access file, where applicable, normally results in a reduction in
execution time when the records are accessed in a nonsequential manner. .For instance,
on a test using 1000 logical records, the use of a random access file took 1/15 as much
CPU time and 1/22 as much peripheral processing unit (PPU) time as the use of a sequen-
tial file.
The drawbacks of a random access file are that extra central memory core is , /
required for the index and that the number of logical records per file is limited by the
size of the index. Also, data cannot be stored permanently on a random access file since





Purpose: To open a random access file.
Use: CALL OPENMS (U,IX,L,P)
where
U is the logical unit number,
DC is the first word address of the index.
L is the length of the index.
P =0 for numbered indexing.
= 1 for named indexing.
Restrictions: OPENMS must be the first operation on a random access file. The file
must be a disk file. For n index entries, the length of the index must be at least 2n + 1
if using named indexing, whereas the index length must be at least n + 1 for numbered
indexing.
Method: OPENMS sets the first word in the index to a positive number for numbered
indexing or to a negative number for named indexing. The random access bit, index
address, and index length are set by OPENMS into the FET of the file for system com-




Subprograms used: GETBA, SIO$, SYSTEM
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Error messages: (1) UNASSIGNED MEDIUM FILE XXXXXX
(2) FILE DOES NOT RESIDE ON A RANDOM ACCESS DEVICE, .
XXXXXX
(3) INDEX BUFFER IS OF INSUFFICIENT LENGTH. XXXXXX
XXXXXX is the file name. Termination is abnormal in each case.
Source: Control Data Corporation.
Responsible person: Mickey G. Rowe, NASA Langley Research Center. D. E. Newell,





Purpose: To write a record on a random access file.
Use: CALL WRITMS (U,FWA,N,I) '?-V
where
U is the logical unit number.
FWA is the central memory address of the first word of the record.
N is the number of central memory words to be transferred.
I is the record number or record name depending upon the indexing mode set
by the initial call to OPENMS.
Restrictions: The file must have been opened by a call to OPENMS.





Subprograms used: GETBA, SYSTEM, SIO$
Error messages: (1) UNASSIGNED MEDIUM, FILE XXXXXXX
(2) FILE WAS NOT OPENED BY A CALL TO SUBROUTINE OPENMS
(3) INDEX BUFFER IS OF INSUFFICIENT LENGTH
Source: Control Data Corporation
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Responsible person: Mickey G. Rowe, NASA Lahgley Research Center. D. E. Newell,
Computing and Software, Incorporated.
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SUBROUTINE READMS . .• ' : . -""•- ' ."
Language: COMPASS
Purpose: To read a record on a random access file.
Use: CALL READMS (U,FWA,N,I)
where
U is the logical unit number.
FWA is the central memory address of the first word of the record.
N is the number of words of the record to be transferred.
I is the record number or record name depending upon the indexing mode set
by the initial call to OPENMS.
Restrictions: The file must have been opened by a call to QPENMS.
Method: The disk address of the record is determined using the index. If n words are
requested to be transferred and there are m words in the record, where m 5 n,




Subprograms used: GETBA, SYSTEM, SIO$
Error messages: (1) UNASSIGNED MEDIUM, FILE XXXXXXX
(2) FILE WAS NOT OPENED BY A CALL TO SUBROUTINE OPENMS




(4) *READ PARITY ERROR*
(5) SPECIFIED INDEX IN THIS MASS STORAGE CALL .GT. MASTER
INDEX OR IS ZERO
Termination is abnormal.
Source: Control Data Corporation.
Responsible person: Mickey G. Rowe, NASA Langley Research Center. D. E. Newell,




All plotting in programs SPECPLT and SPLPLT is done on a Calcomp 12-inch drum
plotter. The Langley Research Center (LRC) Graphic Output System is the postprocessing
system utilized by both programs; therefore, only a discussion of SPECPLT is included
herein.
Before the execution of program SPECPLT, the applications graphic software rou-
tines discussed later in this appendix are loaded from the system tape onto the file con-
taining the binary version of SPECPLT. At this point, SPECPLT is executed. The basic
flow of program SPECPLT follows:
1. CALL PSEUDO initializes the graphics postprocessor and names the "plot vector
file" created during execution (CALL PSEUDO (6LSPECTRA)).
2. CALL LEROY is made to set up parameters necessary for plotting with a liquid
pen.
3. Calls are made to subroutines AXES, NOTATE, and NUMBER to draw and label
the AXES and to annotate each plot.
4. CALL CALPLT creates the plotting arrays for the combined spectrum (or BLH
and SPL) data.
5. CALL NFRAME signals the termination of a specific plot.
6. If more plots are requested, steps 3 to 5 are repeated. If all plotting is com-
pleted, a terminated call to subroutine CALPLT is made.
The above mentioned subroutines are documented later in this appendix. The plot vector
file created during the execution of SPECPLT is itself executed through the loading of the
postprocessor program. The user can control the execution of the plot vector file through
the use of the plot control card. The plot control card for program SPECPLT follows:
PLOT.CALPOST.12 (PVF=SPECTRA.XO=2.0.YO=0.5.FSH=14.FSV= 11)
/ /SINGLE PLOT MODE.
LEROY .3MM PEN TYPE BLACK INK COLOR.
RAG TYPE PAPER. Paper No. OO.//
The postprocessor program creates the separate plot file for the Calcomp plotter,
prints messages and statistics on each frame, prints plotting operations controls, and
permits certain user options. For program SPECPLT the specific user options (listed





X-origin and Y-origin offsets (2.0 and 0.5 inches); (3) setting horizontal and vertical
frame sizes (14 and 11 inches, respectively); (4) specifying plot mode (single); (5) spec-
ifying size and type of pen with desired ink color; and (6) specifying paper type and
number. < , i ^
A typical set of frame statistics and printed operations controls for SPECPLT is
contained in table XVII. These statistics and controls are supplied to the user at the end
of the printed output and to the plotter operator to provide necessary plotting instructions.
This ^ discussion of .the plotting techniques and use,of the graph postprocessor .--. •
applies to program."jjJELBLT as-well as to program.SPECPLT; The remainder of this,,,
appendix deals with documentation of the FORTRAN callable CALCOMP plotting subrou-
tines used by SPECPLT and SPLPLT. The documentation is taken from reference 6 with
a rearrangement of figures. Additional information concerning the CALCOMP plotting "





Purpose: To create and write an appropriately named Plot Vector File. Through linkages
set up by an initial call to PSEUDO, all subsequent graphics data generated by the user
will be routed through one of the PSEUDO entry points and written on the Plot Vector
File. The PSEUDO processor is designed for use with the frame dependent postproces-




FN file name left-justified with zero fill. Default file name is SAVPLT.
Example:
CALL PSEUDO
This will establish a Plot Vector File named SAVPLT.
CALL PSEUDO(6LMYFILE)
This will establish a Plot Vector File named MYFILE.
NOTE; The Plot Vector File (or Files) will usually be written to disk (as opposed
to tape) and may be postprocessed following user program termination
via appropriate specification of one or more plot control cards. (See
Section 3.2.3, Volume II, Computer Programming Manual.)
Restrictions: (1) An initializing call to PSEUDO (with or without a file name argument)
must be made prior to any calls to CALPLT or any other graphics out-
put routine.
(2) Every Plot Vector File should be terminated with a 999 pen code, CALL
CALPLT (0.0,0.0,999). The transmission of the 999 code will cause an
EOF write on the Plot Vector File, and the file will temporarily be
closed. Thus, any given Plot Vector File will contain only one 999 pen
code and/or one EOF.
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(3) To continue plotting execution following transmission of a 999 code
to a current Plot Vector File, the user program must call the
. PSEUDO processor to create new Plot Vector File (i.e., CALL
PSEUDO (6LMYFIL2)).
Method: In addition to entry PSEUDO, this processor contains two other entry points,
namely PLT9999 and PLT9998. An initializing call to PSEUDO will set PLT9999 into
the processor switching mechanism (PLOTSW). Subsequent plot data generation will
then be routed via CALPLT, PLOTSW, and PLT9999 and written on the Plot Vector
File. The entry PLT9998 is used to record special purpose data from routines NFRAME
and PLTSTOP.
Accuracy:
References: See Section 3.2.3, Volume H, Computer Programming Manual.
Storage: 2247g locations total for direct subprograms.
Subprograms used: NUMARG, PLOTSW
Other coding information: .
Source: E. C. Johnson, NASA Langley Research Center.





Purpose: To set up the parameters necessary to accommodate plotting with the liquid ink
pen. Once set, this mode will remain in effect unless a call to BALLPT is given.
r
The parameters for plotting with the ballpoint pen are reset by CALL BALLPT.
This mode is automatically in effect unless there has been a call to LEROY.
:
 :
. ".'"". '."•»-./''! .?-" int.f.V! v .r"-'-
Use: CALL BALLPT . ,
CALL LEROY
Restrictions: The CALL LEROY should only be used with the CalComp. In addition to
reducing the speed of the plotter for all plotting movements, the number of plot vectors
in any annotation is considerably increased.
The CALL LEROY must be made prior to any plotting calls, but after the





Storage: 40g locations 6000 Series.
Subprograms used: CALPLT
Other: coding information:
Source: E. H. Senn, NASA Langley Research Center.





Purpose: To provide users specific means of executing frame advance movements on any
plotter device via an appropriate frame-oriented device postprocessor. Frame advance
distances are generally defined to be incremental from current frame origin (i.e., com-
parable to frame advance executions for the DDI or 252 CRT devices). CALL NFRAME





H and V are Horizontal (parallel to device X) and Vertical (parallel to device Y)
distances from the current frame origin. H and/or V must be expressed
in floating-point inches.
The short form CALL NFRAME will cause the device postprocessor to execute a
frame advance move parallel to the device X (horizontal) axis. The movement will be
(FSH + h) inches, where FSH is the horizontal frame size and h will be an increment
appropriate to the particular device (0 <h ^ 2"). (See the Formal Parameters List of
the plot control card, Section 3.2.3.2 for a more complete definition of frame size
parameters FSH and FSV.)
When H and V parameters are provided on the NFRAME call, only the following
values are permissible:
CALL NFRAME (H,0.) Frame advance H" horizontal
CALL NFRAME(0.,V) Frame advance V" vertical
CALL NFRAME(H,V) Frame advance H" by V"
CALL NFRAME(0.,0.) Return to current frame origin
CALL NFRAME(H,-V) Frame advance H" by -V"
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This should be used to execute a frame advance move parallel to horizontal axis
and to establish a new origin for roll paper plotters and a return to origin for flatbed
plotters.
Restrictions: 1. This routine is intended for use only in concert with the frame-dependent
graphics postprocessors.
2. This routine must be used in any case which may require AUTO modifi-
cation of Plot Vector File data by a graphics postprocessor.
3. The frame advance distances specified by H and/or-V should-always be
at least slightly greater than the intended usable frame size.
4. The H dimension of a frame advance may not be negative (H ^ 0). For
purposes of frame stacking, V may be either negative, zero, or positive.
(See Section 3.2.3 for a definition of frames and frame advances.)
Method:
Accuracy:
References: Computer Programming Manual, Volume II, Section 3.2.3.
Storage: 76g memory words, CDC 6000 series.
Subprograms used: NUMARG, CALPLT, PLT9998, ABORT
Other coding information:
Source: E. H. Senn, NASA Langley Research Center.





Purpose: To move the plotter pen to a new location with pen up or down and to signal the
end of a job segment by incrementing the block address number.
Use; CALL CALPLT(X,Y,IPEN)
where
X,Y are the floating-point values for pen movement.
IPEN = 2 pen down
= 3 pen up
Negative IPEN will assign X = 0, Y = 0 as the location of the pen after
moving the X,Y (create a new reference point) and will increase the
block number by one. (This number is that which appears in the dis-
play at the top of the tape drive on the plotter and identifies the portion
of the output tape that is being plotted. The block address 001 is writ-
ten automatically as a result of the initialization PSEUDO processor
call.) Each block address generally implies a separate page or plot.
= 999 Writes a terminating block address of 999 to terminate the Plot Vector
File and all further processing is skipped.
CALL CALPLT(0.0,0.0,999)
Restrictions: All X and Y coordinates must be expressed as floating-point inches (actual
page dimensions) in deflection from the origin.
A TERMINATING BLOCK ADDRESS (IPEN = 999) MUST BE GIVEN AS THE
LAST PLOTTING INSTRUCTION BEFORE ENDING A PROGRAM WHICH USES ANY OF
THE PLOTTER SUBROUTINES; THIS IS TO BE SURE THAT ALL PLOTTER INSTRUC-
TIONS ARE WRITTEN ON THE PLOTTER TAPE.
Method: The main subroutine in the graphics language is the CALPLT subroutine. All
other special purpose subroutines eventually call CALPLT either directly or indirectly.
This routine moves the pen in a straight line between the present pen position and
another pen location to which the programer wishes the pen to be moved.
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In order to cause such instructions to be written, the programer specifies
the coordinates of the point to which the pen is to be moved and whether the pen is to
be irioved in a raised or lowered position. This is accomplished by the FORTRAN
instruction:
CALL CALPLT(X,Y,IPEN)
Also, the subroutine provides "sequence numbers" on the tape, making it pos-
sible to afford identification of job segments. The block address 001 is written on the
first call to CALPLT. Thereafter, if the programer defines a new origin within the
frame, he need only set the argument IPEN negative. The CALPLT routine then moves
the pen to X,Y;-;storeirthis location as (0,0), that is, at a new origin; and increases the
block address by one.
The following explanation in table form in conjunction with figures 14 and 15
will illustrate results of various commands to the plotter using the CALPLT subroutine.
The figures illustrate the position of the pen after moving to its new position as the
movement from in front of the plotter is observed. Each square represents a square
inch. The dark circle represents the pen, the dashed lines and letters indicate the
plotter directions at each change of origin.
FORTRAN statement Subroutine action Pen movement
CALL CALPLT(0.0,0.0,3) The pen is raised and since
X = 0.0 and Y = 0.0, the
pen is not moved.
Pen is only raised.
CALL CALPLT(2.,2.,2) Instructions are written
causing the pen to be low-
ered and moved in the +X,
+ Y direction.






ered (0,0)) to the
point (2,2)
(fig. 14(b)).
CALL CALPLT(0.,4,,2) The pen remains lowered
and instructions are writ-
ten to cause movement in
the -X,+Y direction.
Figure 14 (c).
CALL CALPLT(Ol,0.,2) Pen remains lowered and
instructions are written





FORTRAN statement Subroutine action
CALL CALPLT(12.,6.,-3) The pen is lifted; the rou-
tine computes the nec-
cessary steps to move
the pen in order to
approximate closely the
line between (0,0) and
(12.,6.). These instruc-
tions are written on the
tape. The stored posi-
tion of the pen is then
reset to (0,0) and the
block address 002 is
written on the tape.
Pen movement









CALL CALPLT(0.,-7.,2) Instructions are written
to lower pen and to
move in the -Y
direction. . .
Figure 15(b).
CALL CALPLT(-5.,-7.,2) Pen remains lowered;
instructions are writ-






to move the pen in the
+ Y direction and then
in the +X direction.
Top of figure, 15(d).
CALL CALPLT(-7.,-3.,-3) Instructions are written to
lift the pen, the steps
necessary to move the
pen in order to approxi-
mate closely the line
between (0,0) and (-7,-3)
are computed and written
on the tape. The stored
position of the pen is
set to (0,0) and the
block address 003 is
written on the tape.
Center of figure 15(d) ...
(note directions in
dotted lines). The
pen is now raised













The pen is lifted; the rou-
tine computes the neces-
sary steps to move the
pen in order to approxi-
mate closely the line
between (0,0) and
(12.,6.). These instruc-
tions are written on the
tape. The stored posi-
tion of the pen is then
reset to (0,0) and the
block address 002 is
written on the tape.
Pen movement.,-.









CALL CALPLT(0.,-7.,2) Instructions are written to
lower pen and to move
in the -Y direction.
Figure 15 (b).
CALL CALPLT(-5.,-7.,2) Pen remains lowered;
instructions are writ-






to move the pen in the
+ Y direction and then
in the +X direction.
Top of figure 15(d).
CALL CALPLT(-7.,-3.,-3) Instructions are written
to lift the pen, the
steps necessary to
move the pen in order
- to approximate closely
the line between (0,0)
and (-7,-3) are com-
puted and written on
the tape. The stored
position of the pen is
set to (0,0) and the
block address 003 is
written on the tape.
Center of figure 15(d)
(note directions in
dotted lines). The
pen is now raised
and sitting over the
point indicated in
the figure; any fur-
ther plotting will
begin from that





Accuracy: ' • • ' • • • .
References:
Storage: 251g locations 6000 series. . " . . " ' •
Subprograms used: PLOTSW, STRCALL, LOCATE
Other coding information:
Source: George C. Salley, NASA Langley Research Center.





Purpose: To convert a floating-point number to BCD (expressed in F format), and to





? " ; . , ' • " - ; :
where
• : - : • ' .'• -.;3"/i **3f-' - • . . • • ' - " 'i • '
X,Y are the coordinates in floating-point inches of the left lower corner of the first
digit of output. -
HEIGHT is the height of the plotted number in floating-point inches. (See NOTATE
routine.)
FPN is the floating-point number to be drawn.
THETA is the angle in floating-point degrees at which the number is to be drawn.
(See NOTATE routine.)
NODIGIT is the number of decimal digits to the right of the decimal point for output.
NODIGIT=1 or NODIGIT=0 both specify no decimal places; however, -1 sup-
presses the decimal point.
Restrictions: The number is restricted to a maximum of 12 significant digits.
Method:
Accuracy: The routine truncates the floating-point number at the required decimal place.
References:
Storage: 271g locations 6000 series.
Subprograms used: NOTATE, ROUND, ALOG
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starting location - 12.3456789
Source: George C. Salley, NASA Langley Research Center.





Purpose: To draw alphanumeric information .for annotation and labeling and to provide
special centered symbols for annotation of data points.
Use: CALL NOTATE(X,Y,HEIGHT,BCD,THETA,NOCHAR) ~
where
X,Y are the floating-point coordinatesi.of the first character.
For alphanumeric characters-wither coordinates of the lower left-hand corner of
the characters are specified.
For special symbols 0 to 5, the coordinates of the center of the-%mbol-are;: '
specified.
For special symbols above 6, the coordinates of the lower left-hand corner
of the character are specified.
HEIGHT specifies character size and spacing in floating-point inches for a full-size
character. The smallest possible character is 0.07 inch high. The width
of a character will be (4/7)* HEIGHT and the space between characters is
. (2/7)* HEIGHT. (See sketch (a).)
H
H = HEIGHT
W = (V?) * HEIGHT




The ith character is plotted at:
Xi = X + (i-1) (6/7) (HEIGHT) (cos 9)
y. = Y + (i-1) (6/7) (HEIGHT) (sin 9)
BCD , is the string of characters to be drawn and, is usually written in the form:
nHXXXX— (the same way an alpha message is written using FORTRAN for-
mat statements). Instead of specifying alpha information as above, the
beginning storage location of an array containing alphanumeric information
may be given. •
Special symbols will be drawn when BCD is an integer reference and NOCHAR
is negative. (See fig. 16.)
Note: A binary zero in the BCD string will cause truncation of plotting at that
point, and a normal return to the calling program.
THETA is the angle in floating-point degrees at which the information is to be drawn.
Zero degrees will print horizontally reading from left to right; 90° will
print the line vertically reading from bottom to top; 180° will print the line
. horizontally reading from right to left (i.e., upside down); and 270° will
print vertically reading from top to bottom.
NOCHAR is the number of characters, including blanks, in the label. A negative
NOCHAR will produce a single special symbol from the integer reference
table. (See METHOD for further explanation.)
Restrictions: Noted under METHOD.
Method: The character height is a variable entry parameter to the subroutine NOT ATE.
However, the width-to-height ratio is fixed at 4/7. This is because the characters are
defined by a series of bioctal offset pairs for a 4-by-7 matrix as shown by the examples
in figure 17. The reference origin for the offset pairs which define each character is
the lower left-hand corner of the matrix. The X and Y values, which are entry param-
eters to NOT ATE, define the location of the lower left-hand corner of the first character
to be plotted for this entry to NOT ATE. Subsequent characters to be plotted are spaced
from the previous character origin by 6/7 of the specified character height.
Figure 16 shows the characters available for the CDC 6000 series computers.
The figure is divided into two main groups: (1) on the left are 62 symbols related to the
62 possible Hollerith card codes and (2) on the right is a set of special characters which
are referred to by integer numbers. The entry parameter NOCHAR tells the subroutine
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NOTATE which one of these two main groups is being referred to for this entry to
NOTATE. If NOCHAR is a positive integer, this means that the entry parameter BCD
is the location of an array of Console Display codes and that NOCHAR characters cor-
responding to these codes are to be plotted. (See fig. 18 for extended card codes.) If
NOCHAR is negative, this means that the entry parameter BCD is the location of an
integer number. This integer number refers to one of the special symbols in the special
symbol table. Note here that when NOCHAR is positive (normal character pickup),
more than one character may be plotted by a single entry to NOTATE. With the special
character pickup (NOCHAR negative), only one character is plotted per NOT ATE rou-
tine entry.
The special symbol table is divided into two groups. The group a symbol is in
is based on the value of the integer number referring to the symbol.
Integer Reference
Number Subgroup
0 to 5 , A set of six centered symbols. That is,
the X,Y entry coordinates are the center
of the character.
Above 5 Other special symbols whose reference
origin is the lower left-hand corner
the character.
For the first group of special symbols, the centering is achieved by the following
technique. The symbols are defined by offset values within a 4-by-4 matrix with the
first and last offset pair being the center of the symbol. The X and Y coordinates
(which are entrance parameters to the subroutine) are then adjusted by
XS = X + H/2(sin (9) - cos (9))
and
YS = Y - H/2(sin (9) + cos (0))
where Q is an angle of rotation for the character and is an entry parameter to the
subroutine. For example, when 9 = 0 , the reference origin is shifted left and down-
ward by one-half the character height. This results in the original X,Y location
becoming the center of the symbol since it is centered in a 4-by-4 matrix. Of course,
all offset values for the character are multiplied by the character height to dimension
the symbol properly. To provide annotation at any angle of orientation, each offset
pair for all the offset pairs for each character is transformed as follows:
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XO = an X offset value
YO = a Y offset value
' X = reference origin of the character
Y = reference origin of the character
XS = final plot coordinate for this offset
YS = final plot coordinate for this offset •ilY.'ii'.-i.™- .^™*-;'""!1 "-'- -
XS= X+ H(XO*COS(0):- YO:*SIN(0))-I; . . - . = . : : ; . ; . ; j -
YS = Y + H(XO*SIN(0) + YO*COS(0))
 r. , .. ,, /.
Another option on entering the NOTATE routine is provided. If the X and/or Y
values are 999., the plotting of symbols is resumed at the coordinates where it left off
on the last entry to NOTATE. For example, if the first entry to NOTATE is
CALL NOTATE(X,Y,0.14,3HABS,0.0,3)
and the next entry is
CALL NOTATE(999.,999.,0.14,10,0.0,-!)
the following symbols will be plotted
ABS \/
The symbol height and the character height were both specified as 0.14.
Another method of determining where the pen left off on the last entry to NOTATE
or any other plotting routine is to use the routine WHERE (Section 3.2.4.100). WHERE










Storage: 1152g locations 6000 Series.
t
Subprograms used: CALPLT, CNTRLN, DECOD1, DECOD2, SIN, COS
Other coding information: , ,.. . . , , . . -,
Source: George C. Salley, NASA Langley Research Center.




Language: FORTRAN . •;, ? v: :;**#. •« ?• • . • • : • ! • : • • • . ' •
Purpose: To draw NASA Standard Plot symbols centered on a given coordinate value.
Use: CALL PNTPLT(X,Y,ISYM,IS)
where
X is the X coordinate for the centered symbol in floating-point inches.
Y is the Y coordinate for the centered symbol in floating-point inches.
ISYM is an integer specifying the symbol to be used. (See figs. 19 and 20.)
= 21 for a point
= 22 for a plus sign +







Accuracy: A positive integer value for ISYM in the calling sequence will produce symbols
of the same quality as in figure 19. A negative integer value will produce symbols of
less quality but will result in a considerably faster computer run.
References: ;.
Storage: 506g locations 6000 Series. .', .
.Subprograms used: CALPLT, CIRCLE, CNTRLN ~. • ' ~ .
Other coding information: '. "• . -
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Source; George C. Salley, NASA Langley Research Center.






Purpose: To draw a line, to annotate the value of the variable at specified intervals with
or without tic marks, and to provide an axis identification label.
Use: CALL AXES(X,Y,THETA,S,ORG,SFX,TMAJ,TMIN,BCD,HEIGHT,NOCHAR)
."..•» - >-*•?. ' i5/Jwv '- :.iiLij -.v'V £... V- -*i"
where
X,Y - : are the coordinates in floating-point inches of the starting point of the axis
with reference to the plotting area origin as established by CALPLT.
THETA is the angle of rotation measured counterclockwise from the X-axis in ,-
. , , . floating-point degrees. Normally, THETA is 0° for an X-axis and 90°
v - . . , for a Y-axis.
S is the length of the axis in floating-point inches. Should be a multiple of
TMAJ.
+S will generate tic marks. - '.
-S will eliminate tic marks.
ORG is the functional value to be assigned to the origin (i.e., the value of the first
scale) in floating point. '; '.
SFX is the adjusted scale factor for the array to be plotted (change in value per -
inch).
NOTE: Values of ORG and SFX which will produce a'reasonable scale may?
be calculated using subroutine ASCALE or BSCALE.
TMAJ is the distance in floating-point inches for major tic marks (0.25 inch high).
Numbers are placed on the axis at the major tic marks in accordance with ! t
the.,values of ORG and SFX. The numbers written along the axis are
adjusted to be between 1000.00 and 0.01 in magnitude. Immediately after





 if the values are integer multiples, the decimal point and decimal places are
eliminated. A negative TMAJ will cause the actual value to be written
instead of the adjusted value.
TMIN is the number of divisions per inch in floating point for minor tic marks
(0.125 inch high). To eliminate minor tic marks the following may be used:
TMIN = 0.
BCD is the character label for the axis (see NOT ATE routine).
HEIGHT is the height of the full-size characters in the BCD title. Numbers at the tic
marks will be (0.75 "HEIGHT) high. HEIGHT is in floating-point inches.
If HEIGHT = 0., all annotation will be eliminated.
NOCHAR is an integer specifying the number of characters in BCD title. A negative
NOCHAR places the annotation on the clockwise side of the axis and a posi-
tive NOCHAR places the annotation on the counterclockwise side of the axis,
NOCHAR = 0 is not allowed. If it is desired to have no label, then the BCD
parameter should be 1H, and NOCHAR either +1 or -1.
Restrictions: Only perpendicular axes are recommended.
Method:
. . . . . . . . , . • - - / • ' .
Accuracy:
References: . ; '
Storage: 1451a locations 6000 Series.
Subprograms used: CALPLT, NOT ATE, NUMBER, ROUND, SIN, COS, WHERE
' . . - ' • ' • . • • / . • ' . • ' • •
Other coding information: Examples: .
:
 CALL AXES(X,Y,0.0,2.0,0.0,.001,+ 1.,4.0,1HX,0.2,-1)
Starting Location —*. I—L











Starting Location —» 0
CALL AXES(X,Y,270.0,2.0,0.0,0.5,-1.,10.0,1HY,0.2,-1)
Starting Location •'—» 0.
1-0
Source: George C. Salley, NASA Langley Research Center.
QUESTIONS ON THE USE OF THIS PROGRAM SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE ACD




Appendix E provides documentation of the numerical subroutines used in program
RNPPE4. Subroutines SPLS and CSIUNI are used by computing blade-loading data by
integration of the steady loading distribution over all or part of the chord. Subroutine






Purpose: To compute \ f«(X) dX by a cubic spline approximation where X(KI) and
*
 JX(KI)
X(KJ) are the first and last points of the interval and i = 1, 2, . . ., NCVS.
Use: CALL SPLS(MNPTS, N, NCVS, X, Y, HE, KJ, PROXIN, IW, WK, IERR)
MNPTS An input integer specifying the maximum number of values in the independent
variable array as stated in the dimension statement of the calling program.
N An input integer specifying the number of points in the independent variable
array. Ni MNPTS. ,
NCVS An input integer specifying the number of dependent variable tables associated
with the independent variable.
X A one-dimensional input array containing the independent variables. X should
be dimensioned by at least N in the calling program.
Y A two-dimensional input array containing the dependent variables. The array
Y is dimensioned with variable,dimension in the subroutine; therefore, Y
must.be dimensioned in the calling program with first dimension MNPTS
and second dimension at least NCVS.
KI An input integer specifying the X array index containing the lower limit of
integration. ,
KJ An input integer specifying the X array index containing the upper limit of
integration.^
pX(KJ)
PROXIN A one-dimensional output array in which \ f (X) dX is stored for each
JX(KI)
dependent variable, array.
PROXIN must be dimensioned by at least NCVS in the calling program.
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IW An input integer used for initialization. On first entry into SPLS the user
must set IW = -1. The routine will then test the independent variable array
to determine if it is increasing, and, also, compute certain values pertain-
ing to the X and Y arrays.
These values will not change unless either the X or Y array is replaced.
WK An array used by SPLS as a work area. WK must be dimensioned at least
2(N x NCVS) + 8N. This array should not be used elsewhere in the
program.
*
IERR An output error integer
= 0 Normal return
= 1 The independent variable array is not increasing. An error message will
be printed by SPLS. "INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY NOT INCREAS-
ING IN SPLS AT POSITION IHI X = XXXX,XXXX."
Upon return to the calling program, the parameter IERR should be tested.
Restrictions: All arrays must be floating point. The values in the independent variable
array must be increasing.
Method: The method used in SPLS is that of the reference. The reference gives the
derivative .of a matrix equation relating the second derivative of a univariate spline
function at the given values of the independent variable to the values of the function at
these values of the independent variable. Values of the second derivative are assumed
to be zero at the end points. The matrix equation is tridiagonal and is solved by the
Thomas algorithm which is equivalent to Gaussian elimination without pivoting. Expres-
sions are derived for the integral in terms of the spline function and its second deriva-
tive at the nodes of the specified interval.
Accuracy: Cubic spline functions yield a best fit to a set of data. When fitting data
derived from an analytical function, the cubic spline function yields an approximation
of that function to an order of h where h is the interval size of the independent vari-
able of the spline fit. The accuracy of the integral is of an order of h . Care should be
taken when fitting data where large gradients exist. Large gradients may cause extreme
oscillations in the spline function. • . :
References: Greville, T. N. E., "Spline Functions, Interpolation and Numerical Quadra-





- ' • .:- •' • -.' '" .;,-»,> it
Subprograms used: None.
FORTRAN functions: None.
Other coding information: It is recommended that the independent variable array contain
at least four points, N ^ 4.
EXAMPLE:
To compute the integral from X(KI) to X(KJ) for two dependent varia-
ble tables, the coding would be as follows:










IF(IERR.EQ.O) GO TO 10
10 CONTINUE
C








Source: NASA Langley Research Center, Computer Mathematics and Programing
Branch,
QUESTIONS ON THE USE OF THIS PROGRAM SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE ACD





Purpose: To perform a cubic spline interpolation on a univariate function for any number
of different dependent variable arrays associated with the independent variable array.
Use: CALL CSIUNI(MNPTS,N,NCVS,MMAX,M,X,Y,T,F,IW,WK,IERR)
MNPTS An input integer specifying the maximum number of values in the independent
variable array as stated in the dimension statement of the calling program.
N An input integer specifying the number of values in the independent variable
array, N i MNPTS.
NCVS An input integer specifying the number of dependent variable tables associated
with the independent variable.
MM AX An input integer specifying the maximum number of values at which interpo-
lation is desired as stated in the dimension statement of the calling program.
M An input integer specifying the number of values to be interpolated on this
entry into CSIUNI, M ^ MMAX.
X A one-dimensional input array containing the independent variables. The
array X should be dimensioned by at least N in the calling program.
Y A two-dimensional input array containing the dependent variables. The array
Y is dimensioned with variable dimension in the subroutine; therefore, Y.
must be dimensioned in the calling program with first dimension MNPTS and
second dimension at least NCVS.
T A one-dimensional input array containing the values of the independent variable
for which values of the dependent variable are desired. The array T must
be dimensioned by at least M in the calling program.
F A two-dimensional output array in which CSIUNI stores the values of the func-
tion at the M values of the independent variable. The array F is dimensioned
with variable dimension in the subroutine; therefore, F must be dimensioned




IW An input-output integer.
INPUT: IW is the initialization integer. On first entry into CSIUNI the user
must set IW = 1. This will cause the independent variable array to be
tested to determine if it is increasing. Also, certain values pertain-
ing to the X and Y arrays will be computed. These values will not
change unless either the X or Y arrays are replaced.
OUTPUT: IW is an index pointer indicating that X^ s XQ s XIW+ j.. On the .
next call to CSIUNI, the previous IW is used to begin the search
- for the interval containing the interpolation point. Linear extra-
polation is provided; therefore, IW = 0 indicates lower end extra-
polation, and IW = N indicates upper end extrapolation.
WK An array used by CSIUNI as a work area. WK must be dimensioned at least
3(NXNCVS) + 8N.
IERR An output integer error code
= 0 Normal return
= 1 The independent variable array is not increasing. CSIUNI will print ••
'INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY NOT INCREASING IN CSIUNI AT POSI-
TION mi,x=xxxx,xxxx."
Upon return to the calling program, the parameter IERR should be tested.
Restrictions: All arrays must be floating point. The values of the independent variable
array must be increasing. «
)
Method: The method used in CSIUNI is that of the reference. The reference gives the
derivative of a matrix equation relating the second derivative of a univariate spline
function at the given values of the independent variable to the values of the function at
these values of the independent variable. Values of the second derivative are assumed
to be zero at the end points. The matrix equation is tridiagonal and is solved by the
Thomas algorithm, which is equivalent to Gaussian elimination without pivoting.
Accuracy: Cubic spline functions yield a best fit to a set of data. When fitting data derived
from an analytical function, the cubic spline function yields an approximation of that
function to an order of h^ where h is the interval size of the independent variable of the
spline fit. When fitting arbitrary sets of data, care should be taken in interpolating
between the nodes to assure that the spline fit is satisfactory to the user. This is
especially important when fitting data where large gradients exist. Large gradients
may cause extreme oscillations in the spline function.
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References: Greville, T. N. E., "Spline Functions, Interpolation and Numerical Quadra-





Other coding information: Linear extrapolation is available but should be used with care.
It is recommended that the independent variable array contain at least four points,
N 1 4. '
EXAMPLE:













IF(IERR.EQ.O) GO TO 10
10 CONTINUE
C







IF(IERR.EQ.O) GO TO 100
100 CONTINUE
Source: NASA Langley Research.Center, Computer Mathematics and Programing
Branch.
QUESTIONS ON THE USE OF THIS PROGRAM SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE ACD





Purpose: To compute Bessel functions of the first kind, JN(X) for a positive real argu-
ment, from order zero to order N-l.
Use: CALL BSSLS(X,F,N)
X " • • J ' - An input variable specifying the argument for which the Bessel functions are i : :
to be evaluated. " "' f"' »*" - £ . f ' ) "-v^-
N An input integer specifying the maximum order Bessel function desired.
F A one dimensional output array containing the Bessel functions from order
zero to order N-l. Because of the recursion technique employed by the
routine, the user must reserve at least
: v * N+ 28 if N^ 1.5*[X] ' ' ... . . . ' :
1.5*[X] + 28 if N< 1.5*[X]
locations for F. [x] is the integral part of the argument X.
Restrictions: N is assumed positive and X is assumed non-negative. Labeled COMMON
with FIX for a block name may not be used. This identifier is used by BSSLS.
Method: BSSLS is a Langley Research Center (LRC) mathematics library system subrou-
tine BJIR, C3.2 (see program ref. 1) modified to allow computation of Bessel functions of
order greater than 30.
A backward recursion technique is used as suggested in program reference 2.
An arbitrary value (small) is assigned to a large order Bessel function determined by k,
a sufficiently large number. Assuming Jk(x) * 0 and Jjc+i(x) = 0, the recursion formula
is used to compute all of the Bessel functions from J^-iM down to JQ(X) of the same
given argument. Finally the equation
J0(x) -f 2J2(x) + 2J4(x) + . . . = 1
is used to normalize the resulting numbers to their correct values.
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Accuracy: A check of the routine was made with the following arguments: X = 0.0, 0.1,
1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 50.0, and 100.0. Selected values for N were N = 0, 1, 2, 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, and 100. Various combinations of X and N were tried and the results compared
with the table entries of program reference 2. The Bessel functions computed maintain
an accuracy of at least 9 digits as compared with program reference 2.
It is expected that the routine can handle orders N > 100 and arguments
X < 0.1 and X > 100; but available tables did not include these values.
References: (1) Langley Research Center, Computer Programming Manual; Volume I,
Section C3.2, pages 2-5.
(2) I. Stegun and M. Abramowitz, Handbook of Mathematical Functions; U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards Applied Mathe-
matics Series 55, June 1964, pp. 392, 394, and 407.
Storage: 117g locations.
Other coding information: (1) If high-order Bessel functions are computed for small argu-
ments, an exponent underflow may result.













The five programs making up the Stationary Rotor Rotational Noise Prediction.
Program are written in FORTRAN. All program, testing and case running were done on
the CDC 6400 and CDC 6600 computer systems. The CDC 6400 and CDC 6600 machines
have 131,900 word memories and use 60 bit words.
The operating system is the Langley Research Center (LRC) SCOPE Operational
System versions 3.3. A RUN 2.3 Compiler is employed by "'the ?bpe raiting: system, j
Program Job-Stepping
In order to reduce program overhead and to increase program efficiency, the
Stationary Rotor Rotational Noise Prediction Package is divided into five programs. The
five programs are related, but are independent logical steps in predicting the rotor noise.
The programs are independent in the sense that all five perform a function without
"calling" any of the others; the programs are related in the sense that a file may be ,
passed from one program to another. As an example, the output file (the combined trans-
ducer spectrum data) of program RAMANI can be used as an input file to program TRANS.
This technique of program communication through files is called job-stepping and is
accomplished through the use of job control cards.
Running the five program package requires the use of certain peripheral equipment .
including a card reader, a line printer, a magnetic tape drive, disk storage drives, a "...
data cell drive, and a plotter. The specific types of peripheral equipment utilized are
described in table XVIII. The various allowable program job-step combinations together
with the corresponding control card and program deck setups are described in the next -
section.
Job Control and Program Deck Setups ! •
The five programs making up the Stationary Rotor Rotational Noise Prediction Pro-
gram can be run in a variety of program combinations. Through the correct use of job

















In choosing the appropriate combination(s) to be run, considerations should be given
to the type of data (measured or theoretical), to the reliability of measured data, to spe-
cific output needs, and to the necessity of plotting. :
The standard sequence is a two-combination process. The first combination
involves job-stepping programs RAMANI and SPECPLT in a separate run to check the .
validity of the combined transducer spectrum data before proceeding to the actual rotor
noise prediction. The second combination involves job-stepping programs TRANS-
RNPPE4-SPLPLT, a separate run to predict the rotor noise and to generate the sound-
pressure-level plots. If the user is relatively confident in the accuracy of the measured
transducer data, the one-step process of job-stepping programs RAMANI-SPECPLT-
TRANS-RNPPE4-SPLPLT into one run saves time and reduces program overhead.
This section contains job control and program deck setups for the three major pro-
gram combinations mentioned above. The file descriptions and manipulations are dis-
cussed later.
In order to eliminate the handling of card source decks, the five programs have been
placed on two data cells. Programs RAMANI and SPECPLT (binary and source versions)
are stored on data cell Z4186, and programs TRANS, RNPPE4, and SPLPLT are stored
on data cell Z4188. The job control cards and program setups for both card and data cell
input for the combinations RAMANI-SPECPLT, TRANS-RNPPE4-SPLPLT, and RAMANI-
SPECPLT-TRANS-RNPPE4-SPLPLT are explained in tables XDC to XXIV. Although file
descriptions and manipulations are discussed later, certain general observations about
the preceding job control card setups should be made.
A program source listing, together with corresponding load and cross reference




listings nor corresponding maps are generated for program combinations run when using
binary versions. • - , - , . .
If the user desires the source version instead of the binary version when running
from data cell, the following changes must be made (see tables XX, XXn, and XXIII):
1. The four control cards
REWIND (BN FILE)
FETCH (Z4.18_,, SOURCE) ,
- ,;RUN(S, ,,SFILE, BN .FILE) ,. -. , , . , . - . ;:. •>• . . ;« , . - . , * - -
REWIND (BNFILE) ' ' • • - . . . • • " • - , -
replaced the previous card
FETCH (Z418_,,BINARY).
2. Following the first 7/8/9 card the user must place one record containing program
modifications, if any, for each source program fetched. Program modifications are dis-
cussed in reference 6. • • • ' ' . : •
File Description and Manipulation
Magnetic tape assignments (input - output files).- Tape 8 is the assigned name
of the input tape to RAMANI; the tape contains the transducer spectrum data for a given
run. At present, this tape is generated by a fast Fourier Transform Program. Tape 51
is the assigned name of the output tape containing the combined transducer spectrum data. ,
This tape is generated by program RAMANI. This same tape is assigned name TAPE 8
when used as input to program TRANS., The plotting tapes generated by programs
SPECPLT and SPLPLT are assigned file names (PLT__) by the plotting postprocessor
and not by the user.
Other program files.- The names RAMANI, SPECPLT, TRANS, RNPPE4, SPLPLT
are the binary file names of the programs with corresponding names. Tape 20 is the name
assigned to the disk file being used as a random access file. Tape 7 and Tape 4 are the
disk files corresponding to the magnetic tape input and output files, Tape 8 and Tape 51,
respectively. PLOT is the binary version of the postprocessor program necessary in
generating a plot tape.
File manipulation.- The scope operating system is a file-oriented system. Because
of this fact, the user must have a general knowledge of the file manipulation. All files
used in the execution of the SRRNPP are binary files. The file-manipulation process is
similar regardless of the program combination being run and regardless of whether the
source deck is loaded from cards or whether the binary version is loaded from data cell.
The first step is to store the binary versions of all programs being considered on separate
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files corresponding to their program names. (This step assumes compilation is success-
ful, if source decks are used.) The second step consists of requesting the input file from
Tape 8; copying the input file to disk (Tape 7), dropping the magnetic tape, and using
Tape 7 as to the actual input file. At this point, the binary version of the program is
loaded and executed. A disk output file (Tape 4) is created; if necessary, the output file
is copied to a magnetic tape (Tape 51) for future use. The first job-step is now completed.
If another job-step is to be executed, the output.file (Tape 4) can be rewound and
used as an input file to the next job-step. The random access file (Tape 20) can be used
in a similar manner with no rewind being necessary. This program communication
through input and output files is the essence of the job-stepping techniques.
If one of the two plotting programs is to be run; the binary version of the graphic
software is loaded by the system on the same file as the program binary before execution.
Once this move is accomplished, the plotting program is executed. Before the actual plot
t. ' '
tape is created, the graphic output postprocessor program (plot), must be loaded and exe-
cuted. Appendix C describes the plotting techniques in,more detail. The process can
continue or terminate at any time depending on the number of job-steps to be executed.
The preceding description of file manipulation, although general in nature, describes
the technique used in the running and execution of all program combinations of the SRRNPP.
• , , , . '
 t ' v .
Program Performance and Memory Requirements
Estimates of central processor time, peripheral processor time, and operating sys-
tem calls for the three major program combinations,on a typical problem are approxi-
mated in table XXV.













If program job-stepping is employed, any combination of two or more programs can be
run in a single job at a required field length of less than 50 K (Octal). It is important to
note that the automatic field-length reduction performed at load time by the operating sys-
tem must be suppressed by the job control card NORFL if job-stepping is employed.
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Performance times and statistics vary significantly on the problem being run. The
number of transducers, the number of spectrum points per station, the method for deter-
mining the blade-loading (BLH) data, and the amount of plotting generated are'the major
factors determining program performance. The following times and statistics are
based on the following problem. Transducer data are input from 7 transducers with
1840 spectrum-data points per transducer. The spectrum-data combining results in
4 combined positions generated by 3 additions and 1 scaling. Four pairs of combined
amplitude and phase plots are generated. Seven sets of sound pressure level (SPL) data
are computed based on 5 sets of nonintegrated BLH data and 2 sets of integrated BLH data.
Seven SPL plots are generated and two pairs of integrated BLH coefficients and phases
are generated.
The figures shown in table XXV are based on the binary version of all programs
being loaded for a data cell. If the source programs are loaded from card decks, the
CPU time slightly increases because of compile time, the PPU time significantly decreases
because of the absence of the data cell, and operating system (OS) calls remain nearly
constant.
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PROGRAM RAMAN! UNPUT=201 ,CUT.PUJ=201 1 TAPES=JWH»T , TAPE6=OUTPUT , RAMAOOLO
«• TAPE 7=3001 tTAPE4=3001.TAPE20=201) RAMA0020
» ****************** ** A******************************** ***************RAMA003£
PURPOSE *RAMAOO«0
10 COMBINE (BY ADDITION OR SCALING) THE SPECTRUM *RAMA0050
DATA OBTAINED FROM THE TRANSDUCERS PLACED AT THE *RAMA0060
*NTKACKS* POSITIONS ALONG THE CHORD *RAMA007X>
•RAMA0080
NAMELIST INPUT PARAMETERS *RAMA0090
NTRACKS - NUMBER OF TRACKS OF TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DAT A*RAMA01 00
(1SNTRACKSS24) «RAMAOILO
OdREF - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED 24 (FOR THE MAXIMUM *RAMA0120
NUMBER OF TRANSDUCER STATIONS) CONTAINIG THE*RAMA0130
• DtCIBEL REFERENCE FREQUENCY CONSTANTS *RAMA0140
(D8REF4 I)=0.0 IS DEFAULT, VALUE 1SIS24) *RAMA015O
NPRINT - NUMBER UF COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA RECORDS *RAMA0160
(FREQUENCY .AMPLITUDE, PHASE) TO BE PRINTED *RAMA0170
FOR EACH POSITION *RAMAOldO
(NPkINT=50 IS DEFAULT VALUE) *RAMA0190
NSKIP - NORMALLY INPUT AS ZERO. IF SPECTRUM DATA *RAMA0200
FROM BEGINNING STATIONS IS TO BE SKIPPED, *RAMA0210
' (THERE ARE 2*1 ( NUMBER. OF SPECTRUM DATA POINTSRAMA02ZO
PEK STATION - 1) / 1500 + I ) * 1 TAPE RECOROSRAMA0230
PER TRACK) *RAMA0240
<NSKIP=0 IS DtFAULT .VALUE) *RAMA0250
MTRACKS - NUMBER CF SPECTRUM DATA STATIONS AFTER *RAMA0260
COMBINING (AUDITION UK SCALING) PLUS THE *RAMA0270
NUMBER OF STATIONS TO BE SKIPPED. *RAMA02flO
( ISMTRACKSS24) *RAMA0290
ISTN, - TriO INPUT ARRAYS DIMENSIONED 24 IFOR THE *RAMA0300
JiTN MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TRANSDUCER STATIONS) *RAMA0310
DESCRIBING THE COMBINING SEQUENCE. «RAMA0320
(1) ISTN(K)*JSTN(K) (JSTN(K)*0) 1SKS24 *RAHA0330
SPECTRUM DATA FROM TRANSDUCER TRACK NUMBERS*RAMA0340
1STN(K) AND JSTN(K) WILL UE ADDED. *RAHA03i)0
(2) ISTN(K) = JSTNIK) ISKS24 *RAMA03'60
SPECTRUM DATA FROM TRANSDUCER TRACK NUMBER *RAMA037b
ISTN(K) MILL BE SCALED BY THE FACTOR HGHT. *RAMA0380
13) 1STN(K)*0 ANJ JSTN(K) = 0 l<.Ki2<, «RAMA0390
SPECTRUM UATA FROM TRANSDUCER TRACK NUMBER 'RAMA0400
ISTMK) MILL BE SKIPPED. «RAMA0410
KtSTKICT IUNS; ISTN ARRAY MUST BE IN STR ICTLY*RAHA0420
INCREASING ORDER AND, ISTN( I J2JSTNI J ) FOR *RAMA0430
I^J. *RAMA(H40
(ISTN(K)=0 IS DEFAULT VALUE ISKS24) *RAMA0450
(JSTMK)=0 IS DEFAULT VALUE 1SKS24) *RAMA046'd
WGHT - A SCALING FACTUK BY WHICH SPECTRUM DATA FROM*RAMA0470
AN UNADDED STATION MILL BE MEIGHTED *RAMA~0480
IF HGhT=l.O, THE DATA HILL BE LEFT AS IS *RAMA0490
(V«ohT = 1.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE) *RAMA0500
10PTN - 0 COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA WILL BE OUTPUT *RAMA0510
TO MAGNETIC TAPE ONLY. *RAMA0520
1 COMBINED SPECTRUM UATA WILL BE OUTPUT *RAMA0530
TO RANDOM ACCESS FUR LATER USE AS *RAMA0540
taELL AS MAGNETIC TAPE. *RAMA0550
(IQPTN^l IS DEFAULT VALUE) *RAMA05t>0
NTAPif - 1 ONE TAPE IS liSEU TO INPUT SPECTRUM UATA *RAMA0570
'i IhO TAHcS AKE USED TO INPUT SPECTRUM DATAARAMA0580
(NTAPE-1 IS DEFAULT VALUE) *RAHA0590
LU - AN ARRAY JIMENSIUNbU 24 (FOR THE MAXIMUM *RAMA0600
NUMBER CF TRANSDUCER STATIONS) CONTAINING *RAMA0610



















































































<LIMI) = 0.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE 1SIS24)
TAPE INPUT PARAMETERS
ICH - TRANSDUCER STATION NUMBER
(1SKHS24)
ucLIF - BLAOt LOAJlNC. FREgUENCY
NSPCT - NUMBER CF SPECTRUM DATA POINTS PER
TRANSCUCER STATION
AMP - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 1500 CONTAIN-
ING THE SPECTRUM DATA AMPLITUDE
PHASE - AJM ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 1500 CONTAIN-
ING THb SPECTRUM DATA PHASE
SUBROUTINES USED
NUlMfc


















(,*****#*********«* *#*#*^«***» *4^ « *******4^ ********** ************** *****i*R AM A08QO
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FUNCTIONS USEU IN THE COMPLEX ADDITION UF THE TRANSDUCER
SPECTRUM DATA
RE! I tJ)=AhP( I, J»*COS<PHASE(I ,J)/ RAO I AN)
I Mil ,J> = AMP( I, J)*SINlPhASE(I, JI/RADIAN)
Ptlt JrKtL)=(ArtP( It J»**2)*(AMP(K,L)**2)
PP(I t JtKtL )=£.*( AMPt I. JI*AMP(K,L»J*
1 (C0i> ( (PHASE ( 1, J J-PHASEl K,L) I/RADIAN) )
• . ' OPEN KANUOM ACCESS FILE
CALL QPENMS i^O, INDEX, 987 , 0)
. . INPUT NAMELIST DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES
NPKINT = 50






LU(1 1 = 0.0
ISTN(I) = 0
JSTNU) = 0
5 CONTINUE ' '
REAJ NAMELIST INPUT, CHECK FCR END OF FILE, AND OUTPUT
NAMcLIST INPUT TO PRINTER
10 REAJ (3, INPUT)
IF iEOFO) 999,20
20 MKITt 16, INPUT)


































































































IF (NSKIP .Eg. J) GO TU 40
• . 00 30 I=1,NSKIP
MAKE EOF CHECK AND DETERMINE IF INPUT SPECTRUM DATA
COMtS FROM 1 OR 2 TAPES
READ (7)
IF (EOF, 7) 25,30










2040 FORMAT t///,40X,*THh NUMBER OF SPECTRUM DATA RECORDS TO BE SKI PPEORAMA13 10











2A ON INPUT TAPE**
GJ TU 999
30 CONTINUE
INITIALIZE COUNTERS FOR NUMBER OF TRANSDUCER STATIONS,
" ••'RECO'RD SIZE OF SPECTRUM CATA BLOCKS, AND THE NUMBER
~ OF SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS PER STATION
40 NSTN =1
50 NPUIN = 1500
NR = 1
RtAU TRANSDUCER STATION IDENTIFICATION RECORD FROM INPUT
' TAPE ANU USE IT FOR SAME PURPOSE ON RANDOM ACCESS FILE
RtAU lit ICH,DELTF,NSPCT
MAKE EOF CHECK AND DETERMINE IF INPUT SPECTRUM DATA
COMES FROM I OR 2 TAPES
IF (EOF, 7) 53,57


































1NED *,I2,/,30X,*.IS GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF TRACKS OF SPECTRUM
2ATA ON INPUT TAPE*)
GO TO 999
55 READ (7) ICH.DELTF ,NSPCT
57 RECU1J = FLOAT(ICH)
RECU2I = DELTF
KECll-J) = FLOAT(NSPCT)
By DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS PER
STATION COMPUTE BEGINNING RANDOM ACCESS RECORD LOCATION
, NREAD = INSPCT-U/1500 + 1
NRPTS = 2*NKEAO .* I
NREC = (ICH-n*NRPTS * 1
CALL WKITMS (20,REClt3,NREC)
NREC = NKEC*1
DETERMINE RECORD SUE OF DATA BLOCK NREAD, READ SPECTRUM
DATA BLOCK FROM INPUT TAPE, AND STORE DATA BLOCK ON
RANDOM ACCESS FILE IN TWO RECORDS -AMPLITUDE * PHASE.
- 60 NTOTL = NR*1500
IF (NTJTL .GT. NSPCD NPCIN = NSPCT-NTOTL*1500
READ (7). . .(AMP(I,11 ,PHASE( 1 , 1) , 1= I, NPCIN)
; CALL WR1TMS ( 20, AMP( I , I ) ,NPOIN, NREC)
NRcC = NREC+1
CALL WHHMS l^O,PHASb( 1, 1) ,NPOIN,NRfcC)
NREC = NREC+l . .















































































































IF (NPUIN ,N6. li>00) GO TC 7J
NR - NR+1
GU lu 60
DETERMINE It- SPECTRUM DATA HAS .BEEN INPUT AND STL/RED FOR
ALL TRANSDUCER STATIONS
NSTN = NSTN-t-JL













SET POINTER FRu THfc RECuRO SIZE OF THE LAST SPECTRUM DATA RAMA1930

















COUNTERS t IREC IS ORIGiNALLY SET TO TRANSDUCER RAMA2110
IDENTIFICATION RECORD FUK STATION NS - SIMILAR DEFINITION RAMA2120
INITIALIZE STEADY LOADING AND OASPL COUNTER
INITIALISE COMblNEL SPECTRUM DATA RECORD REWRITE COUNTER
LOOP TO REDUCE ThE NUMBtR OF TRANSDUCER STATIONS (BY
ADDITION) FROM NTKACKS TC MTRACKS
DO 160 NS=lf MTRACK.S
OtTEKMINE IF DATA FRCM TRANSDUCER TRACK ISTN(NS)
IGNORED
GO 10 160IF IJiTNlNS) .Ew. 0)
FOR JREC AND NREC).
SUM = O.J
II -= I
IRtC = ( ISTN(,<S)-i )*NRPTS * 1
RtAD iTATION IDEM IF ICATION RECORDt RESTORE THIS RECORD.
JN RANDOM ACCESS IF DESIRED, AND READ SECOND STATION. .
IDENTIFICATION RECORD. '
CALL REAUMS (20 , RECi,3t I REC)




) IF (ISTN(NS) .Ew. JSTN(NS)) GO TO 90
'JKEC = (JSTN(N5)-i>*NRPTS + 1



















C OUTPUT POSITION HEADING INFORMATION
' 90 IF (I^TN(NS) .NE. JSTNINS)) wRITE(6,2000) NStISTN(NS)tJSTN(NS)
2000 FORMAT {1H1,//,tuX,*COMB IMNG OF TRANSDUCER STATION SPECTRUM DATA*RAMA2320
M l,//t50X,*FiNAL VALUES FOR PCS1TICN *t12,/,35X,*(SPECTRUM DATA FROMRAMA2330
2 STATIONS *,U,* AND *,I2,* HAS SEEN AOOEOI*t//) RAMA23^0
IF (ISTN(NS) .EU. JSTNii\IS)J WRITE 16.2030J NS, ISTN (NS) , WGHT RAMA2350
2030 FuKMAT (IHi,//,^OX,*COMtJ IN ING OF TRANSDUCER STATION SPECTRUM DATA*RAMA2360
i..//,30X,*F INAL VALUES FOR POSiTILN * t 12 ,/ t 33X, * (SPECTRUM DATA FROMRAMA2370
2 STATION *,I2,» HAS BEEN SCALED BY THE FACTUR*,G16.8,*)*,//) RAMA23HO
WRITE (6,2020) RAMA2390
2020 FORMAT (//,2<tX,*FREOUENCY*,10X,*AMPLITUDE*,12X,*PHASE*,/) RAMA2400
C RAMA2410
C WRITE PuSITlUN ICEM IFICATION RECORD ON OUTPUT TAPE RAMA2*20























































































LOOP TU REREAD TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DATA FROM RANDOM ACCESSRAMA2460
FILE'-IN PKEPARATICM FOR AOOITION, CREATE OUTPUT TAPEF AND RAHA2470



















LOOP TO ADD SPECTRUM DATA FOR THE APPROPRIATE STATIONS OR RAMA2670
IREC = IREC+1
CALL README (20, AMPU , 1 I , NPCI Nt I RECI
IRfcC -= IREC+i
CALL REAOMS (20,PHASE(IiII,NPGIN,tREC»
If (ISTN(NS) .Eg. JSTN(NS)) GO TC 100
JKEC - JkEC+1
CALL KEAOMS (20•AMP(1,2),NPt IN,JREC)
jRfcC - JREC*i
CALL REAOMS (20,PHASE 11,2J,NPOIN,JREC)
TU .SCALE UNAOOED DATA, CCMPU.TE FREgUENCY ANO TO OUTPUT
NPRINT VALUES TO PRINTER FOR EACH POSITION
100 00 140 I=ltNPOIN
DETERMINE IF TRANSDUCER DATA IS TO, BE ADDED OR SCALEO
IF (ISTN(NS) .EU. JSTN1NS)) GO TU UG








NUAMP(I) = MGHT * AMPd.ll
NUPHASEU) = PHASEdf l l
'COMPUTE FRcUUENCY
F = (1-1) * OELTF
OUTPUT MPRINT VALUES TO PRINTER
IF ill .GT. NPRINT) GO TO 130
WRITE (6t2U10) UtF.NUAMPti).NUPHASEIl)








SUM - SUM «• AbSINUAMPd ) J**2
CONTINUE
WRITE POSITION DATA BLOCKS TC OUTPUT TAPE
WRITE (4t (NUAMP(I),NUPHASEt IliI=l,NPOIN)
DETERMINE IF POSITION DATA BLOCKS ARE TO BE RESTORED ON
RANDOM ACCESS









































































































CALL WRITMS (20,NUPHASE(11 .NPOIN.NREC)





COMPUTE POSITION STEADY LOADING FACTORS, COMPUTE OASPL




IF (L01 .Eg. Lilt) LO(NNS) = ABS (LO(LOl)l




OASPL(NNS) = 20. * ALOG10(RMS/U8REF(NS))
W R I T E (4) LOiNNS) .OASPL(NNS)
160 CONTINUE
IF RANDOM ACCESS KESTORAGE OF COMBINED SPECTRA IS
WRITE STEADY LOADING ARRAY AND OASPL ARRAY TO FILE
IF ( IJPTN .Eg. 0) GU TO 333
CALL Wf t ITMS(20 .LU(1 ) ,MTRACKS,NREC)
, NREC = NREOl
CALL MRITMS(20 ,UASPL(1 ) .MTRACKS,NREC)














































PLOT ICALCOMP PLCTi THE COMBINED TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM
DATA GENERATED BY PROGRAM RAMANI. ONE AMPLITUDE
SPECTRUM AND ONE PHASE SPECTRUM IS PRODUCED FUR
EACH CF THE COMBINED (ADDED Oft SCALED! POSITIONS.
THE PLOTS ARE CALCCMP PLOTS OF AMPLITUDE (OR PHASE)
.VS. FREgUENCY.
T INPUT PARAMETERS
M T R A C K S - NUMBER CF SPECTRUM DATA PCSITIONS AFTER
COMBINING (1SMTRACKSS14)
THRUST - T O T A L LIFT CF HELICOPTER (LBS.)
RPrt - R O T A T I O N A L SPEED OF RmOR (RPM)
XMIN - (XMAX-XM1N) IS ALLOWABLE FREQUENCY RANGE
(XMIN=0.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
X M A X FOR PLOTTING THE SPECTRUM DATA (HZ.)
(XMAX=1000.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
KUN - RUN NUMBER
YMiiN - (YMAX-YMIN) IS ALLOWABLE AMPLITUDE RANGE
(YMIN--10U.O IS DEFAULT VALUE)
YMAX FOR PLOTTING THE SPECTRUM D A T A
(YMAX=-0.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
Y S C A L E - AMPLITUDE SCALE FACTOR
(YSCALE=10.0 IS DEFAUL VALUE)
rtNPLJT - AN A R R A Y DIMENSIONED 14 (FOR THE MAXIMUM
NUMBER CF TRANSDUCER STATIONS) DETERMINING
WHETHER A SPECTRUM PLOT IS DESIRED FOR
A G I V E N STATION
U NU SPECTRUM DATA PLOTS ARE GENERATED FOR
ITh POSITION 1=1,2,... , MTRACKS
1 AN AMPLITUDE SPECTR.UM PLOT IS GENERATED
FOR THE ITH PCSITIdN 1=1 ,2, . . . .MTRACKS
2 dOTh AMPLITUDE AND PHASE SPECTRUM PLOTS
-ILL BE PRODUCED FOR THE ITH POSITION
IGPI;<j - 0 THIS PROGRAM IS NOT RUN IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING PROGRAM RAMANI.. THEREFORE,











































































































































































1 THIS PROGRAM IS RUN IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING *SPEC0430
( JCa-iTEPPED hITHJ PkOGKAM RAMANI. *SPEC0440
THEREFORE, CCMBINEU SPECTRUM DATA IS INPUT*SPEC0450
FROM KANOUM ACCESS FILE. *SPfcC0460
(IOPT.^1 IS UEFAULT VALUE) *SPEC0470
*SPEC04HO
MAG TAPE OK RANUJM ACCESS FILE INPUT *SPEC0490
ICrt - SPECIRUM DATA PCS1TION NUMBER *SPEC0500
(ISICHS14J *SPEC0510
UtLIF - BLADE LCA01NG FREQUENCY *SPEC0520
rtSPcT - NUMBER CF SPECTRUM DATA POINTS PER TRANS- *SPEC0530
UUCEk (COMBINED) STATION *SPEC0540
AMP - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 150U CONTAIN- *SPEC0550
ING IHE COMBINEC SPECTKUM DATA AMPLITUDE. *SPEC0560
PHASE - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 1500 CONTAIN- *SPEC0570






























COMMON NUAMPl 1300) ,NUPHASE (1300 ) ,XPLOT( 1500) ,RU 1500) SPEC0640
DIMENSION DBRbFl 14),LO( 14) ,UASPL(1<») .NNPLUT(l'r) ,PAR1 (2) , PAR212I , SPEC0650




NAMELlST /INPUT/ MtR ACK S, ThRLST ,RPM, XMl N.XMAX, RUN, YM IN , YM AX, YSCALESPEC07CC
*,NNPLJT,DBRth, UPTN SPEC07 10
SPEC0720
OPEN KANDUM ACCESS ULE AND CALL CALCOMP PROCESSOR SPEC0730
CALL OPENMS (20, INDEX, 987,0) SPEC0740
CALL PSEUDU (bLiPCTKA) SPEC0750
CALL LEROY SPEC0755
SPEC0760
INPUT [^AMttlST uEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES SPEC0770
XMIN = 0.0 • SPEC0780
XMAX = 1000. 0 SPEC0790
YiHIN = -100.0 SPEC0800
YMAX = -0.0 • . ' SPEC0810
YSCALt = 10.0 SPEC0820
IOPTN = I SPECOB30
UO 1 1=1, 14 SPEC0840
NNPLOT(l) = 0 SPEC0850
iJBREFU) = 0.0 SPEC0660
5 CONTINUE SPEC0870
SPEC0860
READ NAMELlST INPUT, CHECK FOR END OF FILE, AND OUTPUT SPEC0890
NAMELlST TO PRINTER SPEC0900
10 RtAD(5, INPUT) SPEC0910
IF IEOF,5) 999,30 SPEC0920
10 HR1TE16, INPUT) SPEC0930
SP6C0940
TEST TU DETERMINE IF COMBINED TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DATA IS SPEC0950
TO BE INPUT FRJM RANDOM ACCESS FILE JUR PROGRAM RAMANI SPEC0960
OUTPUT TAPE SPEC0970
IF IIOPTN .HE. 01 GO TO 70 ' SPEC0980
SPEC0990
SPEC1000
INITIALIZE RANDOM ACCESS RECORD COUNTER FOR SPECTRUM DATA SPEC1010
NRtC=l SPEC1020
SPEC1030
*LOOP* TO INPUT COMBINED TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DATA FROM SPEC 1040
RAMANI OUTPUT TAPE AND KESTOKE THI.S SPECTRUM DATA ON THE SPEC1050
RANDOM ACCESS FILE SPEC1060
OJ 50 NS=1,MTRACKS SPEC1070
SPEC1080
READ TRANSDUCER STATION IDENTIFICATION RECORD (AND RESTQRESPEC10S4
ID. R£CORD ON RANDOM ACCESS) SPEC11OO
READ (4) ICH,DELTF,NSPCT,NREAD SPEC 1 1 LO
REClll) = FLOAT (ICH) SPEC112O
RECU21 = OELTF SPEClliO











































































































READ STEADY LOADING FACTOR AND OA6PL TO BE USED IN SPECTRUSPEC1370
PLOT LABELING SPEC1380












SPECTRUM DATA IS TO BE INPUT DIRECTLY FROM RANDOM ACCESS SPEC 1510
(READ STATION 1DEMIFICAT10N RECORD* STEADY LOADING FACTORSPEC1520
READ SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS FROM TAPE (AND RESTORE DATA
BLOCKS ON RANDOM ACCESS
DO 40 NR=l,NREAD
IF INK .Eg. NRtAD) NPOIN=KPOIN







RESTORE POSITION STEADY LOADING FACTORS AND POSITION









NSPCT = IFIX (RECH3))
NREAO = IFIX (RECK41)
NREC = MTRACKS*l2*NREAD»1) + 1
CALL REAUMS (20,L0(1),MTRACKS,NRtC)
NREC = NREC+l
CALL KEAUMS (20,OASPL(l) ,MTRACKS,NREC)
MPOtN = NSPCT - (NREAO-1)*1500
SECTION TO COMPUTE *BANDhlOTh* FOR. TRANSDUCER STATION
SPECTRUM PLOTS
aO 00 VO I=1,NSPC!
IJ=l
IF ((U-l)*UELTF .Gfc. XMIM GO TO IOC
90 CONTINUE
100 Ul = 1J
00 110 I-IJ1,NSPCT
U = NSPCT -I *IJ1
IF (UJ-1)*DELTF .Lt. XMAX) GO TO 120
110 CONTINUE





























IF { Ul .LT. IJ2) GU TO 130
•RITt 16,2000)
2000 FORMAT t1H1,// ,10X,*dANOMIOTH FUR SPECTRUM PLOTS IS TOO NARROW - NSPEC1B10
*u COMBINED TRANSDUCER S T A T I O N SPECTRUM PLOTS ARE GENERATED*) SPEC1B20























































































IF (PJxlO .GE. FKANot) PUfciO - PGM10/10.
IF IFKANGE/CUM 10 -10.) 19C,180,180
180 XSCALE = PUMlO
GU TO 240
1*0 IF (FRANGt/POrtlO - 5.) 210,200.200
20u XSCALb = POWU / 2.
GU TO 240
210 IF (FKANGb/PUnlo - 2.) 23C.220.220
220 X S C A L t • = PUrtlO / 5.
GO TO 240
230 XSCALE = PUrtlO;/ 10.





NHAX= I YMAX- V Ml N) / Y SC ALE
IF lNr tAX»YSCALt* -YMI , '4 .LT.YMAX) NMAX=NMAX*1
IFlNMAX.uT.10) NMAX=10
YL=NMAX
SET MINIMUM ANU MAXIMUM PHASE VALUES, AND Y-AXIS LENGTH





ObTEKMINE TUTAL MjMbfcR OF SPECTRUM DATA RECORDS STORED
ON RANUJM ACCESS
NRCSUM = MTRACK.S * I 2*NKEAC + 1) * 1
*LJUH* TO C R E A T E TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DATA PLOTS
Ou 300 NS=1,MTKACKS
DE'ltrtMINE IF PLUT IS REyUESTED FUR. THIS STATION
IF (NNPLUT(NS) .Eg. 01 GC TO 300
k SE1 LUUP INUEX DEPENDING ON WHETHER PHASE PLOT IS DESIRED
N A P = 1
IF (NNPLOT(NS) .Eg. 2) NAP=2
LOOP FOR AMPLITUDE AND OPTIONAL PHASE SPECTRUM PLOTS
IF IAP=2, ALL REFERENCES TC AMPLIIUDfc IN THE FOLLOWING







NREC = INS-U *
IF (1AP .tU. 2)
INITIALIZE RANDOM ACCESS RECORD COUNTER FOR PLOT DATA
NRCSUrt
INITIALIZE COUNTERS FOR THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN
PLOTTING ARRAYS. THE PLOTTING ARRAV BLOCK SIZE. THE
SPECTRUM'ARRAY BLOCK SIZE. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF AMPLITUDE
VALUES READ, AND THE RANDOM ACCESS RECORD COUNTER FOR






N R E C = N R E C + 1
»LOUP* TO READ AMPLITUDE DATA FRUM RANDOM ACCESS AND


































































































































































COMPUTt TOTAL SIZE OF PLOTTING ARRAYS AND TEST IF PLOTTINGSPEC265.C
ARRAYS ARE COMPLETE
MTOIL = MTOTL*KPNTS
IF (MTUTL .fcw. NPLOTJ GO TC 270
DETERMINE RECORD SUE, READ AMPLITUDE DATA FROM RANDOM
ACCESS, AND INCREMENT RECORD COUNTER
IF INK .Eg. NREAD) NPOIN=MPOIN












COMPUTE TOTAL NUMBER OF AMPLITUDE VALUES READ, AND. TEST SPEC27W)
IF AMPLITUDE VALUES HAVE REACHED THE LOWER FRtUUENCV BAND SPEC2710
LIMIT SPEC278C
NTOTL * NPOINNTOTL = «• M  SPEC2790
.IF <IJ1 .GT. NTUTLi GO TC 260 . SPEC2800
SPEC2810
COMPUTE POINTER USED IN DETERMINING SIZE OF PLOTTING ARRAYSPEC2820










DETERMINE INITIAL STARTING AMPLITUDE USED IN FORMATION OF SPEC2930
PLOTTING ARRAYS
IF UJ .LT. NP01N) IJ = NPCIK-IJ
IF tlJ ,GE. NPOINJ IJ = 1
DETERMINE PLOTTING ARRAY RECORD BLOCK SIZE AND SAVE THE
SIZE OF THE FIRST RECORD
KPNIS = IJ
If (IJ .GT. NPLUTI KPNTS = NPLOT-MIOTL
IF 1KPNTS .GT. NP01NJ KPNTS = NPCIN






































SET COUNTERS FOR (DUMBER CF PLOTTING ARRAY DATA BLOCKS PER SPEC3220
STATlurt, BEGINNING KEORL1 LOCATION, RECORD SUE FOR LAST SPEC3230
DATA bLUCK SPEC324C
N8LOCK = C IPREC-NRCSUM) / 2 SPEC3250
IPREC = NRCSUrt SPEC3260









INITIAL DETERMINATION OF PLOT ARRAY
UU 250 I = L,KPlMlS
XPLOT(I) = (IJ-1)*UELTF
IF ( IAP .Eg. 2) GO TO 2<»5
Rlii) = 20. * ALUulOtNUAMPUJJ/DBREFlNSJ)
IF (Kl(I) .LT. YMIN) RI(IJ=YMIN
IF (RKlj .GT. YMAXJ R1U) = VMAX
IJ = IJ+i
GU TO 250
Rlii) = NUAMPt IJ)
IF (RI(I) .LT. YPMIN) RKIMYPMIN
IF (Rl(l) .GT. YPMAX) Rl(It=YPMAX
IJ=IJ+1
CONTINUE .
STURE PLUTTINu ARR«Y BLOCKS LN RANDOM ACCESS FILE
CALL *RITMS 12 J, XPLUT« 1 ) , KPNTS, IPREC1
IPKfcC = IPR£C*1
CALL FRITHS 120, KKD, KPNTS, IPREC*
IPREC = IPR£C*1
2oO CUNT
SPtCTRU^. PLOT LABELING PARAMETERS
TAPETi<. = NS
ENCUDEilO, 700, PARK RUN
f-OKMAT(*RUN =*,t:5.0)
ENCODE ( lu,7IO,PAR2J LullMi)













































































720 FORMATl*UASPL . = *,G10.4,*Db*l
ENCUOE U8, /3d,PAR4) UBKEF(Ni)
730 FJRMATl*UUREF =*,G11.3)
ENCODEl 17,740, P A R p ) THRUST
740 FORMAT (*THKUiJ = *, F7. 0 > *Lb*>
Ei4CJOE(12, 7iO,PAHbl RPM
7SO FORMAT(*RPM =* ,F7.0»
bNCUUe( l3 .7oO,PAKn TAPfcTK
760 FORMAT(* fAPE TK =*,F4.0I
OKAn ANU LAdtL BL(H X-AXIS AND Y-AXIS
CALL AXESIJ . .0. f O . , X L t XM1N ,XSCAL E,-l . , 10., 13HFREQUENC Y, HZ,
L >
If ( 1 A P .EW. 1) CALL A X E S ( 0. , 0. ,90. , YL , YM1N , YSCALE , 1. , 10. ,
+ t LOADING COEFFICIENTS t 2CLOGIP S/OBRfcF ) ) ,. 21 ,44)
IF (UP .Eg. 2) CALL A X E S (U. , 0. , JO. ,YPL, -200.0, YPSC ALE , 1. ,









LAtttL STATION SPECTRUM PLOT
CALL NOTATci .^ ,9. 7, .2, PAR 1,0. ,10)
CALL NGTATE1 J. , •* . 7 , . 2, P AR4 ,0. , IS )
CALL N O T A T E I .5,si.4 t.2,PAR7,b.,i3)
if ( I A P .Eg. 1) CALL NOTATE ( 3.9 ,9.4 , .2 ,PAR3 , 0. , 19)
CALL NUTATE I .i,9.1, .2, PAR 6,0. ,12)
CALL NOT A T E ( 3 . , 9.1,. 2, PAR 2,0. ,10)
CALL NUT AT El?., 4.1,. 2, PAR 5,0., 17)
MAKE INITIAL CALL TO CALPLT
CALL CALPLT <vJ. ,0 . ,3J
*LCUP* TO READ PLCT DATA FRCM RANDOM ACCESS, SCALE
ARKAYS, ANO PLOT
00 290 Nb=l,NbLOC*
DETERMINE Slic UF PLUT DATA BLOCK
KPNTS = 15UO
IF (Net .Eg. 1) ivPNTS - IPNTS
IF (Nd .tg. NDLJCKI KPNTS=JPNTS
RtAU HLUITINO ARRAYS FROM RANDOM ACCESS
CALL READMS 120 , XPLOT ( 1 ) ,*>PM S , I PREC I
IPREC = IPRtCH




XPLOT(K) = IXPLUTlK>-XMIN) / XSCALE
IF UAP .Eg. 1) RKK) = (R I IK ) -YMINI /YSCALE
IF ( IAP .Eg. 2) RKK) = I K II K t +200.0 ) /YPSC ALE
PLOT POINTS









333 GO TO 10
TERMINATING (.ALL TO CALPLT


















































































































































































































PROGRAM TRANS t JNPUT=201 ,OUTPUT=201 .TAPES-INPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT t TRAN0010
+TAPE20=20i,TAPE7=3001) TRAN0020
t************ ******** ****************.*******» *****.******* ************ TRAN0030PURPOSE *TRANOO*0
PREPKOCESSES THE COMBINED TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM DATA *TRAN0050
UUIPUT FROM PROGRAM RAMANI. THE REORGANIZED SPECTRUM *TRAN0060
D A T A {PRODUCED BY PROGRAM TRANS) IS THEN INPUT TO THE *TRAN0070
ROIOK NOISE PRECICTiGN PROGRAM (RNPPE4) BY RANDOM *TRAN0080
ACCCSS FILE. *TRAN0090
*TRANOIOO
NAMfcLIST INPUT PARAMETERS *TRAN0110
IOPTN - 0 COMBINED TRANSDUCER. SPECTRUM DATA MILL *TRAN0120
BE INPUT BY MAG. TAPE *TRANOI30
L CCMBINtO TRANSDUCER. SPECTRUM DATA MILL *TRAN0140
BE INPUT BY RANDOM ACCESS. (PROGRAM TRANS *TRAN0150
IS JOB-STEPPED MITH PROGRAM RAMANI) *TRAN0160
-1 COMBINED TRANSDUCER SPECTRUM D A T A WILL 8E *TRAN0170
INPUT BY DATA CARD *TRAN018C
(IUPTMO IS DEFAULT VALUE) *TRAN0190
MTRACKS - NUMBER CF POSITIONS OF COMBINED TRANSDUCER *TRAN0200
SPECTRUM DATA. ( ISMTR.ALKSS14) *TRAN02iO
f. • *TRAN0220
CJPriNAL INPUT (RANDOM ACCESS. TAPE. OR DATA CARD) *TRAN0230
1CH - COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA POSITION NUMBER *TRAN0240
(1S1CHS14) ' *TRAN0250
OELIF - BLADt LOADING FREQUENCY (HZ.) *TRAN0260
NSPCT - NUMBER LF SPECTRUM DATA POINTS PER POSITION *TRAN027.0
NKiiAJ - NUMBER OF BLOCKS (OF SIZE 1500) OF SPECTRUM *TRAN0280
D A T A FLINTS PER STATION *FRAN0290
NdAMP - AN A R R A Y DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 1500 CONTAIN- *TRAN03CC
ING THE SPECTRUM DATA AMPLITUDES *TRAN0310
NUPHASE - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST 1500 CONTAIN- *TRAN0320







IF SPECTRUM D A T A IS INPUT BY DATA CARD. FOLLOW THE *TRAN0400
SPtClFUU FORMAT FOR EACH POSITION *TRANO<»VC
CAKU i - ICH i INTEGER FORMAT COLUMNS 3,4) *TRAN0420
NSPCT (INTEGER FORMAT COLUMNS 6-1U) *TRAN0430
OELTF (G FORMAT COLUMNS 11-30) *TRAN0440
CARD 2 - NUAMP (G FORMAT COLUMNS 1-20) *TRAN0450




COMMON SrjREI 75 0,1 4) ,NUAt-P( 1500) , INDEX 1 9B7 ) , REC1 (4 ) , 10(6) TRAN0500
DIMENSION NUPHASE1 IsOO) TRAN0510




i^AMELIST /INPUT/ IOP TN, M T R A C K S TRAN056C
TRAN057Q
OPtN RAl^flOM A C C E S S FILE. TRAN0580
CALL JPENMS (20, INDEX, So7, 01 TRAN0590
TRAN0600
li^PUT NAMcLIST DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES TRAN0610
IOPTN = 0 TRAN0620
READ (5, INPUT) TRAN0630
W R I T E (6 , INPUT) TRAN0640
TRAN0650
TEil Fu« RANDOM ACCESS INPUT TRAN0660
IF UJPTii .GT. 0) oG TO 50 ' TRAN067C
TRAN0680
............ SPECTRUM O A T A IS INPUT BY MAG TAPE. .................. TRAN0690




.....LLCP FUK THE NUMBER CF SPECTRUM DATA POSITIONS . . . . . TRANO 740
























































































































READ CATION IOENI IF1CAT ION RECORD AND RESTORE 10 RECORD TKANO/70
ON KANUUrt ACCESS HLb
(lu KECJKD MAY CCME FROM MAG TAPE Oft CARDS)
If ( iUPTN .fcg. J J GC, TO 1C
READ (3,1000) ICh , NSPCT , DEL If
FORMAT (215.G20.10)
NREAO = (NSPCT-U/15JO * I
GU Tu 1!>





CALL rtRITMS (2UfHtCll I) ,4,NKtCi
NREC = NREC+1
.:;•-.-.. SET.'iWrtdER OF POINTS PER AMPLITUDE (OR PHASE) bLOCK.
INCLUDING SIZE OF FINAL ttLOCK
NPUIN = 1500
MP01N = NSPCT -INREAU-1)*1500
LbLP F UK THE NUMBER CF UATA bLUCKS1 PER STATION •
00 30 (VK = 1 tNKtAD
CHLCK FOR LAST BLCCK
IF (NK .EO. (MkEAD) IMP01N = KPUIN
TEST TU DETERMINE TVPt OF SPECTRUM OATA INPUT
(MAG IAPE uR OATA CARD)
IF IIJPTIM .Eg. 0) Gu TO 2C
READ SPECTRUM DATA ULOcK
READ li),101U) (iMUAMPI I) ,NUPHASb( 1) f I = 1,NPOIN)
FORMAT (2G20.10J
GJ TO 2i
READ (7) (NUAMP( H ,NUPHASE( 11 ,I=1,NPL1N)
TKAiHiFfcK BLOCK INTO TWU RANDCM ACCcSS RECUKUS
(PHASE ANO AMPL ITODE)
CALL rtKlTMS 1 i J, i^OAMP( 1 ) , NPO IMf NREC >
NREC = NREC+1
CALL xRITMS ( 20, NOPHASE ( 1 J ,NP U1N t NREC)
NREC = NREC*-!
CONTlNUt
SMP RECURU k«ITH STEAD* LOADING AND OASPL




READ STATIUN IDENTIFICATION RECORD
NREC = 1
CALL REAOMS ( 20, REC1 1 1 } ,4 t NREC)
DELTF = RECK2)
NSPCT = IFIX (RECK3))
NREAD = IFIX (RECK4) )
..... INITIALISE NECESSARY CCUNTERS ANO POINTERS.....
INITIAL RECORL. NUMBER FOR REVISED SPECTRUM DATA
NKCSUM = MTRACKS * (2*NREAC+U + 1
IREC = NRCSUM
USING RECORD SIZE CF LAST DATA BLOCK, DETERMINE NUMBER
OF POINTS IN SECOND HALF OF LAST DATA BLOCK
MPOIN = NSPCT - (NREAu-l)*1500
J = (MPOIN-U/750
JPNTS = MP01N - J*7iO
DETERMINE SIZE OF THE LAST RECORD IN REVISED SPECTRUM
L = ( JPNTS-D/250


















































































































































































SECTION TO REORGANIZE COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA TRAN15&0
NEW RANDOM ACCESS RECORDS ARE FORMED BY GROUPING TRAN1560















INNER LOUP TO DIVIDE UNREVlSED SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS ... ..TRAN1720
IN HALF (I.E. TWO dLOCKS Of 750). TRANI730
DO 250 11=1,2 TRAN1740
TRAN1750
SET RECORD LENGTH FOR REVISED SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS TRAN1760
250*MTRACKS TRAN1770
TKAN178O
.....INNfcK LUGP FOR THE NUMfaEK OF COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA TRAN1790
OUTER LOOP FOK EITHER AMPLITUDE OR PHASE DATA.
DO 300 1 = 1,2 • - ' • •
INNER LOOR FOR THE NUMBER OF SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS
OF SUE 1500.
00 300 NR=1,NREAD
SET RECORD LENGTH FOR UNREVISED SPECTRUM DATA BLOCK -
INCLUDING CHECK FOR LAST RECCRD • % , • > , . = . . , ' . ! • ; »
N P 0 1 N - = 1500
IF INR .EQ. NREAD) N P O I N = M P O I N
NWORDS
100
ALSO TEST IF AMPLITUDE OR
POSITIONS.
DO 200 NS=l,MTKACKS
StT RtCJRU NUMBER POINTER.
PHASE D A T A (S TO BE READ.
NREC = (NS-1) * (2*NREAD+1)
IF (I .EQ. 2) NREC = NR£C*i
KtAU 6LUCK OF UNKEVISCO AMPLITUDE OR PHASE OATA.
CALL REAOMS (20,NUAMP11) , NPLIN, NREC)
























StI COUNTER FUR NUMbER GF POINTS PER STATION IN A REVISED TRAN203C
RECURD. ALSU TEST TO DETERMINE HOW MANY REVISED RECORDS TRAN2040
*ILL BE MADE FROM FIRST (OR SECOND) HALF OF UNREVISED DATATRAN2050
-KMEMB = 250 , • TRAN2Q60
LL = 1
IF (NR .tu(. NKtAD) L
UtTEKMlNE THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN FIRST (OR SECOND! HALF
UF UNRtVISEO AMPLITUDE (OR PHASE) DATA BLOCK.
750
IF (NR .NE. NKtAD* GO TO 100
IF (II .tg. 1 .AND. J .EU. 1) GO TO 100
IF (II .Ew. 2 .AND, J .EC. 0) GO TG 300
IPNTS = JPNTS
SET COUNTER FOR EITHER TFE FIRST OR SECOND HALF OF
UNREVlStO DATA BLOCK
IPP = 1
IF ( II .bw. 2) IPP= 751
..... INNER LOOP FOK CREATING LL AMPLITUDE (OR PHASE) ...
RECORDS FOR FIRST (OK SECtiNC) HALF OF ONREVISED RECORD
00 160 N=l,LL
TfcST FUR LAST RECORD
IF (NK.Nb. NREAD .OR. N.Nt.LL) GO TO 130 ,
IF (J.Ew.O .OR. Il.Ett.2) K«tMB=LMEMB
SET POINTER FOR INITIAL LOCATION I.N SIORE ARRAY WHERE
AMPLITUDE (OR PHASE) VALUES SHOULD. BEGIN TO BE STORED
130 NSTRT


































































































































CONTINUE : ' '
RESET NJMUEK OF PC1NTS PER STATION PER RECORD INDICATOR
K.MC.M& = <ao*
.....' iNNcR LOOP TO hRlTE REVISED ktCOKU TO .....
. -. . KANUCM ACCESS FILE
DU 250 NflfLL
' SET POINTER FUR INITIAL LOCATION OF DATA TO BE WRITTEN
TU' K'ANUUM ACCESS
NN =< IN-11*NrfURDS + 1
TESTS FJK LAST RECORD
IF (NR.Nc.NREAu .UK. N.NE.LL) GO TO 230
IF ( li.Nfc.2. .AMU. J.Nt.O) GO TU 230
KMEMB - LMEMb
NMORUS
 : = MMURtlS
CALL' KRITM'S </u, STOKE (NN) , NMORUS
 (IREO




. CREATE ARRAY TO PASS NEEDED PARAMETERS TO PROGRAM








CALL DRUMS' (20t 10(1) 16, NREC)
NKEC = 2 : ,•', . -
CALL,KRITMS_ ,(^ 0i DEL TF.l, NREC)
STOP . ' , • ' " •
ENO . . '
PROGRAM RNPPt4 ( INPUT=201 ,OUTPUT=201 ,TAPE5=INPUT , TAPE6=OUTPUT ,












































































.' . 10 COMPUTE THE ROTOR ROTATIONAL NOISE FOR A HOVERING
,' ' HELICOPTER. SCUNO PRESSURE LEVELS (SPL) ARE COMPUTED





-LUAt/ING HARMONICS J6LH) CAN BE OBTAINED BY INTEGRATING*RNPP0080
'' OVER ALL OR PART CF THE STEADY LOADING DISTRIBUTION
'THE iPL VALUES GENERATED AT THE< VARIOUS HARMONICS
'CAN BE AOJUSTEC BY APPLYING CN6 OF FIVE SPECTRUM





• . RUTOK NAHELIST (F1XEU PARAMETERS)
NSPL - NUMBER OF SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS PLOTS TO











(USUALLY NSPL = (NUMBER OF COMBINED SPECTRUM*RNPP0190
.• , DATA POSIT10NS)+(NUMBER OF INTEGRATION
. DESIRED))
(NSPL=6 IS DcFACLT VALUE)
: , EFMACH - EFFECTIVE RADIAL MACH NUMBER
'uBSELV - OdStRVtR ELEVATION ANGLE (RADIANS)
EFPTCH - EFFECTIVE BLADE PITCH (RADIANS)
OBSDIS - OBSERVER DISTANCE FROM ROTOR CENTER (FT.)











































































































































































(N8=4 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
- TOTAL LIFT (HEIGHT Of HELICOPTER) (LBS.)
- TOTAL ROTOR DRAG FORCE (LBS.)
- SPEED OF SOUND (FT. /SEC.)
(C-1C84.B IS DEFAULT VALUE)
- ROTflR ROTATIONAL SPE6D JRPM)
- BLACE PASSAGE FfttUUEUCY (RPSI
- EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS (FT.)
- EFFECTIVE BLAOE CHORQ (FT.)
- MAXIMLN FREQUENCY OF AVAILABLE FLIGHT POINT
LOADING DATA (RPS)
(XMAX=1000.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
- OBSERVER AZIMUTH ANGLE (RADIANS)
- AN ARRAY DIMENSION lit (FOR THE MAX1HUN
NUMBER OF CCMBINEO SPECTRUM DATA POSITIONS!
CONTAINING THE STEADY LOADING COEFFICIENTS
FOR EACH OF THE SPECIRUM DATA POSITIONS
(STDYLO( I) = 0.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE ISIS14)
- AN AKRAY DIMENSION I* (FOR THE MAXIMUN
NUMBER OF COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA POSITIONS)
CONTAINING THE RELATIVE SPECTRUM DATA
POSITIONS. THE RP ARRAY MUST BE STRICTLY
INCREASING AND CSRPtUSl FOR ALL 1.
(RP(I) = 0.0 IS DEFAULT VALUE ISIS14)
- 0 CCMB1NEO SPECTRUM DATA IS TO BE INPUT ANU
USED TU COMPUTE BLADE LOADING HAKMONIC
COEFFICIENTS (BLH)
- 1 BLH COEFFICIENTS ANU PHASE ANGLES ARE TO
BE COMPUTED INTERNALLY BY MEANS OF AN
INLINE FUNCT1CN
(IBLHCPT=0 (S DEFAULT VALUE)
OPTIONAL INPUT
iNPOT NAMELIST (TO BE USED *ITH SPECTRUM DATA
rtTcGRAI
INPUT. THE PARAMETERS IN THIS NAMELIST MUST
BE REDEFINED FCR EACH SET OF BLH COEFFICIENTS
ANi/ PHASE ANGLES BEING COMPUTED.)
- 0 NC INTEGRATION OF THE STEADY LOADING D1ST
IS TO BE PERFORMED
K STEADY LOADING OIST. IS INTEGRATED FROM
^ERU TO THE KTh COMBINED SPECTRUM DATA
POSITION (CXKSMTKACKS)
- -1 STEADY LOADING DIS'T. IS TO INTEGRATED




















































(NTfcGRAT=0 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
- NOMbtrt OF THE iVECIRUM DATA POSITION
(IF INTEGRATION IS DESERIRED SET ITRACK=l)
(ITKACK=1 IS DEFAULT VALUE).
- FRACTION uF CHORD ALONG WHICH THE STEADY
LOADING DIS7. IS TO BE INTEGRATED.
(0<PRTLINT<1)
(PRTLINT=i.O IS DEFAULT VALUE)
- STEALY LOADING COEFFICIENT FOR THE ITRACK
(TH) SPEC1KUM DATA POSITION












- DETERMINES hHICH CHORD DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION*RNPP0840
IS LSED TO CORRECT SPL VALUES
0 POINT LOACING DATA IS USED UNCORKECTED
1 RECTANGULAR SPECTRUM FUNCTION
2 HALF-CdSINE SPECTRUM FUNCTION
3 TRIANGULAR SPECTRUM FUNCTION
<t SAhTCUTH SPECTKUM FUNCTION
(IChORD=0 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
- bLH COEFFICIENT OUTPUT CONTROL PARAMETER
= K EVERY K-l(Th) BLH COEFFICIENT AND PHASE
ANGLE KILL BE OUTPUT (IF K= 1 ALL BLH
CCtFFlCIENTS WILL BE OUTPUT)
(INCCF=3 IS DEFAULT VALUE)
IN6LH NArtELlSr (TO 6E OStD *HeN BLH COEFFICIENTS
AND PHASE ANGLES ARE INTERNALLY COMPUTED. THE





















































































































i-uk EACH SET OF BLh COEFFS. THAT AkE DESIRED)
NttLHPT - NUMBER JF BLH CLEHUbNTS AND PHASE ANGLES
TO BE COMPUTED. (1<NBLHPTSZOOO)
AiC - ThU INPlil CONSTANTS .OSEO IN DEFINING THE
bLH COEFFICIENT INLINE FONCTION.
BLHIY) = C / Y**X
ICHURO - SAME AS DESCRIBED ABOVE













RANDOM ACCtSS INPUT PARAMETERS
MTRALK.S - NUMBER OF CCMblNEli SPECTRUM DATA POSII IONS
( K W T R A C K S < 14)
NSPCf - NUilBER OF SPECTRUM DATA POINTS PER POSITION *RNPPU30
NRCSJM - BEGINNING ANO ENDING RANUOM ACCESS RECORD *RNPP1140
KREC LOCATIONS FOR THE REV1SEO SPECTRUM DATA *RNPP1150
MPOIN - RECOKb SUE OF THE LAST SPECTRUM DATA RANUOM*RNPP1160
HwOROi - ACCESS RECORD thlTH ANLi WITHOUT INTEGRATI ON)*RNPP1170
SPECTRA - AN ARRAY DIMENSION 250X16 CONTAINING THE 4RNPP1180
REVISED SPECTRUM DATA BLOCKS *RNPP1190
*RNPP1200





COMMON SPtCTRAI< : :>G, l uJ ,Pk tSSUK(250 ) ,PhASE<250) ikEPRE SSI 2 000) ,
*-Rc PHASE I 2000) , ALPHA I 2000)




EUUI VALENCE ( O J ( 1) .SPEC THAU, 1) )
EQUIVALENCE UPLID , SPECIRAI i.si)
EUUIVALENCE (AL1*1TI 1),SPECTRAI1,11) )
EQUIVALENCE IAMBMi i ,SPECTRAI i ,13x
EQUIVALENCE </uun u .ALPHAUM
EQUIVALENCE 1YINK1) .ALPHA! 1001)1
EtiUIVALCNCb ( t«K{ 1) , R E P H A S E ( 1 ) J
O A I A P O / . O U O O O O f I / / , R A D I A N / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 V 1 3 / , PI/3.141592653597,
+ SQRT2/1 .4142U5623/
INTEGER Q,ASKFOK,STEP,SUB
REAL K T,KQ,KhwMii ,MbOJ«i.U
COMPLEX E l ,TERMO,TERM1,TERM2,TERM3,FIRST,ZERO,SECOND,THIRD,EIQI
NAMELIST /RUTJR/ NSPL,EFMACH,OBSELV,£FPTCH,OBSOIS.NB.THROST,
iTORQUE,C,RS,F,EFRAUrEFCORO,XMAX,OBSA^ l ,STt>YLO,RP, IBLHOPT
2 /InPOT/ NTEGRAT, I TRACK,PRTLINT,LO,ICHURU,INCOF





































•DEFINE THE RECTANGULAR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
CHURD1IM) = SIN(M*oPIFTU) / lM*bPlFTOI
DEFINE HALF COSINE SPECTRUM f-UNCTl.ON
CHORD2(M) = COSIM*BPIFTO) / 11.0-M*M*Sti2Bf TO)
DEFINE TRIANGULAR SPECTRUM FUNCTION
CHJRU3IM) = USIMrt*BPIFTC2)/<M*BPIFT02l )l»*2)
otFiNE SAWTOOTH SPECTRUM FUNCTION
CHORD4IM) = CAoS I ll.U.G.C) - CEXP(CHPLXt0.0,M*C2BPIFT)) * CMPLXIRNPP1590
» 0.0,M*C2BPIFT) ) / IM*M*SOBPIFT) RNPP1600
DEFINE OPTIONALLY LSEU BLH CCEFFIC1ENT FONCTION RNPP1610
BLHIY) = C / Y*»X RNPP1620
RNPP1630
OPEN THE RANDOM ACCESS FILE RNPP1640
CALL OPENMS 120,INDEX,987,0) RNPP1650
RNPP1660
RN.PP167C
ROTOR NAMELIST DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES RNPP1680
NSPL = 6 RNPP1690













































































































OU a :.I = l,16
IF (I .LE. 14) STOYLU(1)=0.0
RP(I) = 0.0
5 -CONTINUE . . • ' • • ' •
IBLHUPT = 0
READ AND WRITE FIXED PROGRAM PARAHETERS AND CHECK
•'•.';• FOR tOF . '
10 REAL* (StROTOR)
IF (EOF, 5) 999,20
20 WRITE (6, ROTOR)
••.;•..-. . • . . . . , , . ,
COMPUTE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BL« COEFFICIENTS DESIRED
MMAX=XMAX/F
NN=MMAX*20
DEFINE COMPLEX NUMBER I
' EI=CMPLX(0.,1.)
CUMPUTt SPECTRUM DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION PARAMETERS
TWOPi = PI»PI
TO = EFCORO / IT.*OPI*EFRAC*F*
SQ2BFTO = 4.0 * (NB*F*TO)**2
" BPIFTO = NB*PI*F*TO
BPIFT02 =- BPIFTU / 2.0
'SUBPIFT. =. BPIFTJ * BPIFTO » 2.0
C2BPIFT = -2.0 •* BPIFTO
' COMPUTE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HARMONICS
S = EFMACH*Nd»l,lJi(OBSeLV J
MAXHAR = (MMAX-10) / (NB*1.25*S»
COMPUTE THRUST OPERATING AND TORUUE OPERATING CONSTANTS
FTHKUiT ='F*THKJST
CUBS01S =.C*OBSOtS
• EFURAG = .TORgUt/tFKAU
•M = FTHRUST/CUaSOIS * SINiOBSELVJ
KQ = F*EFORAG ./ I CObSOI S*EFMACH)
TEST fO UtTtRMINE IF BLAUE LOADING HARMONIC
(BLH) ;CU£FFICItNTS ARE TC BE INTERNALLY COMPUTED.
' IF ( IBLHOPT '.NE. 0) GO TO 22
READ IbtMTlFICATlCI^ RECORD AND BLADt PASSAGE FREQUENCY
NRtfc =1
•CALL Re ADM S (20. 1U( 1 ) ,6 ,NREC>
NREC = 2 . , •
CALL REAOMS (20, OELTF , 1 ,NREC)
OELTF2 = OELTF/2.
DETERMINE NUMBER CF TRACKS (1NCLUU1NG tNDPOINTS FOR
INTEGRA! IUN)
•'••' MTRACKS f IDtl)*,; ' - . . ' .
> SET TuTAL NUMBER CF SPECTRUM POINTS (PER STATION)
NSPCT = ID(2)
. -.. .' .-'. : SE1 COUNTER FOR- NUMBER OF RAMUOM ACCESS READS
NRCSUrt = 10(3)
' - KRcC - lUCtj
NDIFF = KREC-NRCSUM
NREAD = NOIFF/2 .
NREAD2 = NKEAU*2
• -NRSUM3 = NRCSUM-3
.• SET KECUKD SUE FOR LAST RANDOM ACCESS KEAU (WITH AND
• WITHOUT INTEURATICM
MPOIN = 10(5)
' MWOROS = -IDlo)
............ .LOOP FOR NUMBER CF SCUNCi PRESSURE LEVEL PLOTS ..........
22' ou in NS=iiNbPL - • . • •





















































































































































































• 1NCUF = -3
4
TEil TU OETEKM1NE CPUUNAL BLH INPUT





INTIALI^E RANDOM ACCESS ' KECUKU COUNTERS AND RECORD
SUES MITH ANU hlTHCUT INTEfcRAT IUN)
28 IREl, = NRCbUM
JREC = iREC+NRtAU
NRVSUM = 3
IF INKSOMJ .LT. NRtAO^J NKVSUM = NRC SUM+NRfcAU^+1
. NKfco = NKVSUM
MR£C = NRfcC + iMKtAO
NPQ1N = ^50
NWuRUj = NHUIN*tb(l)





TEST FUR CHUKD INTEbRATlCN ..
If- iNTEORAT .Eg. OJ GO TO 200
INTEGRATION OVER CHQRD . ,
SET INDEPENDENT ^ARlAbLE ARRAY 11NCLUDLNG ENDPOINTS)
IPRTL = 0
tP<l) = 0.0 . .
DU 4o I=^iMrRACNS
TEST Tu DETERMINE PGSJTICN OF FRACTIONAL CHORD
INTEGRATION CONSTANT
IF (NTEGRAT .oT. 01 GO TO 35 •
IF UPRTL .EU. 0 .AND. RP(1) .GT. PRTLINTJ IPRTL=I
-ib CP( II = R P l l )*EFCURU
^0 CONTINUE
DETERMINE PERCENTAGE • OF CHORD INTEGRATED
PRCNTGR = 100.0*PRTLlNT
TEST FUR PARTIAL ChURJ INTEGRATION
IF INTEGKAT .GT. OJ GO TC 70 .
SET UP INOEPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY (INCLUDING ENDPOINTSI
MTP1 = MTRACKS+L . ' .
1 1 = 1
DO oO I=1,MTP1




50 XPPdJ = CPl III
11 = 11*1
60 CONTINUE
ZERO THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AT TH& hNOPOlNTS
70 00 50 1=1,250
SPtLTRAU ,1) = 0.0
SPECIRAU,MTRACK.SI = u.O
80 CONTINUE




























































































































































COMPUTING INTEGRATED (AVERAGED) PHASE UATA.
INTP = IFIXtSl.O * PRTLINTJ ,
If (INTP .LE. 01 1NTP-1
XINTU1 = 0.0
OXINT = EFCURO / FLOAT!INTP)
00 85 l~i,INTP.
X1NTII) = XINTU-II * DXINT
a5 CONTINUE
XINT(INTt>) = PKTLINT * tFCQRO
LOOP fCR THE NUMBER UF RANOCM ACCESS READS
00 190 NR»ltNREAC
CHECK FOR LAST READ (AND ADJUST RECORD SUE)
IF (NR .NE. NREAti) GO TO 90
NPOIN = MPOiN
NMOKUS = NUOKOS
REAU SPECTRUM DATA (AND INCREMENT COUNTER)
90 CALL REAOMS (20tSPECTRAtIf2),NWOROS.IREC)
IREC = IREC*1
USE STEADY LOADING VALUES FOR F1R6T >SEI* OF KNQMN
SPECTRUM DATA POINTS
IF (NR .NE. 1) GO Tu 110
MT » MTRACKS-2
DO 100 I=1(MT





......LOOP TU INTERPOLATE AND INTEGRATE PRESSURE DATA....
110 UJ 130 i=ltNPulN
IN = -1
Ui£ SPECTRUM DATA TO CONSTRUCT INTtGRATIJN




TEST f-QK PARTIAL CHuKO INTEGRATION
IF (NTdORAT .oT. 0) GO TC 125
INTERPuLATt FOR PARTIAL CHCRD INTEGRATION
CALL CS1UM Uo.MTRACKS, 1,1. l,CP,T,PRTLtNI ifX, Ita,WK.t IERRI
CONSTRUCT PARTIAL CHORD INTEGRATION NUDE POINTS
11 = 1
UU 122 K=l,MTPl
IF (K .Nc. IPRTD GO TO 121
YPP(K) = FX
GO TO 122
121 ITPP(K) = T(ll)
' - 1 1 = 1 1 + 1
122 CONTINUE
INTEGRATE OVER PARTIAL CHORD
!*=-!'.' • • ' . ' . ' •
CALL SPLS (l/>MTPltltXPPtYPPrItlPRTLtPROX4N(iMtHK.IERR)
GO TO 128 .
INTEGRATE UVcR ENTIRE CHCRD LR GVE« PARTIAL CHORD
IF CHuRJ FRACTION IS CNE CF SPECTRUM DATA POSITIONS
125 CALL SPLi (16,nrRACKStltCFiTtl.NTEGRAT,PRC)XlNilh,MKtIERR)
128 PRtiSUR(I) = PKGAIN
130 CONTINUE
IF (NR .EU.l) LU = PRESSUR(l)
















































































































































































CALL KEALtMS (2Ut SPECTRAl I t2J .NWOKUSi JKfcC)
JrttC = JKLC*1
.....LOOP 1J li^TEGRATE AND INTERPOLATE- PHASE DATA .....
Uu 100 j=ltNPUlN
(M = -1
USc SPECTRON DATA TU CONSTRUCT INTEGRATION
(OR INTERPOLAT ICN) NCDE POINTS
00 I4d K=l,MlKACKi
T< K J = SPECTRAU.K)
140 CONTINUE
INTERPOLATE FOR 1NTP EUUALLY SPACEU POINTS OVER THE
PHASE'UISTRIBUT ION
CALL CilUNl Uo.MTRACNbr 1 , 5 1 1 INTP ,CP i T , XIN T. YI NT , I W , .UK i I.cKKJ
. - - . ..-• .« • • • . • • " ', ",
•AVEKAG'E INTERPOLATED VALUES * ' '"
iUMlNT = 0.0 '"'
UO 14S i=lilNTP
SUIli NT = SUHliMT * yiNT(I)
l*i CONf INUE ' ' ' ' '
PHASE! JJ = -SUrtl.viT / FLUATUNTP)
160 CONTINUE
HKlTc Ii>ilcGKATtU VALUES TO KANDCM ACCLSS
CALL rtklTMS (tU, PHASE 1 1 I , NPC I Nt MRECJ
. MKEC = MKECH
MKiTt I.-4ICOKATEU BLADE LOAOINO HARMONIC ANU
iNTEuRATEU PHASt SPECTRUM TO OISC FOR LATER USE
. '. • BY 1 Ht PLJTTlNt. PKOCjRAM SPLPLI
If- (M .CW. 1) rtKITE (".( NREAO.MPOINrOELTF.LOi PKCNTGRt RS i THROST
: MR1TE (4) JPRLiSORd ), PHASEt I) ,I=1,NP01N)
190 CONTINUE
•
SET TKACK NUMbER (WITH ANO WITHOUT INTEGRATION)
<>00 J-= 1 TKACK •
It- (NTEbKAT .NE. 0» J= 1
: nRITE SIEAUY LOADING ANU HEALING INFORMATION


























































»*t//f^OXt *THt bTcAi>Y LOADING IS = *,Fl2.5t* PSL*,//)
, WRITE (6>20<:J)
2020 FORMAT (/ ,10X, *H«RMON 1C NUMBER*! 7X t *PRE SSJRE* t IbX , *ALPHA* , 17X,
**PHASE*,//J
SET KAIWUM ACCESS KfcCOKU LOCATION AND SUE COUNTERS
UEPENUl^G JN WHETFEK INTEGKATICN IS PERFORMED
IF (NTEGKAT .NL. Jl GO TL, ^ 50
'• IREC '= NRCSUM
JREC = IREC+NREAD
GO TO ^70 ••'* * • • • " • •
230 IKEC = NKVSUM




. . . COMPUTE BLADE LOADING HARMONICS
INITIALISE DATA POINT COUNTER, bLH COUNTcR, ANU TEST
PARAMETER
















































































































































SET RcCjRO SIZE: FCR LAST KEAD (HUH AND WITHOUT
INTEGRATION
l»- (NR -Eg. NRcAb) NP01N=MPOIN
IF (NR .Eg. NREAD) NWUROS=«»0«DS
HEAD PRESSURE DATA FRtiM RANDCM ACCESS
CALL REAOMS (20, SPECTRA 1 1 , JU .NMOROS, 1REC)
IREC = IREC*1




SET FIRST PRESSURE TO STEADY LOADING ,
IF 4NR .£Q. U PRESbURlU = ABStLOl
READ PHASE DATA FROM RANDOM ACCESS
CALL KEAOMS (20, SPECTRA ( 1 , 1) ,Nt»ORDS,JREC»
JREC = JREC*1




SET FiRST PHASE TC ZERO
IF (NR .cQ. I) PHASE(1J=0.0
NP = 0
TEST ru DETERMINE IF NEW R.A. RECORD IS NEEDED
320 IF ((NP+1J .GT. NPUtN) viC TO 400
TtST TJ DETERMINE If NEW FKEtJUENCY IS NEEUEU
IF (NP .EU. 0 .AND. liTEST .EQ. NR) GC TO 330
I = 1*1
COMPUTE rlULTPLc OF BLADE PASSAGE FREQUENCY
FREg = ( l-l)*f
TEST TO CETEKMINt IF NEW K.A. RECORD IS NEEDED
330 IF (INPHJ .Lt. NP01NJ GO TO 350
SET NEta K.A. KcCUKD TEST PARAMETER
1 1 TEST = NR+1
GO TO 400
INCREMENT COUNTERS
350, NP = NP+1
1 1 = 1 1 + 1
TEST FOR COMPLETICN OF BLH COMPUTATIONS
IF (1 .GT. NN .JR. II .GT. NSPCT1 GO TO 410
SELtCT OftT*. AT A MUCTIPE UF tiC&OE P6.S&fct>fc FREQUfcNCY
IF IT Ii NOT THE SAME AS THE BAND-WIDTH OF FOURIER
TRANSFORM ANALYSIS (BLH CCEFF 1C IEDITS )
01FF = FREU - (1I-1J*DELTF
ADIFF = ASS(UIHF )
IF (AJIFF .GT. OELTF2) GO TO 330
NPP = NPP+1
KEPKtSblNPP) = PRESSUR(NP)
IF (NR .EQ. 1 .AND. NPP .ES. 1) REPRESS ( U-=LU
KEPHA^E(^PP) - PHASt(NPj/RAL:iAN

































































































































































































FORMAT UHl,//,.»5X,*LOAJING HARMONIC COEFF I£ IENI S AND PHASE









WRITE bLAJE LOADING hARMCNIC COEFFICIENTS




nKITE (0,20301 UOStLV, UHSA2 1
FUKMAT (lHl,//,-tOX,*Trit SCUNO PRESSURE LEVELS AT VAK tUUS MB
!S*,///23X,*OdiERVEK ELfcVATICN ANGLE = * ,Fto.3 , 15X,*QUSERVfcR
i -ANGLE = *,F6.j, //,24X,*K6»,1*X,*SPL*,18X,*LIMIT*,/I







SELECT JESIREu ARGUMENT ANU ORDER Oh BESSEL
FUNCf lUrt
ARij = M*S .
ASKFL*R=ARG + iOO.
CALL tiSSLSI ARG,t>J, ASKFOR)
LuMPUFh SPL USING WRIGHT SUMMATION
(RcAL ANU IMAGINARY PARTS ARE ADDED SEPERATELY
AND MAGNITUDE YIELDS SPL)
LMIT = 10. * 1.2S*ARG
ALIMHIM) = FLOAI(LMIT)





TERMO = CfcXP (El * (MB*THETA-REPhASE41) J J
ZERO=.3*ALPHA( D*(KT-KQ)*dJ(HB+U*Mb*TERMO»(-El**(MB*l ))










TtRM2 = CtXP (-E1 * (gThETA-KEPHASE(M801JJ )

































































































































































































IF (g .Gt. Mb) STbP=2
iUB=IABS(W-MB)<-l
TERM3 = CcXP (El * (UThETA + REPHASE(SUB)MSTEP-1. ) ) )











TOTAL = SORT ( (TOTALR*TOTALR»*<TOTAL 1*TOTALIJ )
TOTAL = TOTAL/SQRT2
APPLY APPROPRIATE CHORD DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION TO SPL
IF I CHORD .Ew. 0) GO TO 520
if ICHURb . Eu. It TOTAL = TOTAL*CHORDUMi
IF I CHORD . EU. 21 TOTAL = TOTAL*CHORD2»MJ
IF I CHORD .Ey. 3J TOTAL = TOTAL*CHGRD3(M«
IF I CHORD .EQ. <«» TOTAL - TOTAL*CHCR04(MJ
i
IF (TOTAL .NE. 0.0) GO TC 550
SPL(M) = 0.0
GO TO >90
COMPUTE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
SPL1M) = 20.*ALOG10 ( ABS ( TCT ALJ/PO J
TOTAL OASPL PARAMETER
OVERALL = OVERALL + TOTAL*TOTAL
CONTINUE
WRITE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
diUTt (6,2040) 1 AM6N( I) tSPLII liALLMITCIl ti=liNSPLPT)
FORMAT tl9X(Fb.l ,IOX ,Fl0.3t 10X.F12. 1 J
TAKE ROOT MEAN SCUARc





FORMAT (//,20X.*OASPL = *,F6.1.* OB*)
TRACK. = FLOAT(lfRACK)
uRIft SOJNJ PRESSURE LEVEL PLOTTING PARAMETERS
TO DISC. FOR LATER USE BY THE PLOTUNG PROGRAM SPLPLT
• RITE C.) Nb.F.RSf OASPL , THRUST, OBSELV .OBSAZI . TRACK .PRCNTGR, I CHORD
WRITE CV) MAXHAR, 1SPL(M) t f=l iMAXHAR)
CUNT INUE



















































































































































































SUbROUUNE CSIUNl(hNPTS,N,NCVS,MMAXth,X,Y,T,F, IWtMK, IERRI
DIMENSION HIMMAX.NCVSI
DIMENSION HKil)































li INJEPENDbNT VARIABLE ARRAY INCREASING
DO na 1 = 1, NI
*KU ) = XI H-IJ-XI 1 )
IF(WKd)) 119,119,118
Lit WRITttb.lii) I, XI 1),X( 1*11
1^2 FORMAT (IHOoAttHlNDEPENDENJ VARIABLE ARRAY NOT INCREASING IN










^Kl ICC*IM1 J =
51 CONT INOE
UJ 65 I=2,N1










































































































































































. KM1 = K-l
MATRIX
IF (K.Ed.N) GO TO 5
4 UK(ISV*KMl)=MK(lCC»KMn/UK(lMW«-KMl>













14 UO 33 1=1, Nl
II=I+l












































































































































































































217 tw=i • •
17 CONTINUE
1T3=1S3+IM1
DO 110 K=l ,NCVS
HTi=l I J»-X< I )
11=1*1
HT2=T( J»-X( 1 II
PROU=HT1 * HT2
DELiiJS = »WM IT^J+hiU I T2+ 1 1 *OER2) /o.
FU,KJ=Y( 1 ,K)+HTl*hM ITU) *PROO*OELSQS
IFUEXP-U lOOu.iOul, 100«: .
1001 CONTINUE
L/tfU =iJN( I TOJ<-thTl .«-HT^»*OELStS»PRaU*rtK (I T3I/6.
F ^ J , ^ ^ = F l J , ^ ) + ^ T S A v - x { i t J*OERI
GO TO 1000
1002 C O N T I N U E
OtRl
F( J,K)=Fi J,K)+l ISAV-XIN) )*UfcHl
1000 CONTINUE
I T O = I T O + N
no CONTINUE





SUBROUTINE SPLi(MNPli,N,NCVS,X,Y ,Nl,KJ,PROXlN, 1M,MK, IERR)
DIMENSION PROX1NINCVS1








WM1 TO NJ H
ylKiM+l TO JK + N) IDLY
MK(JK*N<-1 TO JK + 2N) ICC
TO JK*-iN) Ih2
TO JK44N) IDSQ
































































































































































• IU2JK»5N + 1 TO 2 J K + 6 N ) IMW
HKUJK*6N*1 TJ 2JK*7N) IGG
H K I 2 J K + 7N*!. TU 2JK.+8NI ISV








I F U M - ( - U ) 15,2,15
2 Nl=N-i
oo us 1=1, NI
I U , . . ' . -
ly, 118
119 « R I T E ( 6 , l . Z 2 U t X ( 1> ,XU-H)
122 FORMAT I1H06X62HINUEPENUENT V A R I A B L E ARRAV NOT INCREASING IN SPLS





3 00 51 I«1,N1
1*1= I- I
UM10LV+IP)-(Y(UtU-Y(iiUI/MK(l)
U K ( I C C » I N 1 ) ° W K ( I )
51 CONTINUE
00 65 1=2, Nl
IMl-l-1













( I C C ) / M K 1 I H 2 )
NMl=N-l
L»0 100 K = 2 , N
KM1 = K-l .
ISV«-KM2J
IF JN.EO..N)
W K ( I S V * K M 1 J
UJ TU 5:
= ( « K t 1 0 S W « - K M l ) - M K i K M l ) * t a M I G G + K M 2 ) ) / U K ( l M W + K M n
100 C O N T I N U E


























































































































































00 66 1 = 1, N
10=10*1
60 C O N T I N U E






•" DO 120 K=l.NUV'S
,-."PR£JXTN(X.) = 0.. • •
• UU &2 l.= K.l , K.JM
11=1*1
122=112*1-1
P«UXlN(M = PRuXlN<K)*. i*«MII*(Y< l tK ) *Y ( II.K.M-MKII






SUBROUTINE BSSLS I X t F t N )
C THIS SUBROUTINE *AS ORIGINALLY THE S Y S T E M SUBROUTINE BSSLS/TAS
C 8/26/66 OUT HAS SINCE BEEN MODIFIED TO ALLOW bESSEL FUNCTIONS OF
C ORDER GREATEK THAN JO TU tit CCHPUTtU.
DIMENSION F(l)
COMMON/FIA/NPKtNP,NPP






IF(X .EW.O.O) Go TU 1




00 11 1=1, NPK














00 7 1 = 3,NPP(2
7 XN = 2.0 *F( H+XN
XN = l./XN ' .




* F(l< = 1.000








TO PLOT (CALCCMP) THE SOUND PRESSURE LfcVEL (SPL)
J A T A GENERATEi} BY PROGRAM RNPPE4. ONE PLOT Ot-
SPL .VS. FREQUENCY I.S PRODUCED FOR EACH SET OF SPL
D A T A GENERATED BY PROGRAM RNPPE4. IN ADDITION IF
INTEGRATION OF THE STEADY LOADING DISTRIBUTION ALONG
ANY LENGTH OF IHE CHORD WAS PERFORMED, A PLOT OF
THE INTEGRATED KLADE LOADING COEFFICIENTS (AND AN





























































































































































































































NAMELIST INPUT PARAMETERS *SPLP0150
NAMELIST FIXED *SPLP0160
NSPL - NUMBER CF SPL PLCTS TO BE PRODUCED FOR *SPLP0170
GIVEN DATA *SPLP0180(NSPL=6 is DEFAULT VALUE) *SPLPOI<JO
XMlN - FREQUENCY RArtGE OF AVAILABLE FLIGHT POINT *SPLP0200
(XMiN=o.u is DEFAULT VALUE) ' *SPLP02io
XMAA LUADING D A T A (HZ.) IS GIVEN BY XMAA-XMIN *SPLP0220
(XMAX=1000.C IS DEFAULT VALUE) »SPLP0230
YMiN - MINUMUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (DB) *SPLP0240
(YM1N=1J.O IS DEFAULT VALUE) *SPLP0250
Y S C A L C - SPL A X I S (Y-AXIS) SCALE FACTOR *SPLP0260
( Y S C A L E = 1 U . O IS DEFAULT VALUE) *SPLP0270
RUN - RUN NUMBER " *SPLP02fiO
*SPLP0290
NAMELIST VARIABLE *SPLP0300
NNPLUT - 0 NO INTEGRATED BLADE LOADING COEFFICIENT OR*SPLP0310
INTEGRATED PHASE PLOTS WILL BE GENERATED *SPLP0320
FOR THIS SET CF SPi. VALUES. *SPLP0330
1 AN INTEGRATED BLADE LOADING COEFFICIENT *SPLP0340
PLCT IS GENERATED FOR THIS SET SPL VALUES *SPLP0350
I BCTh AN INTEGRATED bLH COEFFICIENT AND *SPLP0360
PHASE PLOT IS GENERATED FOR THIS SET *SPLP0370
OF SPL VALUES. *SPLP0380
-1 INTEGRATED BLh COEFFICIENT AND PHASE PLOT *SPLP0390
IS NUT DtSlREL, ALTHOUGH BLADE LUADING *SPLP04GO
DATA WAS COMPUTED THROUGH INTEGRATION *SPLP0410
(REMARK: SINCE PLOTTING POINTS (BLH,PHASE. *SPLP0420
AND SPL) ARE INPUT SEQUENTIALLY AS *SPLP0430
THEY HERE GENERATED BY PROGRAM *SPLP0440
RNPPE4, NNPLOT MUST BE 0












OFNREAD - NUMBER CF BLOCKS (OF SIZE 250 OR LESS)
BLADE LOADING HARMONICS
MPOIN - SIZE OF THE LAST BLH DATA BLOCK
DELTF - BLADE LOADING FREQUENCY (HZ.)
LO - STEADY LOADING COEFFICIENT *SPLP054B
PRCNTGR - PER CENTAGE OF CHORD INTEGRATED *SPLP0550
RS - ROTGR ROTATIONAL SPEED .(RPM) *SPLP05*C
THRUST - TOTAL LIFT (HEIGHT OF HELICOPTER) (LBS.) *SPLP0570
PRESSUR - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED 250 CONTAINING THE *SPLP058C
dLAtlE LOADING HARMONICS *SPLP05«0
PHASE - AN ARRAY DIMENSIONED 250 CONTAINING THE *SPLP06OO
INTEGRATED PHASE DATA *SPLP0610
SPL PLGT *SPLP062fl
NB - NUMBER OF BLADES *SPLP0630
F - BLADE PASSAGE FREQUENCY (HZ.) *SPLP0640
OASPL - OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (DB) *SPLP0650
THRUSJ - TOTAL LIFT (HEIGHT OF HELICOPTER) (LBS.) *SPLP066O
RS - ROTOR ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM) *SPLP067C
OBSELV - OBSERVER ELEVATION ANGLE (RADIANS) *SPLP0680
UBSAZI - OBSERVER AZIMUTH ANGLE (RADIANS) *SPLP0690
TRACK - IF NC INTEGRATION OF STEADY LOADING DIST. *SPLP070C
WAS PERFORMED, TRACK IS THE SPECTRUM DATA *SPLP071C
POSITION *SPLP0720
ICHL/KD - DETERMINES hHlCH CHORD DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION*SPLP073fl
IS USED TO CORRECT SPL VALUES
MAXHAR - MAXIMUN NUMBER CF HARMONICS OSMAXHARS500
SPL - AN AkRAY DIMENSIONED 500 CONTAINING THE





























































































































DATA RADIAN /»7. 2V577913/
NAMELIST /FIXED/ NSPL, XMIN, xHAX, YMI N, YSCALE, RUN /INPUT/ NNPL01
MAKE IM'TAL CALL TO CALCCMP PROCESSOR
CALL PSEUDO(6LSPLULHJ
CALL LERUY






READ, CHcCK FOR END OF FILE, AMD WRITE FIXED
INPUT DATA
10 READ (5.FIXED), , '
IF (tOF,'5l 999,20
20 WRITE !6,FIXEu)
COMPUTE SCALE FACTORS AND X AND Y-AXIS LENGTHS








60 IFCFRANGE/PUWIO-5. • bO,7C,7C
70 XSCALE=POW10/2.
GO tO 110










YMAX= 1 0.*Y SCALE* YMIN
SOUND PKESSUKE LEVEL PLors
DO 30J NP=1,NSPL
READ, CHECK FOR END OF FILE, AND *R1TE VARIABLE
INPUT CATA
READ (5, INPUT)
IF (EOF, 5) 999,130
130 WHITE lo, INPUT)
TEST TO DETERMINE IF 6LAOE LL.A01NG HARMONICS
PLUT IS DESIKEU (bLH)
IF. (NNPLUT . Ey. U) GO TO 190
SECTION TO PLOT 8LAUE LOADINd, HARMONICS
COEFFICIENTS AND INTEGRATED PHASE SPECTRA
SET ALLOWABLE RANGE (MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM) FOR THE

















































































































RfcAD NECESSARY BLh PLOTTING PARAMETERS
READ (4) NREAU.rtPiHN.DELTf-.LO.PRCNTGR.RS, THRUST
DETERMINE IF INTEGRATED BLH AND PHASE PLOTS
EXIST. ANI, ARE NUT DESIRED





SfcT LOUP INDEX DEPENDING ON DESIRE' UF PHASE PLOT
145 NAP = I
IF (NNPLOT .EU. 2) NAP=2
.....LOOP FUR BLH » INTEGRATED PHASE PLOTS .....
00 185 IAP=1,NAP
.INITIALIZE BLH AND PHASE POINT COUNTER
Nil = 0 .'
SET. STANDARD RECORD SUE
NPlHN = 250
OK AW AN U LABEL INTEGRATED BLH AND PHASE PLOT AXIS
IF (IAP .EU. 1) CALL AXES ( 0. . 0. ,90. , 10. .VBMIN , YBSCAL .-1. , 10
INTEGRATED BLADE LOADING COEFFICIENTS (20LUG( LS/LO) ) ,. 15. 52 )
IF (UP .EU. 2) CALL AXES (0. ,0. .90. , 10. ,-200. .YPSCAL, I. ,10.
+TEGRATED PHASE SPECTRUM (DEGREES) ,0.2,35)
CALL AXES(0.»0.,0. ,XLENGTF,XMIN,XSCALE,-l. ,10. , 14HFREQUENCY,
10. 15, -14)
DO 180 NR=1»NREAD
TEST FOR LAST INTEGRATED BLH OR PHASE BLOCK
IF INR..EO. NREAOI NPOIN-MPOIN
READ INTEGRATED BLh COEFFICIENT AMD PHASE RECORD
READ (4) (PRESSUR1 I ) .PHASE ( I ) , 1= l.NPCIN)




X(I) = (X(I)-XMIN) / XSCALE
IF (UP .EU. 2) GO TO 150
SUM = SUN + PRESSUR( 1)»PRESSUR( 1 )
PRESSUR(I) - 20. * ALOG10 ( ABS(PRESSUR( I )/LO) )
IF (PRESSURd) .LT. YBMIN) PRESSUIUI) = YBMIN
IF (PRESSURd) .GT. YBMAX) PRESSURd) = YflMAX
PKtSSUR(I) '* (PRESSURd l-YBMIN) / YBSCAL
GU TO 160
150 IF (PHASE(I) *LT. YPMIN) PHASE(I) = YPMIN
IF (PHASE(I) .GT. YPMAX) PHASEd) = YPNAX
PHASEd) = (PHASE( D+200.0) / YPSCAL
160 CONTINUE
COEFFICIENTS (CR PHASES) .VS. FREUUENCY
IF (NR.EU.l .AND. 1AP.EU.1) CALL CALPLT( X< 1) .PRESSUKI 1) , 1)
IF (NR.EQ.l .ANJ. 1AP.EQ.2) CALL CALPLT (X( I) ,PHAS E( 1 ). 1 )
1 1 = 1
IF (NR .EU. 1) 11=2
DO 170 l=Jl.NPulN
IF (Xd) .GT. XcENGTH .OR. X(I) .LT. O.D) GO TO 170
IF (IAP .EU. 1) CALL CALPLT (Xd ) , PRESSURE! ) ,2 )














































































































































































RMS = SQRT (SUM*UELTF)
OAttLH = 20. * ALOGlCtRMS/LO)
OKAM BLH PLOT IDENTIFICATION PARAMETERS
RPH = RS
CALL NUTATE ( 1. , 9.4, .15 ,ShRPM =,0.,5)
CALL NUMBER (1 . 7 ,9.4, . 15 ,RPM,0. ,G)
CALL NUTATE U . , 9 . 7, . 15 , 3HRUN.O. , 3)
CALL NUMBER 1 1 . 7 ,9.7 , . 1 5 ,KUN,0. tO)
IF (1AP .EO. 1) CALL NOTATE(3.0,9.7,.15,15HOABLH = 06,0
IF (IAP .EU. 1) CALL NUMBER(3.9,9.7,.15,(JABLH,Oi,l)
CALL NOTATE 13. . S. 4, . 15, 14HTHRUST= LB.0.,14)
CALL NUMBER t J.* ,9.4, . 1 5, THRCSI , C. ,-i 1
CALL NOTATE (5.5 ,9.4, . 15 ,4hLC =,0.,4)
CALL NUMBER (6.1 ,9.4 , . 15 ,LO,d. , 3)
CALL NUTATE { 1 . , 9. 1 , . 13 , 32HPERCEM AGE OF CHUKO INTEGRATED = ,
CALL NUMBER (5 .2 ,9 . 1 , . 1 £> , PRCNTGR , 0. , 1 1
IF INTEGRATED PHASE SPECTRA PLOT .i.s REQUESTED,
REPOSITION UISC TO KEAO INTEGKATEU PHASE SPECTRA
AND POSITION NEw PHASE PLOT ORIGIN.




MOVE PLOT-PEN TC ORIGIN CF NEXT PLOD
183 CALL NFKAME
185 CONTINUE
READ ARRAY OF SGUNO PRESSURE LEVELS























































KEAU (41 MAXHAR, (SPL(M) ,W= 1 , MAXHAR »
..........LOOP TO CREATE AND SCALE SPL ..............
J" AND FREQUENCY ARRAYS
00 200 M=l, MAXHAR
MB = M*NB
THE SOOND PRESSURE LEVELS AkE SCALED
IF (SPHMJ ,GT. YMAXI SPHM^YMAX
IF (SPL(M) .Lf. YMIN) SPL«M)=YMIN
ACOUSTIMI = (SPL(Mj-YMIN) / YSCALE
X(Mi = FLOAT(M6J*F*ll./XSCALE)
IF <FLUATCMb)*F .LT. XMIM X(MI = XMIN* ( 1 . /XSOALE)
IF (FLUATIMd)*F .GT. XMAXj X(M) = XMAX*( 1../X SCALE)
200 CONTINUE
CONVERT OBStRVEK ELEVATION ANO AZIMUTH ANGLES
OBSELV = ObSELV«RADlAN
OBSAZI = OBSAi.l«RADIAN
DRAM ANU LABEL SPL PLOT AXIS
CALL AXES(0. ,0., 90., 10. ,YM1N, YSCALE, -1. ,iO.,13HSPL, DECIBELS
1)
CALL AXES 10. ,0. ,0. .XLtNGTF ,XMIN, XSCALE.-l. ,10. , 14HFREQUENCY ,
1.15, -14)
DRAM iPL PLOT lOcNTlFlCATION PARAMETERS
KPM = RS
CALL NOTATtl 1. ,9.4,. 15, 5h*Ph =,0.,5J























































































































CALL NUTATE(5.5,9.7, . l5, 14HS1GMA =
CALL NUMBER(6.4,9.7,.1!>,SIGMA,0.,-1)
THETA = UbSAil
CALL NUTATEt 5.!>,9.4,.15,i<iHTHETA =
CALL NUMBER<6.4,9.4,«l5,IhETA,0.,-l)
IF tNNPLJT .Nt. 0) GO TO 210
CALL NUTATEll.,Si.l,. l5,5hGAGE ,0.,5)
CALL NUMBER I1.7,9.1,.!3,TRACK,0.,-U
GO TO 220
210 CALL NOTATE i 1. ,9. 1, . 15 , 32HPERCENTAGE OF CHORD
CALL NUMbER (5.2 ,9.1 , . 15, PkCNIGR.O. , 1)
220' IF ( ICHURD .Eg. 0) CALL
1) CALL NCIAIE
2) CALL NOTATE
IF (ICHORD .Eu. 31 CALL
*CTIUN,0.,25)




LOOP TC PLOT SOUND .4...
PRESSURE LEVEL .VS. FREgUENCY
CALL PNTPLT (X(l),ACOUST(1),11,1)
00 250 M=2,MAXHAR
CALL CALPLT(X(M) ,ACOOSI (M) ,2 )
CALL PNTPLTIX(M).ACOUST«M),11,1J
250 CONTINUE




























(l.,8.8,.15,26HHALF COSINE CHORD FUSPIP3330
SPLP3340
NCTATE t l.,8.8,.l*,25HTRIANGULAR CHORD FUNSPLP33&0
SP.LP3360



















C DETERMINE IF ANOTHER CASE IS TO BE RUN
GO TO 10
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TABLE I.- CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTIONS AND ASSOCIATED x-FUNCTIONS
DISTRIBUTION
j I POINT LOADING
X -FUNCTION '
"mB








T HALF-COSINE LOADING X
/mBc\ :











TABLE H.- SRRNPP PROGRAM INTERRELATION
•Input transducer spectrun data
Program












SPL and integrated BLH data
SPL and BLH Plots
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TABLE HI.- RNPPE4 FLOW CHART
Read rotor data










Choose BLH at multiples
of blade passage fre-
quency. Divide coeffi-
cients by steady loading.








































to evaluate the Bessel
functions
Adjust SPL values by




loading data only ,
Output final SPL values
to printer and to disk










of rotor data to
be used
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TABLE IV.- SPECTRUM-DATA INPUT PARAMETERS







Spectrum data transducer (or combined position)
number (1 s ICH < 14) (integer).
Blade-loading frequency (Hz) (floating point).
Number of spectrum points per transducer
(1 £ NSPCT i 30,000) (integer).
Number of spectrum data records per transducer
(1 s NREAD £ 20). (integer).
An array dimensioned 1500 containing the spectrum-
data amplitudes (floating point).
An array dimensioned 1500 containing the spectrum-
data phases (degrees) (floating point).
a
 NREAD is not part of the transducer identification record of the pro-
gram RAMANI input tape. It is part of the identification record of the
RAMANI output tape used by programs SPECPLT and TRANS.
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TABLE V.- PROGRAM RAMANI: NAMELBT INPUT











Number of tracks of transducer spectrum data being input (integer)
(1 < NTRACKS s 24).
An array dimensioned 24 containing the decibel reference frequency
constant for each track of spectrum data (floating point) (decibels).
(DBREF(I) = 0.0 is default value for 1 = 1 , 2 24.)
Output control parameter specifying the number of combined spec-
trum data records (Frequency, Amplitude, and Phase) output to
printer for each combined spectrum position (integer).
(NPRINT = 50 is default value.)
, Input control parameter specifying the number of records of trans-
ducer spectrum data to be skipped at the beginning of input tape.
(Since data is input in blocks of 1500, NSKIP = (gN - 1)/1500]+ l) + 1
is required to'skip spectrum data from one transducer containing
• N spectrum data points.) (integer) (NSKIP = 0 is default value.)
Number of spectrum data positions after combining (adding or
scaling) in addition to the number of transducers whose data is to
be skipped. (Exclude records skipped by NSKIP.) (integer)
(1 s MTRACKS < 24.)
Two arrays dimensioned 24 describing the spectrum-data combining
sequence, (integers) (0 s ETN(K),JSTN(K) < 24 where
K= 1,2, . . .,24.)
(i) ISTN(K) = JSTN(K), JSTN(K)* 0 implies that transducer spectrum
data from transducer ISTN(K) will be weighted by the scaling
factor WGHT.
(ii) ISTN(K) * JSTN(K), JSTN(K) * 0 implies that transducer spectrum
data from transducers ISTN(K) and JSTN(K) will be added,
(iii) ISTN(K) * JSTN(K), JSTN(K) = 0 implies spectrum data from
transducers ISTN(K) will be skipped.
Restrictions: The ETN array must be strictly increasing and
ISTNfl) g JSTN(J) for I g J.
(ISTN(I)) = JSTN(I) = 0.0 is default for I = 1, . . ., 24.)
A scaling factor by which the spectrum data amplitudes are to be
weighted. (If no weighting is desired, use default.) (WGHT = 1.0
is default value.)-(floating point)
An output control option (integer)
= 0 Combined spectrum data will be output to tape only.
= 1 Combined spectrum data will be output to random access for
immediate use by programs SPECPLT or TRANS. An output
tape is also created.
(IOPTN = 1 is default value.)
An input control parameter (integer)
= 1 Transducer spectrum data will be input from one tape.
= 2 Transducer spectrum data will be input from two tapes.
(NTAPE = 1 is default value.)
An array dimensioned 24 (and specified REAL) containing the
steady loading frequency for each transducer (psi).
(LO(I) = 0.0 is default for I = 1, . . ., 24.)
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TABLE VI.- PROGRAM SPECPLT NAMELIST INPUT











Number of combined spectrum-data positions ..
(integer) (1 < MTRACKS < 14).
Total lift of helicopter (Ibs) (floating point).
Rotational speed of helicopters (rpm) (floating
point).
(XMAX - XMIN) is the allowable frequency range
(X-axis) for plotting the combined spectrum
data (Hz) (floating point).
(XMIN = 0.0 is default value.)
(XMAX = 1000.0 is default value.)
Flight run number (floating point).
(YMAX - YMIN) 'is the allowable amplitude range
(Y-axis) for plotting the combined spectrum data
(floating point).
(YMIN = -100.0 is default value.)
(YMAX = -0.0 is default value.)
Combined spectrum-data amplitude (Y-axis) scale
factor (floating point).
(YSCALE = 10.0 is default value.)
An array dimensioned 14 containing the plotting
control for each of the I = 1, . . ..MTRACKS
combined spectrum-data positions (integer).
= 0 for some I implies that no combined
amplitude plot will be generated for the Ith
position.
= 1 for some I implies that only a combined
amplitude plot will be generated for the
Ith position.
= 2 for some I implies that both a combined ampli-
tude and a combined phase plot will be gener-
ated for the Ith position.
(NNPLOT(I) = 0 for I = 1, . . ., 14 is default
value.)
An array dimensioned 14 containing the decibel ref-
erence frequency.iconstants for each of the combined
spectrum data positions (floating point) (decibels).
(DBREF(I) = 0.0'for I = 1, . . ., 14 is default
value.)
Combined spectrum-data input control parameter.
• = 0 The combined spectrum data is to be' input by '
magnetic tape. (Programs SPECPLT and
RAMANI ,are not job-stepped.)
= 1 The combined spectrum data is input by random
access. (Programs SPECPLT and RAMANI
are to be job-stepped.)
(Integer)
(IOPTN = 1 is default value.)
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TABLE VTI.- PROGRAM TRANS NAMELE3T INPUT
Variable name Variable description
IOPTN
MTRACKS
Input control parameter describing the means of
combined spectrum-data input (integer).
= 0 Combined transducer data will be input by mag-
netic tape.
= 1 Combined transducer data will be input by ran-
dom access file. (Programs TRANS and
RA.MANI are job-stepped.)
•= -1 Combined transducer data will be input by data
card.
(IOPTN = 0 is default condition.)
Number of positions of combined spectrum data
(1 < MTRACKS s 14) (integer).
TABLE Vin.- PROGRAM TRANS OPTIONAL CARD INPUT FORMAT
For each combined transducer station the optional card input has the
following format:



















TABLE EX.- PROGRAM RNPPE4 RANDOM ACCESS INPUT PARAMETERS j






Number of combined spectrum-data positions
(integer). (1 s MTRACKS I 14.) :
Number of spectrum data points per position
(integer). (1 < NSPCT £ 30,000.)
Beginning and ending random access record
locations for the reorganized combined spectrum
data (integer). .
Number of combined spectrum points per record
in the last random access record for nonintegra-
tion and integration (integer). \,
 ;
(1 < MPOEN 2 250) :
(1 < MWORDS < 250*MTRACKS)
An array dimensioned 250 by 16 containing the
block of reorganized combined spectrum (ampli-
tude and phase) data (floating point).
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TABLE X.- PROGRAM RNPPE4 NAMELJST INPUT
NAMELJST ROTOR - ROTOR is reinput whenever BLH and SPL data are to be
computed using a new rotor, or whenever a switch to or from the inline










c • . . ' . . . • •
RS














Number of sets of BLH and SPL data to be computed using this .
helicopter rotor (integer). (NSPL = 6 is default value.)
Effective radial Mach number (floating point).
Observer elevation angle (radians) (floating point).
Effective blade pitch (radians) (floating point).
Observer distance from rotor center (feet) (floating point).
Number of blades (integer). (NB =4 is default value.)
Total lift (weight of the helicopter in pounds) (floating point).
Total rotor drag force (Ibs) (floating point).
Speed of sound (feet /second) (floatingpoint).
(C = 1084.8 is default value.)
Rotational speed (rpm) (floating point).
Blade passage frequency (rps) (floating point).
Effective blade radius (feet) (floating point).
Effective blade chord (feet) (floating point).
Maximum frequency of available flight point loading data (Hz)
(floating point). (XMAX = 1000.0 is default value.)
Observer azimuth angle (radians) (floating point).
An array dimensioned 14 containing the steady loading
coefficients for each of the combined spectrum data positions
(floating point).
(STDYLO(I) = 0 for I =1, . . ., 14 is default value.)
An array dimensioned 14 containing the relative positions of
the combined spectrum data. The RP array must be strictly
increasing and 0.0 g RP(I) s 1.0 for I = 1, . . .,14
(floating point). (RP(I) = 0.0 is default value for
1 = 1 , . . . , 14.)
INPUT is reinput whenever a new set of BLH and SPL data is












BLH data computation control parameter (integer).
= 0 BLH coefficients and phases are to be derived from the
spectrum data of one combined position. (No integration
of the steady loading distribution is performed.)
= K BLH coefficients are to be computed through integration of
the steady loading distribution. The steady loading distri-
bution is to be integrated from one edge of the blade (the
first position) to the Kth spectrum data position. There-
fore, the bounds on K are from 2 to the number of spec-
trum data positions plus two (for the blade edges).
Full chord integration is accomplished by setting
K =MTRACKS + 2 where MTRACKS is the number of
combined spectrum-data positions.
= -1 BLH's coefficients and phases are to be computed through
integration of the steady loading distribution over a frac-
tion of the chord. (If partial chord integration upper limit
occurs at the K - 1 spectrum-data position, use
NTEGRAT = K.)
(NTEGRAT = 0 is default value.)
Number of the spectrum-data position whose data is to be used
to compute BLH data. If integration is used to compute BLH
data, use default ITRACK = 1 (integer).
Fraction of the chord along which the steady loading distribu-
tion is to be integrated. If no integration is desired, use
default PRTLINT = 1.0 (0.0 § PRTLINT £ 1.0.) (floating point).
Steady loading coefficient for the ITRACKth combined
spectrum-data position. If integration is desired, use default
condition LO = 0.0 (floating point).
Spectrum chord function control parameter (integer). The SPL
values at each harmonic will be adjusted by the chord function
indicated.
= 0 Point loading data spectrum chord function.
= 1 Rectangular spectrum chord function.
= 2 Half-cosine spectrum chord function.
= 3 Triangular spectrum chord function.
> 4 Saw-tooth spectrum chord function.
(ICHORD = 1 is default value.)
BLH coefficient output control parameter.
= K Every K - 1th BLH coefficient and phase angle will be
output. (If K = 1 all coefficients and phases will be output.)






Optional namelist used in computing an experimental set of
BLH coefficients. INBLH should be reinput whenever a new
BLH function is desired. J
Number of BLH coefficients and phase angles to be determined
(1 g NBLHPT £ 2000) (integer).
Constants used in defining the BLH coefficient function given by
BLH(i) = c/ix where i = 1, . . ., NBLHPT.
Same as described in NAMELIST INPUT.
Same as described in NAMELIST INPUT.
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TABLE XI.- PROGRAM SPLPLT DISK INPUT PARAMETERS



















Number of records (of length 500 or less) of inte-
grated blade-loading coefficients and integrated
phases (integer).
Size of the last blade-loading coefficient and phase
data record (1 5 MPOIN s 250) (integer).
Blade-loading frequency (Hz) (floating point).
Integrated steady loading coefficient (floating point).
Rotor rotational speed (rpm) (floating point).
Total lift (Ibs) (floating point).
An array dimensioned 250 containing a block of inte-
grated blade-loading coefficients (floating point).
An array dimensioned 250 containing a block of inte-
grated phases (degrees) (floating point).
Number of blades (integer).
Blade passage frequency (Hz) (floating point).
Root mean square sound pressure level aver-
age (dB) (floating point).
Observer elevation angle (radians) (floating point).
Observer azimuth angle (radians) (floating point).
Spectrum position number for SPL values deter-
mined from nonintegrated BLH data (floating point).
Percentage of chord integrated, if integration is
used to determine BLH data (floating point)
(0.0 g PRCNTGR < 100.0). -
Spectrum chord function used in adjusting SPL
values (integer).
Maximum number harmonics for which SPL values
are computed (1 ^ MAXHAR 5 500) (integer).
An array dimensioned 500 containing the sound pres-
sure level values (dB) (floating point).
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_TABLE XII.- PROGRAM SPLPLT NAMELIST PARAMETERS
FIXED - FIXED is input once at beginning of program
to control SPL plotting.






Number of sound pressure level plots to be gen-
erated (integer). (NSPL = 6 is default value.)
(XMAX - XMIN) is the allowable frequency
(X-axis) range for the SPL and BLH plotting (Hz)
(floatingpoint).
(XMIN = 0.0 is default value.)
(XMAX = 1000.0 is default value.)
Minimum allowable sound pressure level plotting
value (dBs) (floating point).
(YMIN = 10.0 is default value.)
Sound pressure level scale factor (Y-axis)
(floating point).
(YSCALE = 10.0 is default value.)
Flight run number (floating point).
NAMELIST INPUT
NNPLOT
Consists of the single parameter NNPLOT and is
reinput after the completion of each SPL plot to
determine if integrated BLH plotting is to be
done for the next set of SPL data to be plotted.
BLH plot-control parameter (integer).
= 0 No integrated BLH coefficient or phase plot is
generated. Corresponding NTEGRAT for
program RNPPE4 is zero.
- 1 An integrated blade-loading coefficient plot is
generated. Corresponding NTEGRAT in pro-
gram RNPPE4 is nonzero.
= 2 Both integrated blade-loading coefficient and
phase plots are generated. Corresponding
NTEGRAT in program RNPPE4 is nonzero.
= -1 No integrated BLH coefficient or phase
plots are generated. Corresponding
NTEGRAT in program RNPPE4 is nonzero.
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TABLE XT!!.- RAMANI INPUT TAPE FORMAT
Record number Record contenta
1 Transducer identification
2 1500 amplitudes 1500 phases
3 1500 amplitudes 1500 phases
4 400 amplitudes 400 phases
5 Transducer identification
6 1500 amplitudes 1500 phases
7 1500 amplitudes 1500 phases
8 400 amplitudes 400 phases
25 Transfer identification
26 1500 amplitudes 1500 phases
27 1500 amplitudes 1500 phases
28 400 amplitudes 400 phases
aThe transducer identification record consists of: transducer (or
track) number, blade-loading frequency, and the number of spectrum data
points per station.
The spectrum data (amplitude and phase) is in a frequency domain.
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TABLE XIV.- RAMANI RANDOM ACCESS OUTPUT (OPTIONAL)
Record number Record content
1 . :- Identification
2 . . . . . . . . . ; . . 1500 combined amplitudes
3 1500 combined phases
4 1500 combined amplitudes
.5 1500 combined phases
6 . 400 combined amplitudes
7 ; . . . . . . . ; . . . . . 400 combined phases
22 : . . Identification
23 ... i . . . . * . 1500 combined amplitudes
24 . 1500 combined phases
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1500 combined amplitudes
26 1500 combined phases
27 400 combined amplitudes




TABLE XV.- TRANS REORGANIZED SPECTRUM DATAa
Record number Record content
NRCSUM A(Sj) A(S2) A(S3) A(S4)
NRCSUM +1 AS A(S2) A(S3) AfSA
NRCSUM +13 v A(Sj) A(S2) A(S3) A(S4)
NRCSUM + 14 PfSjj P(S2). ; <P.(S3) : vP<(S^
NRCSUM +15 P(Sj) P(S2) P(S3) P(S4)
NRCSUM + 27 P(Sj) P(S2) P(Sg) P(S4)
aFrom table XIV NRCSUM =31 for this sample. NRCSUM is
internally computed and dependent upon the number of combined positions
and the number of points per position.
indicates a block of amplitudes from combined station Sj
indicates a block of phases from combined station.
In this example all records are of length 1,000 except for 44
and 58 which are of length 600. . .
TABLE XVI.- SPL AND BLH DISK FORMAT
Record number Record content
1 . SPL values for position 1
2 SPL values for position 2
3 SPL values for position 3
4 SPL values for position 4
5 to 17 BLH data for full-chord integration
18 SPL values for full-chord integration
19 to 21 BLH data for full-chord integration
22 SPL values for full-chord integration
Remarks:
(1) Assume six sets of SPL values are computed: the first four
using BLH data from the separate positions and the last two involving
full- and half-chord integration.
(2) A typical integrated BLH data record contains up to 250 of
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TABLE XVHI.- DESCRIPTION OF PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
DISK STORAGE DRIVES (TRANSIENT STORAGE)
524 M CHARACTERS .
60 MS AVERAGE ACCESS TIME ' r : t
25 MS AVERAGE ROTATIONAL DELAY
128 FILES AVAILABLE AT 1 ACCESS POSITION
(FILE = 32,000 CH)
DATA CELL DRIVES (PERMANENT STORAGE)
2.2 BILLION CHARACTERS
40 REMOVABLE WEDGES
DATA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR




 MAX. DATA TRANSFER SPEED 120,000 CHAR./SEC. -
BURST RATE:-AT 800 BPI (BITS/INCH)
TRANSPORT SPEED 150 INCHES/SECOND
LONGITUDINAL DENSITY 200,556 AND 800 BPI
DATA CODE 7 TRACK, EVEN PARITY BINARY CODED DECIMAL
OR 7 TRACK, ODD PARITY BINARY
CALCOMP MODEL 765 (12 INCH) PLOTTER
DRUM PLOTTER




 , USABLE SURFACE
; X 1;20 FEET - ,
' Y 11 INCHES
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TABLE XIX.- RAMANI-SPECPLT PROGRAM SETUP (SOURCE DECK)
301022,ROS,DPR,WT10 BLH RXXX TK1-7
SAVTP.RIS.DPR.WTIO BLH RXXX TK1-4
JOB,1,100,50000,2000. Z4181 33088T 100677
USER.RANPA1.L,DONALD ' 477544121C 11100 NAS
L1NECNT(10000)
NORFL.
RUN(S , , , , ,RAMANI , , , ! )



















CONT. ' LEROY .3MM PEN TYPE





SOURCE DECK PROGRAM RAMANI
7/8/9
SOURCE DECK PROGRAM SPECPLT
7/8/9
DATA FOPv PROGRAM RAMANI
7/8/9







TABLE XX.- RAMANI-SPECPLT PROGRAM SETUP (DATA CELL)
NOTE: The * control cards refer only to the plotting program
.' SPECPLT. If these cards are removed, no combined trans-
ducer spectrum data plots are generated. This deletion
produces the combination of program RAMANI alone. *-This
sign is not a part of the control cards.
301022,ROS,DPR,WT10 BLH RXXX TK1-7
SAVTP.RIS.DPR.WTIO BLH RXXX TK1-4
JOB,1,100,50000,2000. Z4181 33088T 100677
USER.RANDALL,DONALD 477544121C 11100 NAS
















REWIND (TAPE4) ;--,,r . . , ,
DROPFIL(TAPE51)
*REWIND(TAPE4) , .




*CONT.// SINGLE PLOT MODE.
*CONT. LEROY .3MM PEN TYPE





DATA FOR PROGRAM RAMANI
*7/8/9







TABLE XXI.- TRANS-RNPPE4-SPLPLT PROGRAM SETUP (SOURCE DECK)
Z4181 33088T 100677 BIN11
477544121C 11100 NAS CSC
























CONT. LEROY .3MM PEN TYPE




SOURCE DECK PROGRAM TRANS
7/8/9
SOURCE DECK PROGRAM RNPPE4
7/8/9
SOURCE DECK PROGRAM SPLPLT
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM TRANS
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM RNPPE4
7/8/9





TABLE XXH.- TRANS-RNPPE4-SPLPLT PROGRAM SETUP (DATA CELL)
3208057,ROS,DPR,WT10 BLH RXX TK1-4

























CONT. LERQY .3MM PEN TYPE




DATA FOR PROGRAM TRANS
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM RNPPE4
7/8/9






TABLE XXm.- RAMANI-SPECPLT-TRANS-RNPPE4-SPECPLT PROGRAM
SETUP (DATA CELL)
301022,ROS,SPR,WT10 BLH RXXX TK1-7
JOB, 1,150, 50000, 4000. Z4181 .330S8T 10067




FETCH (Z41 3 6,, BINARY)
COPYBR (BNFILE , RAMAN I ,1)
COPYBF(BSFILE.SPECPLT)
FETCH(Z4188, .BINARY)
COPYBR(BNFILE, TRANS , 1)
COPYBR(BNFILE, RNPPE4 , 4)









REWIND(TAPE4,TAPE51) . ...... '- '
COPYBF (TAPE4.TAPE51) ' .."V,
DROPFIL(TAPESl) . ,. '
REWIND(TAPE4) '...':'
SETINDF. • , . • .... "V
SPECPLT. ' ' " .
PLOT. CALPOST, 12 (PVF= SPECTRA, X0== 2 . 0 ,YO=0 . 5 ,FSH=14, FSV=11)
CONT. //SINGLE PLOT MODE. '
BIN11
CSC "
SAVTP.RIS.DPR.WTIO BLH RXXX TK1-4
CONT. LEROY .3MM PEN TYPE









PAPER NO. 00. //
SPLPLT.
RFL(30000)
PLOT. CALPOST, 12(PVF=SPLBLH,XO=2.0,YO=0. 5, FSH=14,FSV=11)
CONT. //SINGLE PLOT MODE.
CONT. LEROY .3MM PEN TYPE BLACK INK COLOR.







DATA FOR PROGRAM RAMANI
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM SPECPLT
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM TRANS
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM RNPPE4
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM SPLPLT
6/7/8/9
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TABLE XXIV.- RAMANI-SPECPLT-TRANS-RNPPE4-SPLPLT PROGRAM
SETUP (SOURCE DECK)
NOTE: The * control cards refer only to the plotting programs
SPECPLT and SPLPLT. If these cards are removed, no combined
transducer spectrum plots, or sound pressure level and integrated
blade loading data plots will be generated. This deletion results in
the program combination RAMANI- TRANS- RNPPE4 being executed.
*-This sign is not apart of the control card. deck.
301022,ROS,DPR,WT10 BLH RXXX TK1-7
SAVTP.RIS.DPR.WTIO BLH 'RXXX TKl-4
JOB,1,150,50000,4000. 24181 33088T . 100677























*CONT.//SINGLE PLOT MODE. '...-,'
*CONTl- LEROY . 3MM PEN TYPE BLACK INK COLOR. ''.-].

















*CONT. LEROY .3KM P&J TYPE BLACK IKK COLOR.




7/8/9 :SOURCE PECK PROGRAM RANANI
*7/8/9 • '
* SOURCE DECK PROGRAM EFECPLT
7/8/9
SOURCE DECK PROGRAM TKASS
7/8/9
SOURCE DECK PROGRAM RIlPPEfc
*7/8/9
* SOURCE DECK PROGRAM SPLPLT
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM RAMANI
'7/8/9
* DATA FOR PROGRAM SPECPLT
7/8/9
DATA FOR PROGRAM TRANS
7/8/9 . .
DATA FOR PROGRAM RNPPEU
*7/8/9
* DATA FOR PROGRAM SPLPLT
6/7/8/9
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Chord station, percent
(b) Typical 40 percent and 100 percent chordwise integration of pressure distribution.




PBREF = O.IE+OI, O.IE*OI, p. IE+OI, p.iE+pi». ..O.IE*PI, o.iE+oi, Q
o.o, o.o, o.o, o.b, o.o, o.c, b.o, o.o, o.o, o.o, 6.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
N P R I N T = 2 5 ,
.NSK.IP .. = 0, . • .. _ __ .'
I S T N = 1, 3, 4, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
JSTN = 2, 3, 5, 7, 0, 0, Qj.. . O f 0 , 0,. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Of Ot
. o, o, Ot o,......o.i ......QJ QJ
MTRACKS = * , . .._'. ..Z^.'I.JZZ!...! . . ' - .
^MGHT ' . ' = . . O.IE*OI, .. . /..^.'ZJ.I..".IZ.Z.''! ^."1...'...". . . ... . " .'."..
TOP'TN"" = i, _..„...' .".'.
"Nj.A"pj7T!.= . ' ' i t . 7..~._LI7""~ZZZri.^7"I~Z"^..."_l..."™.l'"......'.....".'.."_.'...."
L
_0 = 0.746E*00, O.U2c*Op, p.389Eji-jOO, _0.346EtPP,_ 0.ll5Etp.?»
, o.i26fc*oo, p.2E-pi, p.p"_f <r.o,r.o.p,;_ 0.6", _o76f o.Ot 6.6, 6.6,
' o.o, o.o, o.o, o.o, 6.6, 6.6, 6.6, o.o, 6.6,
.IEND_...._ _
(a) Input.
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NNPLOT 2. 2. 0. 0. Ot Ct Ot Ot Oi
QBREF 0.1E*Ol. 0.1E4-01. 0. lE*01t 0.1E-»01. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. O.Oi












IU ll|l 1 Ullll Jlt> I uuill 1111U1111 Ull 1U11II Ut 1UII UtUU U tlU UUI111UIUUI tl 111U Ull
(b) Output. -
Figure 3.- Sample input and output .(graphic) for program SPECPLT.
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RW ~ SC3 C6R£F ' 1.00
ISP£ IK t 2 OflSPl :-13.07 09






RUI = 503 06KEf = 1 -CO
RfSV1 =35S3 10 = -231 IHiUSI = 1VJ1LB
i%!i*
.i.Ji.i.1..^ J,.,.,,,,,!..,,:,,,,!,,..;,,..!; jfrnMil, ulyv
FlttBUOCV. 1C
°T KUI s aa DBWF « i.co
I ifP£ f« r 3 OB3PI. =-l7.»( OS





BJ" ' 503 OBREF = 1.00iri-E m = 2





°B an.1, sco • aSfcf = i.oo




"^r raw = sos osffif = i .00E rape «= s






NSPL = 6 .
EFMACH = , 0.48E+00.
OBSELV = 0.197E+00.





 . .... _lj! ' = 0-10.^*?E+04.'
RS = 0.355F + 03,
F = 0. 59?E*Ol .





STDYLO = 0. 634E*00. 0.38gE*00, 0.231E>OOt 0.l06E*OOt 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. "0.0. 0.0,
RP— — =— 0^0. — Orl5E*OOT — OV3E+"OOr '""orSETobT ~b75E*po 0.1E*Ol. 0.0, 0.0,
"'"""""'" 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0» 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. ______
IBLHOPT = 0. .................................





MII isi • ' o. troi*




MMNCWIC CiUFf t U F«l & WiO C MASC 4'JSltS
-INMOMC* **Uf










































































I. 00000 ' 0 00*000
.o/j'n i4vis
.CO IV 00/l»t.
.OOSo ' - OHS-*
.CO*-. V - VUV7Z
.O3>6 -.LJIM*
*.COi* " " 21/id
.00)7 - 13406
.GO is - oe*05
•Ont? - ^64?4
'.ujiu ' - oe-fif
.000V : " ?'»OiO
.UOM . . 101/6
.ooott ' * i*/*';
.OUOb 01S/I
.000% - - . N . mts
.onus - 141-is
' .trn.4 - osic.6
.OHO1. ^SOSd






.00041 • - 7*025
.00073 - O'.lflO
' .00023 - - 24*48
'.ooo.1? . '- t'»*n? .
" .010*7 " " /4rt4V
. HJ072 -" " - M«l
.o'ion " - ws*t
. COCl'J ' " - »iJJ«.S






JKJ/I _1_ _, A!*-O
" '/i>Vt6'< " " 17.0
61.'Hi 19.0
bj.bv; • . 21.0
t./.'J-jt. " " ' ; , ' • ' - 2<«.0

















Figure 5.- Printed input and output for Case A.
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run INI - o. titni.
I f | " - 0.0, '
INCIIF " • *. 6
-- ' It
IFKD ' ' "' |(,
- ••" /I
- - • ?(,
• — " ' 31
' - .. - .
 fl
" " ' 46
61 .
' - '• ' ' — " M
. . . _ . . "" 16












































'" " ' ' .C0022'
.00024
.060^3 '"




- ' VC0024 "
.00020











" .00154 •" "" "
.OOIJ^
.oou
. 00 1 1
'- . "•• .001%















""" .00071 - -
.0007?
0000












































0*.3 • - • -- -


































**-0 . . . . . . . -
26.0 _ . . . . . . .
2H.O
31.0










" ' S7.0 —"
59.0
- • "6i.o r "
fr*.o' '
" 66.0 > " "" "
(b) Output.
Figure 6.- Printed input and output for Case B.
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_ .. . IT734 l.COOJO
.Odl48 .. .47061
\ .UOVob \ I I . I . " ~ .05446




























.OOJ-.0 " " ' .C0726
" "• .0002H " .OOliS
~ •"' -C03.-i -' .C0131
.0002i .00139
.00>T26 - - - . ooj/. j





























Figure 7.- Printed input and output for Case C.
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SPUED
NSPL = 6 .
XMIN = 0.0.
XMAX = O.lE+04.

























ifiH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 11! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .
0 100 200 300 400 EDO 600 700 S33 900 1000
rREQUENCV. HZ.
(b) Graphic output.
Figure 9.- SPLPLT input and graphic output for Case A.
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-30 n




SUM 503. OP3LH-43.8 03
RPtl r3S5. THKUSIVmi LO LO : -271
OF CKJRO [NreGRflTEO r 100.0
-innhuin I M I n 11 I 111 I h i n 11 n I
. 0 100 300 300
I 11 ii II11II11111 il i ! I n: • I h i M I u I
MOO SOO 600 '<OC CC
FREOUEfCY. HZ.
(b) Graphic output.









Rpn-3ss. rn»jsr=4V7i LB LO -












: i l i i i i l i . i . M i n l ' '. i h ' l l l l l I Al LU UlLlilJ M l l l i i l l l l l i i l 1111 ua U U li Uil U.I I I.I
150 200 'JiiO HOD S5C 600 100 OCO 300 1000
FREOUFNCY. H?.
RUN S03 OfBPL =80.3 DB SIGMRrll DBG
RPrt=3SS. THR16T=4171 LB THETR =-30 DEG
PERCENrflGE OF CHORD INTEGRBTEO =100.0











RUN 503. ORBLH zHS.3 DB
RPM r35S- rHKlG!-M171 IB 10 r .177





'.c'j i.nii! Kii;n nijul; ULLIUI liiiij-iinuu! ;i ii i l.;i in i :i il ini ujii h i ILJILI.:I lutuiul IULLILLI!
* • '
(b) Graphic output.










Wf1=3SS. rHRlfifeHPI IB LOT .177










RUN 503 OfBPL =77.8. OB S1GMR =11 OGE
RPH = 3SS. THRUS T=4171 L8 IKETfl r-30 OGG
PERCENTAGE Of CtCRO INTEERRTEO = 37.5
TRIBCULPR CWRO FWCTION '
ll!-!mll*lllllitllllllllltlllllltttH!lllttMlllnll'!IIIHlhtlllHpllllltlllll







Figure 12.- Coordinate system.
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(a)











(b) Time history of loading distribution.
















Figure 15.- CALPLT pen positions.
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CHflRHCTERS RVfllLRBLE IN THE SYMBOL ROUTINE
FOR THE CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTERS
CONSOLE OtSPLflY COOES INTEGER EQUIVALENCE








































































































20 t 40 b 60 15 __ 31 (5 47 f
Figure 16.- Plotting characters.
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C.i
10.0) [Q.71 ,12.3) (4 .7 )( 4 .0 ) 1 2 . 2 ) (4.01 (4.61 (3.7): . 1 . 7 ) (G.61 ( Q . I ) ( l . D )
13 .0 ) ( 4 . 1 )
—I
!0 .1 ) f l . D J i j :0
( 4 . 3 : f ^ . ^ J ! . . 4
i O . l ) ( 4 . 1 3 (7 .0 . 14.Si
!0 .5)
Figure 17.- Sample of characters with their X and Y offsets.
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 7 T79 8 II
Figure 18.- Extended card codes.
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NflSfl STflNDflRD PLOT SYMBOLS
INTEGER SIZE


















 0 0 0
Figure 19.- Plot symbols.
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NRSR STRNDRRD PLOT SYMBOLS
INTEGER SIZE









14 A A A
LB \+\
<£> <£>
Figure 20.- Plot symbols.
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